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At the microvascular scale, blood is a heterogeneous suspension where the 
mechanical response of RBC particles to fluidic shear dominates the viscous behavior 
of blood.  In this dissertation, I investigate the contributions of the viscoelastic RBC 
membrane and the RBC aggregation to apparent RBC deformation and flow behavior 
of blood in micro-environments.  Numerical development for this thesis was 
performed in two stages: 1) a low-cost two-dimensional (2D) model was developed to 
study the qualitative behavior of RBC flow in microvessels; 2) a high fidelity three-
dimensional (3D) model was developed to quantitatively match RBC behavior on the 
cellular scale.  In the first stage, the 2D large deformation model (2D-LD) addressed 
the limitations of existing 2D simulation models which produce excessive RBC 
deformation at physiological shear rates.  Using the 2D-LD model, wall shear stress 
(WSS) and cell-free layer (CFL) width asymmetry developments in daughter 
arterioles arising from RBC partitioning at a bifurcation highlighted that cellular 
deformation rate plays an important role in WSS and CFL dynamics.  In order to 
quantify the physiological impact of mechanical variability in a physiological 
population of RBCs, the numerical RBC model required better physical accuracy.  
Thus in the second stage, the 3D coarse-grained spectrin model (CGSM) was 
extended in my work to include RBC-RBC aggregation at accurate length-scales.  The 
CGSM was first calibrated to match experimentally observed viscoelastic behavior. 
Using the calibrated CGSM model, cyclical loading tests showed that the RBC 
apparent deformability decreases under highly fluctuating externally applied stress 
due to viscous dissipation in the membrane.  It was found that RBCs behave 
elastically under long timescales and as viscous solids at short timescales and both 
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behaviors may be expected in physiological flows.  Next, I addressed the limitation of 
existing 3D RBC models which employ aggregation ranges 20 times above depletion 
or polymer bridging length-scales.  It has been assumed that the length-scales are of 
secondary importance to the magnitude of aggregation affinity energies but this thesis 
work proves this assumption to be untrue for dynamic aggregation and disaggregation 
behavior.   
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Blood is an essential component for the survival of a complex living organism. 
Its primary role in our body is the transport of essential gases, nutrients, hormones, 
waste products and other biomolecules involved in the cycle of metabolic and 
regulatory functions.  This biochemical exchange between blood and the living tissue 
occurs primarily in the  microcirculation which consist of arterioles, capillaries and 
venules [1].  In these micron-sized systems, vessel sizes are comparable to the blood 
components and this has significant implications on the rheology of blood.  
Essentially, the transport behavior of blood in vessel flows can be characterized by the 
mechanical response of the two major constituents of the blood mixture to the fluidic 
stresses driving the bulk flow.  The first constituent is the liquid phase that is blood 
plasma.  Under physiological conditions, plasma has Newtonian properties and a 
viscosity similar to water.  The second major component is the soft structure phase 
constituted by the red blood cells (RBCs) that usually make up about 35 - 45% of the 
systemic blood volume for an average individual [2].  In the large vessels (inner 
diameter > 300 µm), the two phases can be regarded as a continuum mixture where 
rheology can be represented by a non-Newtonian fluid with viscosities that vary in 
relation to the shear rate (shear-thinning).  Distinct to blood flow in micron-sized 
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vessels are the Fahraeus effect and the Fahraeus-Lindqvist effect.  The Fahraeus effect 
states that the tube hematocrit in a microtube is lower than the systemic hematocrit 
and the Fahraeus-Lindqvist effect states that a significant reduction in the apparent 
resistance or effective viscosity of the blood bulk mixture is observed following a 
reduction in the holding vessel diameter [3-5].  Unlike the larger vessels, the 
distribution of the RBC and plasma phases is non-uniform due to the aggregation and 
shear-induced migration of RBCs towards the center axis of the vessel [4, 6].  The 
resulting distribution partitions the rheological components of blood into the cell-free 
(plasma) layer (CFL) along the fringes of the vessel wall and a RBC-rich core in the 
lumen center [7, 8].  The CFL serves as a lubricating agent that reduces the effective 
viscosity of blood flow [8-10] as seen in the Fahraeus-Lindqvist effect and has further 
physiological significance in the diffusive exchange of biomolecules between the 
RBC and the surrounding tissue [11-13].  The mean width of the CFL have been 
consistently reported by several microcirculation studies [11, 14, 15] to be in the 
range of 0.8 – 2.9 µm for small arterioles with inner diameters (ID) ranging from 10 – 
50 µm and in some cases, the CFL may occupy up to 33% of the lumen cross-
sectional area [11].  The comparable sizes of these distinct regions of phasic 
separation significantly contribute to the complex behavior of blood in the 
microhemodynamics regime [16].       
 
1.2 RBC ultrastructure and mechanics 
The RBC is a biological capsule that carries and delivers oxygen through the 
oxygenation/deoxygenation chemistry of hemoglobin contained in its cytoplasmic 
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interior.  The oxygen carrying and delivery capacity of mature RBCs in their 120 days 
life-cycle is aided by the lack of a cell nucleus which would otherwise partake in the 
metabolic consumption of oxygen, and the lack of three-dimensional cytoplasmic 
structures which would reduce the compliance of RBCs to squeeze through narrow 
capillaries in the microcirculation [17].  Consequently, the cell interior is largely 
cytoplasmic fluid and hemoglobin; the shape and hyperelastic behavior of the RBC is 
entirely determined by the ultrastructure of the RBC membrane which consists of an 
outer plasma membrane (PM) and a complementary underlying cytoskeleton (CSK) 
[18, 19].  The PM is formed by a bi-layer arrangement of  amphiphilic phospholipids, 
each containing a hydrophilic phosphate head and a hydrophobic tail consisting of 
two fatty acid chains.  From the steric interaction, hydrophobic tails extend into the 
interior space of the PM while the hydrophilic heads extend into the aqueous 
extracellular space on one side of the PM and cytoplasmic space on the other, these 
elementary units repeat to form a planar lipid bi-layer macrostructure [17, 20, 21].  
The CSK is situated just below the PM, inside the cytoplasmic space of the RBC and 
largely consists of a filamentous network of rod-like peripheral proteins: spectrin, 
actin and protein 4.1 [17, 21, 22].  High resolution magnification of the CSK using 
electron microscopy has established the repeating macrostructure of the CSK to be 
planar and consisting of hexagonal lattices (6 spectrin chains connected at each actin 
oligomer junction) [23].  Coupling between the PM and CSK through vertical 
anchoring by transmembrane protein complexes such as Band 3-ankyrin and Band 3-
Protein 4.1R define the RBC shape by providing the structural stability to the fluid-
like PM [18, 24-26] and regulate the RBC homeostasis through mechanical 
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transduction between the surface stresses on the PM and the hemoglobin [27] and 
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) activity below the CSK [28, 29].   
The most notable mechanical properties of the RBC arising from this 
composite membrane ultrastructure are its hyperelastic response to high shear stress, 
viscous response to high shear rate and the ability to recover its initial shape with the 
removal of external stress [30, 31].   These mechanical properties of the composite 
membrane can be classified under two characterizations, the first of which is the 
membrane elasticity and the second is the membrane viscosity [30].  Under membrane 
elasticity, three principal elastic deformations are necessary to describe the 
hyperelastic behavior of the RBC membrane.  These are namely, the membrane in-
plane extensional and shearing deformation [32-37], membrane surface area 
compression or dilation [30, 35, 38], and membrane bending [30, 35, 39-41].  
Amongst these three elastic modalities, membrane shear resistance is considered to be 
the most influential elastic characteristic; together with the membrane viscosity, the 
membrane shear resistance determines the tumbling and tank-treading behavior of 
axially migrating RBCs in a shear flow [42].  While elasticity represents the resistance 
of the membrane against deformation, membrane viscosity however is a subtly and 
fundamentally different property in that it represents the resistance of the membrane 
against the rate of deformation [30].  As such, the membrane viscosity serves to 
dissipate the hydroelastic energy of fluid shear on the RBC membrane and dampen 
the strain response of the membrane to fluctuating stress conditions.  It may be 
reasoned, from the perspective of cell durability, that RBCs under short periods of 
moderate to high shear rates can exhibit high resilience against mechanical damage 
due to the surface area incompressibility and the creep behavior attributed to 
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membrane viscosity [35].  As the reasoning goes, membrane surface incompressibility 
prevents the development of high local strain in the membrane resulting from the 
application of high local stresses.  Similarly, membrane viscosity prevents a high 
transient force on the membrane surface from immediately producing excessive strain 
on the local membrane and plastically reorganizing the underlying CSK [35].  
Thorough review of RBC mechanical and material properties in pathophysiology and 
the various measurement techniques employed by scientists may be found in [43]. 
Another important mechanical feature of RBCs is their ability to 
spontaneously aggregate and form large rouleaux structures in blood plasma protein 
suspensions, this behavior is most prominent in vivo under low shear conditions in 
arterioles and venules [44, 45], where the increased tendency for spontaneous 
formation of large RBC aggregates with a reduction in vessel shear rate gives blood 
its shear-dependent viscosity and shear-thinning behavior [45].  The physical factors 
determining RBC aggregation can be categorized into the intrinsic (cellular) factors 
and the extrinsic (extracellular) factors.  Extrinsic factors affecting aggregation are 
blood flow rate and vessel diameter  (as these factors modulate the local shearing 
stress that may dissociate RBC aggregates) [44, 45], the concentrations of blood 
proteins such as fibrinogen [46] or heavy macromolecules such as dextrans [47] that 
participate in aggregation and finally the local hematocrit (as this determines the 
likelihood of RBCs being in close proximity to aggregate) [48].   
Under the intrinsic factors, oligosaccharide groups on the PM surface provide 
the steric and electrostatic properties of the RBC surface that  1) mediates inter-
cellular repulsion at nanometer intercellular distances and 2) mediates surface 
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adsorption of macromolecules.  The groups consists of glycolipids and glycoproteins 
whose terminal ends extend into the extracellular space along above the PM  [49].  
These structures make up the 5 – 10 nm thick RBC glycocalyx which has a negative 
electrostatic charge and strong hydrophilicity due to the sialyl residues found in 
glycoproteins and sulfated disaccharide chains in glycolipids [20, 49].  Owing to the 
negative charge and hydrophilicity of the RBC glycocalyx, lubrication pressures from 
the water layer trapped between cells and the electrostatic repulsion between RBC 
surfaces at nanometer separation distances prevent two RBC surfaces from touching. 
In order to overcome the latent repulsion between RBCs due to the 
electrostatic activity within operative distances of ~20 nm [50], RBC aggregation 
requires an external agent that disrupts the surface repulsion.  This external agent 
comes in the form of macromolecules such as fibrinogen and albumin in blood 
plasma.  While these macromolecules and their respective concentrations in plasma 
are extrinsic factors often related to systemic controls in the human body, the RBC 
and its glycocalyx play the intrinsic role of mediating the surface adsorption of these 
macromolecules.  Depending on the steric interaction, macromolecules in plasma can 
either be readily adsorbed onto the glycocalyx or face steric exclusion to form a 
depletion layer above the RBC surface.  Interestingly, both scenarios provide relevant 
theories for RBC aggregation.  Under the proposition that macromolecules readily 
adsorb on RBC surfaces, a macromolecule can be dually adsorbed onto two RBC 
surfaces that are within the operative distance of aggregation ( ~ macromolecule 
length) and serve as a soft bridging tethers between two RBC surfaces [51]. Under 
this bridging hypothesis, spontaneous occurrences of the double adsorption of 
fibrinogen across mating RBC surfaces have been proposed by several scientists to be 
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the cause of RBC aggregation in blood plasma [52-55].  In an alternate theory, it has 
been proposed that surface adsorption of macromolecules by the glycocalyx is poor 
and steric exclusion of the macromolecules in the intercellular space generates an 
unbalanced depletion layer around the cells thus causing unbalanced osmotic forces to 
push cells closer together.  This theory has been termed depletion theory and has been 
well validated with dextran polymers and RBCs but not with plasma proteins 
fibrinogen and albumin [47, 56-58].  Regardless of the preferred theory, it is 
important to note that both depletion and bridging mechanisms are direct a result of 
the macromolecular surface adsorption dynamic attributed by the RBC glycocalyx 
structure and chemistry.    
 
1.3 RBC disorders 
As discussed in the preceding section, RBC membrane composition 
determines its viscoelastic properties and intrinsic aggregability.  Dysfunctional 
transformations of the RBC membrane ultrastructure are often the cause of various 
blood diseases where the apparent deformability and adhesivity of RBCs deviate from 
their physiological and functional range. 
Transformation of the RBC from a flaccid discoid shape to a spherical or 
elliptical cell that loses its folding ability can arise from 1) weakening of the vertical 
interactions between the PM and CSK due to spectrin-ankyrin and band3-protein4.2 
deficiencies as seen in the case of hereditary spherocytosis (HS) [59-64] or 2) 
weakening of the horizontal linkages in the CSK due to defective spectrin-actin-
protein 4.1 interactions leading to loss of the hexagonal lattice structure in the spectrin 
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network as seen in hereditary elliptocytosis (HE) [65-68].  Both HS and HE produce 
significant membrane surface area loss and RBC fragmentation due to the loss of 
membrane stability normally provided by healthy horizontal and vertical PM-CSK 
interactions, over time this surface area loss causes RBCs in HS and HE patients to 
undergo progressive transformation from discocytes to elliptocytes and spherocytes 
[26, 69].  Due to the limited folding ability of spherical and elliptical cells, HS and 
HE often leads to hemolytic anemia in patients as the undeformable RBCs get 
systemically removed from the circulation by the spleen when they are unable to 
traverse its narrow splenic structures.     
Another blood disease that causes progressive shape transformation of flexible 
discocytes to less deformable shapes is sickle cell disease.  Unlike the shape transition 
seen in HE and HS which are driven by membrane surface area loss, sickle-shaped 
RBCs are caused by the abnormal sickle hemoglobin (HbS).  Upon deoxygenation, 
HbS polymerizes and self-assembles into the spectrin network thereby irreversibly 
damaging the CSK [70].  As a result of the HbS polymerization into the CSK, the 
sickle cell membrane can have more than 4 times increase in its elastic moduli for 
shear, bending and area as compared to healthy RBCs [70, 71].  As in the case of HE 
and HS, the limited deformability of sickle RBCs leads to hemolytic anemia as these 
dysfunctional cells get removed by the spleen.   
Finally, RBC transformations can also be caused by invasion of the cell’s 
cytoplasmic space by a foreign body or parasite as in the case of P.Falciparum (Pf) 
malaria.  Invasion of the RBC by the malaria parasite causes progressive 
transformations of  1) membrane elasticity 2) RBC shape and 3) RBC aggregability 
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and adhesivity [72].  Depending on the gestation stage of the Pf parasite, infected 
RBCs exhibit a 3, 4 and 10 times increase in the shear elastic modulus for the ring 
(gestation: 0 – 24 hrs), trophozoite (24 – 36 hrs) and schizont (40 – 48 hrs) gestation 
stages respectively [73].  While ring stage Pf infected RBCs retain their discoid 
shapes, gradual growth of the Pf parasite transforms infected RBCs into progressively 
more spherical shapes through the trophozoite and schizont stages.  Release of knob-
associated histidine-rich protein (KAHRP) by the parasite causes KAHRP molecules 
to self-associate and form conical structures in between the CSK and PM thereby 
distorting the RBC membrane surface and producing surface knobs that increase the 
adhesivity of Pf infected RBCs [74-76].  The combined effects of reduced 
deformability (elasticity and shape) and increased RBC adhesivity increases the 
transit times of RBCs in capillary networks and results in the sequestration of Pf 
infected RBCs in vital organs before they can ever be removed from the circulation by 
the spleen [77].  In the extreme scenario, increased cytoadherence of Pf RBCs can 
plug the blood flow in the microcirculation and lead to death.   
 
1.4 Computational modeling of RBC behavior 
While the ultrastructure and mechanical properties of healthy RBCs and 
diseased RBCs are well studied, the deformation response of RBCs has often been 
elicited in controlled in vitro environments [43].  Due to the high invasiveness of 
these cell-probing and measurement techniques, in situ visualization or measurement 
of RBC behavior in the microcirculation in relation to each property has been 
extremely difficult.  Consequently, fundamental understanding of how known 
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envelopes of the RBC mechanical property variation impacts physiological 
microcirculation has been aided greatly by theoretical and mathematical models of 
blood.  Today, testing of new theories or applications of existing theories in complex 
scenarios is expedited by the analytical power of computing and numerical modeling 
[78].  The accuracy of the computational or numerical modelling technique as a 
scientific method lies in its formulation from first principles in the governing physics.  
Hence, the technique’s usefulness is derived from the numerical model’s ability to 
study complex scenarios in parametric fashion due to the absolute control over 
system-defining parameters.  Thus the numerical model can be employed as a key 
strategy in testing hypothesis or narrowing down the focus of studied physical 
phenomena on essential trends and parameters. 
From a qualitative viewpoint, combining several complex sub-systems such as 
RBC viscoelasticity, RBC aggregation, RBC-plasma fluid structure interaction and 
RBC-vessel interaction together for an integrated RBC flow model may not 
necessarily produce a numerical model that quantitatively predicts the exact physics 
as the physiological scenarios because every single component in this complex system 
is incomplete in their research and development.  Hence qualitative models should 
focus on discerning parametric trends instead of diagnosing or predicting 
physiological outcomes.  The numerical models reviewed in the literature have 
performed fairly well in this aspect and complex mechanisms in microhemodynamics 
have been studied.  These studies include gas transport [12, 79], leukocyte rolling and 
margination [80-82], RBC pathophysiology related to cellular deformability and 
aggregation [83].  However, the range of microvascular systems studied with 
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qualitative models have not moved beyond low flow rate scenarios and simple straight 
arteriole or capillary segment. 
For the case of quantitative RBC modeling, the current level of numerical 
work for viscoelastic representation in the 3D models is lagging behind the 
experimental work and the theoretical postulations.  Considering the amount of 
research material scientists and biologists have published on the RBC viscoelasticity, 
expensive numerical models today still employ hyperelastic constitutions without a 
viscous membrane element in the RBC flow models [84-89].  Additionally RBC 
aggregation modeling employed in numerical models have not progressed since the 
introduction of bridging theory, depletion theory and the popular Morse-type potential 
aggregation model.  As a quantitative model, it is of particular concern that numerical 
RBC flow models regularly implement aggregation attraction over length scales far 
exceeding depletion and bridging scales [90, 91] or no aggregation at all [84, 86, 87, 
89].  These mesoscale models have little physical similarity to actual aggregation 
dynamics and have made little attempt to include the elucidations known from 
depletion or bridging theory and experimental visualizations of inter-cellular distances 
using transmission electron microscopy [52, 53]; aggregation activity which is meant 
to be short-range attraction and highly localized within the aggregating interfaces now 
involves the entire cell surface due to attraction ranges comparable to RBC sizes.  The 
poor physical resemblance of in silico RBC systems ( using zero-viscosity RBC 
membrane models and RBC aggregation models with incorrect aggregation 
dynamics) to actual blood behavior makes it impossible for scientists to employ 
computational modeling as a legitimate tool for quantitatively assessing the impact of 
pathophysiological variations in sub-cell properties on the cellular response in the 
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microcirculation and how RBC pathologies may be arrested to recover their 
physiological function.       
 
1.5 Objective and specific aims 
In response to these gaps and modeling deficiencies, this thesis work was 
performed with two objectives:  
1) to develop a low-cost but efficient model for studying the qualitative trends 
in microvascular flow resulting from the large deformation behavior of RBCs 
in blood 
2) to develop an accurate RBC model based on high fidelity representation of 
sub-cell features. This model can investigate the impact of pathophysiological 
variations in sub-cell properties on the cellular response to microcirculation 
conditions.     
 
To achieve these objectives, this research was conducted with the following 
specific aims, organized into individual thesis chapters: 
• Chapter 2 of this thesis describes the pursuit of Specific aim 1 which was to 
develop a low-cost two-dimensional large deformation membrane model (2D-
LD).  The purpose of this specific aim was to make available, a 2D model for 
implementation of a reasonably cheap but effective model in high shear rate 
scenarios – which is lacking in the scientific literature.  
• In chapter 3, Specific aim 2 targeted at improving the current understanding 
of the role cellular components play in modulating microvascular phenomena.  
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Using the low-cost model developed in Specific aim 1, we could demonstrate 
how multi-cellular interactions at vessel bifurcations may contribute to the 
modulation of blood viscosity in a microvascular network.   
• Chapter 4 pursues Specific aim 3 which was to develop a three-dimensional 
RBC model that matches in vitro viscoelastic behavior of RBCs.  By 
developing this model, the implications of physiological elastic moduli and 
membrane viscosity on RBC behavior in vivo could be better hypothesized. 
• Chapter 5 describes Specific aim 4, which was to incorporate true-scale 
aggregation distances in RBC aggregation models.  As contact and lubrication 
dynamics are highly sensitive to intercellular separation distances, this 
specific aim addressed the grossly under represented intercellular friction that 








Due to the significant contributions of RBC dynamics to blood microrheology, 
the mechanical characteristics of RBCs have been studied extensively.  The shape of 
the RBC can be defined by a thin membrane that separates the inner fluid (cytoplasm) 
from the suspending fluid (blood plasma).  The most notable properties of the RBC 
membrane are its hyperelastic and viscoelastic response to high shear stress, 
membrane area incompressibility and the ability to recover its initial shape with the 
removal of external stress [30, 31].    
In accordance with these properties, many previous studies have been 
undertaken to describe the mechanical behavior of RBCs in silico.  In these studies, 
the various numerical models for the RBC range from the mesoscopic  particle 
representation of the RBC membrane and cytosol [92], to the spring network model of 
the membrane cytoskeleton  [93-96] and to the continuum representation of a neo-
Hookean [97-100] or Skalak [31, 33, 101, 102] membrane – discretized and solved 
with the finite element method (FEM) [103] or the boundary integral method (BIM) 
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models [98].  Originally developed for three-dimensional (3D) studies, these models 
incur extremely high computational cost.  Without employing sophisticated parallel 
computing techniques, the high computational cost makes these 3D models infeasible 
for simulating microhemodynamics involving hundreds or thousands of cells in a 
simulation domain.  Consequently, many previous numerical studies have instead 
utilized two-dimensional (2D) RBC models to simulate physiological blood flow in 
microvessels [92, 95, 96, 100, 104] .  
In the 2D modeling approach,  the neo-Hookean and Skalak constitutive 
relations have been reformulated for 2D by removing a principle strain direction from 
the original 3D formulation [105].  However, employing the 2D formulations without 
modifying the effective moduli can overpredict the extent of deformation in the RBC 
membrane due to the disappearance of the Poisson’s effect contributed by the second 
principle strain direction.  Furthermore, one important membrane feature that has 
been considered in the 3D simulation but not in the 2D simulation is the surface area 
incompressibility of the RBC membrane attributed by its incompressible lipid bilayer.  
Essentially, the extensional resistance of the RBC cross-section is not entirely a result 
of the membrane’s shear resistance.  Consequently, the significant loss of these two 
deformation modalities in the 2D simulation may lead to hyper-extended RBC 2D 
cross-sectional profiles under complex flow conditions such as high shear rates, 
crowded cell-cell interactions under high hematocrits and multi-directional RBC 
strain.  This inaccuracy has limited 2D studies in the literature to the low flow regime 
models where shear rates are typically less than 300 s-1 [95, 96].  Despite this 
limitation, 2D models may still be employed as adequate parametric tools for 
highlighting the cellular contribution to Non-Newtonian blood flow at the 
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microvascular level.  The aim of this study was to extend the application range of 
qualitative 2D RBC-flow modeling to large deformation scenarios through the 
development of a strain-hardening 2D membrane model. 
 
2.2 2D RBC flow model 
In this work, a modification of the 2D neo-Hookean relation was introduced to 
compensate for the apparent softening of the RBC membrane in 2D.  The modified 
membrane model was coupled with the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) flow solver 
through the immersed boundary method (IBM) [106].  For the membrane model 
development, a large deformation scaling coefficient was applied to the 2D neo-
Hookean membrane model and its several complementary constitutive relations to 
introduce a strain hardening effect on the RBC membrane at high strain rates. 
 
2.2.1 Fluid solver: LBM 
The LBM solves the Boltzmann transport equation numerically by discretizing 
the mass and momentum of fluid particles on a fixed computational lattice [107, 108]. 
In the LBM, the behavior of the macro-system is given by the kinetics and sum of its 
microstates.  Microstates are defined in the discrete sense by the probabilistic 
construct, the density distribution function (,!-./) and the transport equation involves 
the streaming and collision of ,!-./ in the lattice.   In the streaming process, nine 
discrete streaming directions and lattice velocities are defined as follows [109]: 
 0 = 0,  
 0!2345 = 6cos !43: ; , sin !43: ;> ∆@∆	 ,   
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 0!2A4B = √2 6cos :!4E5 ; , sin :!4E5 ;> ∆@∆	                                                                           -2.1/  
where ∆H is the space step size in the lattice, ∆ is the time step size, and symbol i 
denotes the flux direction index.  The LB equation with a general force term can be 
expressed as [110]: 
,!-. + JK∆,  + ∆/ − ,!-., / = − M,!-., / − ,!N-., /MO + ∆P!                             -2.2/ 
where P! is the body force term represented on the microstate and  O is a relaxation 
parameter towards the equilibrium distribution (,!N-HQ, /) which can be obtained 
through: 
,!N-., / = R! S T1 + JK ∙ V0: + 12 -JK ∙ V/:05 − 12 |V|:0: X                                                     -2.3/ 
where S is the fluid density and V is the velocity; the two are calculated by the 
equivalency of the macroscopic state to the sum of microstates:  S = ∑ ,!! , V =
∑ ,! JK S⁄! , and  0 = ∆@∆	 √3\  (speed of sound in the lattice).  The weights, R!, used in 
Eq. (2.3) are given by R = 5E , R! = 3E  for $ = 1 − 4 and R! = 3bc  for $ = 5 − 8.   
The microstate body force term in Eq. (2.2) is given by: 
 P! = f1 − 12Og h! iJK − V0 + JK ∙ V0 JKj ∙ k                                                                    -2.4/ 
where k is the fluid-structure interaction body force acting on the fluid from the IBM 
coupling with the RBC membrane solver.  Proof of the equivalency between the LBM 
discretization and the continuum Navier-Stokes equations has been given through the 
Chapman-Enskog expansion of the LB equation by Buick, et al. [111].  The pressure 
(l) and kinematic viscosity (m) of the fluid is represented in the LBM system by: 




2.2.2 Fluid structure interaction: IBM 
The IBM enforces the fluid-structure interaction in the simulation by 
providing the bidirectional coupling between the fluid motion and the membrane 
dynamics [112].  Velocity interpolations onto the membrane surface grid from the 
LBM-derived velocity field using the discrete delta function are performed to update 
the trajectories of the RBC membrane nodes as follows: 
V-./ = ∑ op. − .qVp.q                                                                                     -2.6/   
where op. − .q is the discrete delta function that is given by: 
op. − .q = s0                                                                     MH!, − H!,M > 2uH 14 v w1 + cos ;pH!, − H!,q2uH x!∈-3,:/                        )ℎ{R$|{       -2.7/ 
where H! = H3, H: = H, ~ 
The elastic resistance of the RBC membrane against hydrodynamic forces and 
its effect on the surrounding fluid is similarly enforced whereby the membrane force 
k-./ arising from the membrane deformation at membrane coordinates . is 
distributed to the surrounding fluid nodes (coordinates .) as a body force kp.q 
using the discrete delta function as follows: 
kp.q = 1∆H:  o p. − .qk-./                                                                          -2.8/ 
The force density spreading and membrane node velocity interpolation were 
performed on a 4uH × 4uH region [112].  To describe the different properties of 
blood plasma and cytoplasm within the RBCs, an indicator field approach was 
employed to update the moving topology of the plasma domain and RBC interior 
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cytoplasm domain at every time-step.  By utilizing a graphical-fill technique (flood-
fill method) [113], viscosities of 6.0 and 1.2 cP were updated for the cytoplasm and 
plasma nodes on the LBM grid, thereby capturing the dissipative effects of the 
viscosity ratio between the exterior plasma and the interior cytoplasm.  The details of 
the flood-fill algorithm used to update the fluid properties during the simulations can 
be found in [113]. 
 
2.2.3 2D-RBC model 
The shape of the 2D RBC was maintained by four deformation modalities 
which govern the mechanics of the membrane.  Fig. 2-1 summarizes all the internal 
forces considered in the RBC membrane for our 2D model.  The RBC circumference 
was discretized into a Lagrangian mesh with membrane nodes connected by non-
linear spring segments.  The internal forces governing membrane dynamics are the 






Fig. 2-1  Schematic diagram of the 3 types of membrane forces implemented in the 
RBC model. (a) Extensional force which restricts the elongation of the RBC 
perimeter. (b) Bending force which controls the local curvature of the RBC. (c) 
Dilation force which maintains the RBC internal area. 
 
Membrane in-plane shear: 
The constitutive shear behavior of the RBC membrane is non-linear and 
exhibits a degree of strain-hardening.  Under the 2D neo-Hookean model formulation 
[83, 113, 114], the membrane shearing stress-strain relation is linear in the small 
deformation range and non-linear in the large deformation range as shown in Eq. 
(2.9): 




                                      -2.9/ 
where Es is the shear elastic modulus of the membrane and  is the stretch ratio on 
the local membrane segment given by the ratio of the current membrane segment 
length ml  over the initial membrane segment length 0l .  The shear elastic modulus in 




this study is set at  dyn cm-1, which is within the physiological range for RBC 
elastic properties [115]. 
As mentioned earlier, the limitation of the 2D neo-Hookean model is the 
unrestricted stretching of membrane perimeter (circumference) under high shear rates.  
Previous studies [116, 117] have shown that the neo-Hookean model in its original 3D 
form cannot restrict the membrane surface area changes in 3D capsules from 
exceeding 8% at shear rates above 300 s-1.  Changes in the RBC’s total membrane 
surface area should be less than 5% under physiological conditions due to the 
incompressibility of the lipid bilayer in the membrane [116].  The stretching of the 
RBC membrane is expected to be overpredicted for the case of 2D simulations where 
the extension of a 1D surface (line) is unrestricted due to the lack of the Poisson’s 
effect from the second principle strain direction. 
In the present study, the 2D large deformation neo-Hookean model (2D-LD) 
was proposed to account for membrane area incompressibility observed in 
experimental and 3D simulation studies and to also compensate for the lack of the 
dilatory restriction.  The neo-Hookean model for 2D capsules was therefore modified 
by the large deformation scaling coefficient , which is a function of the local RBC 
membrane stretch ratio .  The 2D-LD neo-Hookean model developed is presented as 
follows: 
                                                          -2.10/ 
where
 








                                               -2.11/ 
where  and  are constants.  It is of note that the value of  from Eq. (2.11) 
approaches unity at very low strains and Eq. (2.10) reverts back to its original form in 
Eq. (2.9) under such conditions. 
Membrane bending: 
To control the curvature of the RBC, a bending force is implemented on the 
RBC membrane as follows: 
                                               -2.12/ 
where Eb is the bending modulus of the RBC membrane, is the current membrane 
curvature and  is the spontaneous curvature of the un-deformed RBC.  The bending 
force is similarly scaled by the large deformation coefficient  presented in Eq. 
(2.11).  The scaling of the membrane flexural resistance is necessary to prevent 
membrane buckling under high compression which instigates numerical instabilities. 
 
Cytoplasmic volume conservation: 
As the membrane shear and bending models only consider the surface of the 
RBC membrane, the RBC internal volume (internal area in 2D) is not implicitly 
conserved; since the bulk of cytoplasm in an RBC does not exit its membrane, the 
internal volume conservation needs to be enforced in the deformation dynamics of the 
membrane.  Hence, an interior pressure force  is introduced to act on the RBC 
)(1)( LDLD eeD LD βλβλα −+=
LDD LDβ α







membrane, thereby strictly imposing the conservation of the RBC internal volume and 
mass.  The pressure penalty model for a 2D capsule can be expressed as follows: 
( ) )( /1 Crefpint AAkp λα−=   where 
0L
LC
C =λ                                   -2.13/ 
where  is the incompressibility coefficient and the argument Cλ  is the RBC 
perimeter extension ratio given by ratio of the current RBC circumference CL  over the 
initial circumference of the circular RBC 0L .  A is the internal area of the deformed 
RBC, and Aref is the initial internal area of the RBC.  The internal area of the RBC is 
calculated using Green’s theorem: 
∫ −=
C
mmmm dxydyxA                        -2.14/ 
where mx  and my  are the coordinates of the points on the RBC membrane curve C. 
By taking a sufficiently large incompressibility coefficient pk  and by 
considering the growing restriction under large deformation using the )( Cλα  term, a 
sufficiently large internal pressure intp  can be engaged to maintain the constant RBC 
size in the simulation.  The maintenance of a constant RBC area is a necessary 
constraint in order to satisfy the conservation of cytoplasmic mass in the channel 
flow.  Accordingly, the cytoplasmic mass is not allowed to arbitrarily swell or 
disappear from the movement of the RBC membrane.  Consequently, by including the 
cytoplasmic conservation in our model, the RBC area and 2D hematocrit in the 




RBC-RBC interaction:  
Blood microrheology can be significantly affected by the cell-to-cell 
interactions occurring within the carrying vessel.  RBCs in physiological flows can 
aggregate due to the presence of large molecules such as fibrinogen, this attraction 
between aggregating cells typically occurs over the sub-micron to nano length-scales.  
Conversely, RBCs can repel one another when brought within interacting distance of 
the glycolayx due to steric hindrance and repulsion between like negative charges on 
the RBC membranes.  The RBC aggregation from depletion [47] and repulsion from 
lubrication dynamics were simplified as the intercellular energy () in the Morse 
potential proposed by Liu and Liu [91]: 
-/ = {:-4/ − 2{-4/                                                                                  -2.15/ 
where r [µm] is the separation distance between the pairing membrane nodes and r0 
[µm] is the zero force distance specified in the model.   [µJ µm-2] is the surface 
energy and  [µm-1] is the scaling factor that determines the rate of interaction 
energy decay with distance.  In this study, r0, and  were set with the values of 
0.49, 3.84 and 1.3 x 10-7 respectively as reported in previous studies [113, 118].  The 
total interaction force between the membrane nodes is expressed as the negative 
derivative of the interaction potential from Eq. (16): 
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                -2.16/ 
In Eq. (2.16), a negative  value when  indicates an aggregating (attraction) 








the LD coefficient scales only the repulsion force between pairing RBC membranes to 
prevent cell to cell overlap from the increase in internal forces from the shear, 
bending and dilatory modalities.   
The interaction between RBCs as dictated by Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) is 
illustrated in Fig. 2-2.  A querying region is defined around every RBC membrane 
node to locate the nearest membrane node on the neighboring RBC for the paired 
interaction.  When the distance between the paired membrane nodes is less than r0, the 
node-pair experiences a repulsion force.  However, when the distance between nodes 
is within the 	
 to  range, the node-pair experiences an attraction force.  
 
Fig. 2-2  Schematic diagram of an RBC membrane node with the two regions of 
interest.  Beyond the active distance 	
, the interaction force decays to zero.   
 
2.3 2D-RBC flow results 
Two sets of simulations were performed for the model evaluation: 1) a single 
cell in a simple shear flow to validate the large deformation (2D-LD) model and 2) 
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multiple cells in a channel flow.  In the single cell study, a velocity field of u = ky was 
imposed where the strain rate k can be obtained by the simple relation k = U/Y.  Y is 
the half-height of the simulation domain and U is the maximum magnitude of the 
velocity at the top and bottom of the simulation domain as presented in Fig. 2-3.  The 
deformation of the capsule was described by the Taylor deformation index Dxy : 
                           -2.17/ 
where L is the major diameter of the deformed RBC and B is the minor diameter as 
shown in Fig. 2-3.  Notably, this characterization of the RBC deformation only works 
for RBCs that adopt a 2D ellipse profile and the value of Dxy is highly sensitive to the 
major and minor diameters at low deformation states. 
 
Fig. 2-3  Schematic illustration of a simple shear flow condition on the suspended 
circular RBC (left) and an elliptical shape of the deformed RBC (right). 
 
In the multi-cell channel flow simulations, the efficacy of the 2D-LD model 







by comparing its deformation result against the 2D neo-Hookean model.  
Furthermore, the importance of the scaling relationship for the strain-hardening 
between the four deformation modalities acting on the RBC membrane was 
investigated.  To achieve these comparative investigations, three sets of conditions 
were utilized – as summarized in Table 2-1.  Case I represents the original neo-
Hookean model in 2D since the LD scaling coefficient was not implemented to any 
constitutive model.  In Case II, the LD scaling coefficient was only applied to the 
membrane shear constitution.  This approach is similar in concept to earlier studies 
where the non-linear stiffening behavior is not considered for the membrane bending 
and cell-to-cell interactions [105].  Finally, Case III represents the full 2D-LD model 
whereby the LD scaling coefficient was applied to all four RBC mechanical 
constitutions.  
In the initial condition, twelve circular RBCs were suspended in a periodic 
arrangement inside a channel of 80 µm by 20 µm to achieve a physiological 
hematocrit level (38%).  The circular RBC cross-sectional profile was chosen for 
simulation as this 2D profile represents the most extreme shearing orientation for the 
RBCs in a narrow channel.  Pressure boundary conditions were prescribed for the 
pressure-driven flow to obtain the pseudoshear rates (mean velocity / channel width) 
of 50, 150, and 500 s-1 for each of the three cases.  Periodic translations were 
implemented on the RBCs at the inlet and outlets such that RBCs leaving the 
simulation domain re-enter from the inlet, thereby maintaining the same number of 12 
RBCs for the entirety of the simulation.  
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Table 2-1 Multi-cell channel flow simulations. 
Case 
LD Scaling Applied 
Shear Bending Vol. Conservation 
Cell-cell 
Interaction 
I X X X X 
II √ X X X 
III √ √ √ √ 
 
2.3.1 Single RBC in simple shear flow 
To characterize the deformation of the 2D RBC in relation to the shear 
condition, the dimensionless shear rate G was used.  G provides a normalized 
indication of the stress condition on the cell by comparing the estimated fluidic shear 
stress applied on the RBC membrane (numerator) to the inherent elastic property of 
the membrane (denominator) [99]: 
                                     -2.18/ 
where is the dynamic fluid viscosity, k is the shear rate, and is the equivalent 
radius of the RBC.  Breyiannis and Pozrikidis [97] have compared the deformation of 
2D solitary capsules against the deformation of 3D spherical capsules and have 
reported a good correlation.  They established a Dxy correspondence between the G 
values for circular capsules and 3D spherical capsules by using their cross-sectional 
profiles.  Consequently, the empirical equation relating the 3D G to 2D G was 
reported to be:  








Based on this relation, the 2D capsule deformation results was validated against the 
3D spherical capsule deformation reported in a previous study by Eggleton and Popel 
[116].  Figure 2-4 shows the results of the validation.  Comparing the Dxy values 
obtained for the dimensionless shear rates G of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5, a reasonable 
correspondence between the present 2D results and the 3D model results of Eggelton 
and Popel was observed.  While the discrepancy is close to 50% at the lowest shear 
rate, the 2D-LD model can sufficiently limit the RBC deformation to agree with the 
3D model data at higher shear rates.  It is likely that the low shear rate discrepancy 
arises as a result of Eq. (2.19) presenting non-sensible G values for the 2D equivalent 
at very low shears.  For example, conversion of the 3D G at a value of 0.01 using Eq. 
(20) results in a 2D G value of -0.00383.  Thus, this conversion may not be accurate 
under very low shear conditions.   
 
Fig. 2-4  Validation of the LD neo-Hookean (2D-LD) model on a circular capsule 





2.3.2 Multi-cell channel flow 
While the Taylor deformation index has been used to describe the deformation 
of a single cell in simple shear flow, it cannot be used to represent the deformations of 
the multiple cells in a channel flow since the non-uniform strain rate in a channel flow 
produces eccentric deformations in the RBCs.   Consequently, the determination of 
the major and minor axes for the eccentric-ellipse is subjective and prone to various 
interpretations.   Hence, the RBC membrane circumferential strain  and the earlier 
introduced perimeter extension ratio Cλ  were used to describe the deformation of the 











Cλε                        -2.20/
  
 
Model comparison, 2D-LD against 2D-neo-Hookean:  
A comparison of the predicted RBC deformation between the three cases 
demonstrating the efficacy of the 2D-LD model is shown in Fig. 2-5.  The RBC 
deformation was quantified by taking the ensemble average of the 12 cells’ perimeter 
extension ratio Cλ .  At 50 s-1, there was no statistical difference among the three cases 
( Cλ  = 1.049  0.013 for Case I, 1.048  0.002 for Case II, and 1.044  0.043 for 
Case III).  However, at 150 s-1, there was a ~13% difference (P < 0.001) in the 
average extension between Case I (1.225  0.070) and Case III (1.083  0.033), but 
no significant difference between Case II (1.088  0.037) and Case III.  Similarly at 







and Case III (1.125 ±  0.040), but no statistical difference between Case II (1.125 ±  
0.031) and Case III.  The pronounced difference in perimeter extension between Case 
I and the other two cases was expected since the LD model imposes a larger 
restrictive force on the membrane when it stretches beyond a stipulated limit.  Thus, 
even in a very high shear condition of 500 s-1, the RBC perimeter did not extend by 
more than 12% of the original length for the 2D-LD model in Case III whereas Case 
I’s RBCs stretched in length by more than two times of their original perimeter.   
 
Fig. 2-5  Comparison of the perimeter extension ratio Cλ  with varying degrees of the 
LD scaling coefficient application in Cases I, II and III. *P < 0.001 
 
Figure 2-6 shows the deformation profiles of the RBCs for Case I – III in the 
channel flow at a particular instant in time.  As observed in Fig. 2-6a, all three cases 
were initialized from the same symmetrical arrangement but the RBC flow developed 
differently with time (Figs. 2-6b – 2-6d).  Due to the over-extension of RBCs in the 
simulation, the RBC flow for Case I never reached a developed flow condition for the 
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simulation conducted at the highest shear condition of 500 s-1 (Fig. 2-6b).  
Subsequently, simulation failure occurred before the RBC flow structure could break 
its initial symmetric arrangement which occurred within 0.1 s of RBC flow for Cases 
II and III in Figs. 2-6c and 2-6d.  Interestingly, the deformation profiles of cells 
observed in Case I for Fig. 2-6b indicate that the extensive stretching of RBCs into 
“noodle-like” profiles occurs predominately for cells located in the high shear rate 
regions near the channel walls.  From this evaluation of Case I’s result, it can be 
concluded that the 2D neo-Hookean model has a limitation in performing RBCs flows 
at high shear rates typical to microfluidic devices (> 1000 s-1).  Through a 
comparative investigation of multi-cell simulations with (Cases II and III) and without 
(Case I) LD augmentation, we have established that LD augmentation is required for 
2D RBC models to maintain physiological 2D RBC deformations, particularly for the 
cells travelling in close proximity to or impinged against the channel wall (see Fig. 2-
6b).  A very recent study [100] on 2D multiple RBC flow simulations in a bifurcation 
also showed this limitation of the 2D RBC deformation simulation.  They have 
illustrated that even at 100 s-1, non-physiologically over-stretched RBC shapes 
(“noodles”) were obtained in the model simulation due to wall impingement and 
multi-directional strain near flow bifurcation corners, similar “noodling” of RBCs in 




Fig. 2-6  Instantaneous snapshots of the RBC deformation profiles for the three cases 
under 500 s-1.  (a) Initial arrangement of RBCs for all three cases. (b) Simulated result 
from Case I:  “Noodle-like” transformations led to simulation failure at t = 0.0025 s.   
(c) and (d) Results from Case II and Case III: LD-scaling applied to bending in Case 




While the presentation of deformation data in Fig. 2-5 indicates that the 
overall perimeter remained statistically the same in Case II and Case III, the shapes of 
the RBCs were considerably different in these two LD-applied cases as evidenced by 
the images in Figs. 2-6c and 2-6d.  This may be due to the lack of strain-hardening on 
the remaining three constitutive models for the RBCs in Case II (as summarized in 
Table 2-1).   
Significance of bending resistance and contact forces for large deformations:  
As mentioned earlier, the RBC model has a bending resistance modality that 
maintains the curvature of the RBC membrane.  In Case II, the LD scaling coefficient 
was applied only to the membrane shearing resistance, while the cell-to-cell 
interaction forces and the bending resistance were left un-scaled in the simulation 
model.  This means that while the constitutive bending behavior of the RBC and 
contact mechanics between cells were included in Case II’s model, their influence on 
the RBC membrane deformation diminishes with the increasing strain since only the 
shear component is augmented for strain-hardening.  Eventually, at large deformation 
conditions, shear forces dominated the entire deformation behavior of the membrane 
in Case II.  From the comparison between the mechanical constitutions in Case II and 
Case III, Figs. 6c and 6d show that simply applying strain-hardening for the 
membrane shear stiffness alone without scaling the other constitutive moduli might 
generate an imbalance in the internal energies of the membrane that leads to physical 
instability of the membrane deformation.  Accordingly, the results from Case II 
indicated a regular occurrence of the membrane buckling phenomenon.  Figure 2-7 
shows the instantaneous snapshots of the RBC membrane in the various stages of 
buckling.  The increasing force vectors on the RBC membrane acting in an adverse 
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direction led to a compounding instability. This manifested as a twisting and apparent 
“pinching” of the membrane, leading to simulation failure.   
 
Fig. 2-7  Instantaneous profiles of the RBC membrane buckling under channel flow 
conditions shown in sequential frames as indicated by the dimensionless time kt 
where  denotes the onset of pinching behavior.  Zoomed-in view of the pinched 
region in the bottom panel show the increasing force contributing to the buckling 
instability.     
 
The cause of this instability is the high compressive forces that build up in the 
progressively shortened membrane segments in the pinched region of the membrane. 
This is portrayed in Fig. 2-8 where the resultant force of two compressed segments 
calculated from the membrane shear model is exerted in the direction opposite to the 





Fig. 2-8.  Schematic diagram of the internal forces in a membrane segment with sharp 
curvature: resolved force acts in an adverse direction which further sharpens local 
curvature.  
 
Without scaling the bending force to counter this large shear force, the 
membrane is allowed to buckle into non-physiological shapes with pinched areas of 
sharp curvature.  Additionally, as the RBC-to-RBC interaction forces were not scaled 
in Case II, RBCs could impinge into one another due to insufficient repulsion, thus 
resulting in pairing membranes that penetrated and overlapped each other.  
Conversely, when the three other constitutive models were scaled with the LD scaling 
coefficient as done so for the simulations performed in Case III, these two scenarios 
for membrane instability were successfully avoided.  The comparison of RBC shapes 
and the differences in membrane curvature stability between the models implemented 
in Case II and III therefore highlight a major advantage of the present 2D-LD model.  
Unlike other non-linear models for large membrane deformation that only augment 
the membrane shear response, the large deformation coefficient α  used in the 2D-LD 
model is a simple multiplicative operator that can be used to apply the same order of 
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strain hardening to all elastic moduli involved in the RBC membrane’s constitutive 
response to deformation. 
 
Cell-free layer width and relative apparent viscosity: 
The cell-free layer (CFL) and its role in influencing the apparent viscosity of 
blood is an important characteristic in quantifying microvessel and microchannel 
flows.  Due to the shear-induced migration of RBCs towards the center of the vessel, 
the formation of a CFL along the vessel wall significantly lowers the apparent 
viscosity of blood in microvessel flows when compared against the uniform bulk 
viscosity of blood [2].  Accordingly, the channel flow simulations were validated by 
comparing the CFL width and the apparent viscosity predictions of the 2D-LD model 
in Case III (for the pseudoshear rate of 50 s-1) against the earlier work of Zhang and 
coworkers [83, 115].  The predicted CFL width was ~26% of the total channel width 
which is in good agreement with the value (27% – 32% at 58 s-1) reported in their 
study [83] under similar conditions.   
The apparent viscosity appµ  of blood in the channel flow simulations was 






=µ                          -2.21/ 
where P∆  is the pressure difference applied across the channel length channelL , H  is 
the channel width and Q  is the resulting flow rate.  For comparison against the 
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literature, the apparent viscosity was normalized by the plasma viscosity plasmaµ  to 
provide the relative apparent viscosity relµ :   






                    -2.22/ 
The present result (1.10) falls within the range of the simulated results by Zhang and 
colleagues: 1.05 in a 20-µm channel [115] and 1.29 in a 12-µm channel [83].  
Although the comparisons of the CFL width and the relative apparent viscosity 
indicate reasonable agreement between results here and theirs, it should be noted that 
circular RBC profiles were considered for our 2D flow model while they have 
represented the 2D flow of RBCs using biconcave RBC profiles.  Subsequently, even 
though a higher 2D hematocrit of 38% was used in the present study in comparison to 
their 30.5% [83], the actual number of RBCs in this simulation is much fewer (12 
circular RBCs vs. 27 biconcave RBCs).  As a result of this, it may be limited to 
directly compare relative apparent viscosity and cell-free layer width predictions here 
with the values reported by the literature. 
It is of note that the CFL width and relative apparent viscosity are dependent 
on rheological factors such as the pseudoshear rate, hematocrit and channel width.  In 
the present study, only a single channel configuration with a width of 20 µm and a 
hematocrit of 38% under various pseudoshear rates have been considered.  Hence, the 
analysis of the RBC dynamics in terms of the CFL width, apparent viscosity and RBC 
deformation may be limited to the present channel configuration.  In accordance with 
the Fahraeus-Lindqvist effect, the CFL width as a fraction of the channel width 
(fractional CFL width) is expected to increase with a reduction in channel width as 
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reported in the earlier work by Kim and et al. [11].  With regards to the RBC 
deformation, when the channel width is increased, the corresponding decrease in the 
fractional CFL width would result in an increase in the RBC perimeter extension ratio 
Cλ .  This is in accordance with the result shown in Fig.2- 9 where the RBC 
deformation increases when the distance between the RBC and the channel wall is 
reduced. 
 
Fig. 2-9  Relation between cell perimeter extension ratio Cλ  and its transverse location 
rchannel in the channel.  RBCs further away from the channel centerline undergo 
larger deformations due to the higher shear rates near the channel walls. 
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2.3.3 Potential limitations of the 2D-LD model 
One possible limitation of the 2D-LD model can arise from the chosen 2D 
RBC profile for the channel flow simulation.  Firstly, a similar simulation on the 2D 
biconcave RBC profile may give a different set of results due to its higher bending 
and flexing capability than the circular RBC.  While the LD scaling model will not be 
different in form for biconcave cells, a calibration of the model terms and coefficients 
would be required.  Furthermore, the RBC cross-sectional area was assumed to 
remain constant in the 2D plane of investigation.  This was necessary for the 2D 
model to maintain the channel hematocrit and to enforce the 2D conservation of mass.  
This model is therefore limited to flow situations where 2D RBCs remain in the plane 
of observation.  However, such flow conditions can easily be found in most 
microfluidic flows where the Reynolds number is very low. 
Additionally, our present 2D-LD model lacks the inclusion of the membrane 
viscosity and its effect on the dynamic deformation behavior of RBCs.  It is likely that 
the membrane viscosity will affect the dynamic behavior of RBCs that are subjected 
to ever-evolving shear rates due to the variation in their transverse location as they 
travel along their respective trajectories within the channel.  Membrane viscosity is 
likely to delay the deformation response of RBCs to fluctuations in the shearing 
condition as a result of the changes in RBC position and orientation.  However, this 
present model does include the effect of cytoplasmic viscosity (6.0 cP) and the plasma 
viscosity (1.2 cP), and earlier work [113] has shown that the inclusion of the 





In the present study, a 2D large deformation (2D-LD) model was introduced to 
augment the elastic moduli of the RBC membrane in the high shear rate flow regimes.  
The efficacy of the model and the predictive accuracy of the resulting 2D deformation 
states were tested on a single circular RBC profile under a simple shear condition and 
the results were found to be in good agreement with the 3D data.  Furthermore, this 
study highlights the importance of sufficiently scaling the various membrane 
mechanics models to prevent numerical instabilities in the simulation.  Previous 2D 
RBC flow simulations have been limited to straight vessel flows or bifurcation flows 
under low PSRs.  With the calibrated 2D-LD model presented in this chapter, a robust 
mechanical model of the RBC now exists to qualitatively study cellular contributions 
to such systems under much higher flow rates at a fraction of the computing cost 3D 





2D-LD model application:  Cell-free layer and 




The microvascular network consists of successive bifurcations with 
corresponding reductions in vessel diameters that optimize the surface area for gas 
exchange while maintaining low systemic resistance for the pumping heart [119].  In 
this network architecture, the distribution of plasma and cellular components of blood 
are often non-uniform and this phenomenon has been termed ‘plasma-skimming’, 
‘hematocrit-separation’ or ‘RBC-partitioning’.  Notably, arteriolar bifurcations often 
result in an uneven RBC-flux fraction biased towards one daughter.  This bias has 
been determined by experimental studies to be related to the total flow fraction by a 
non-linear function that depends on morphological and hydrodynamical conditions at 
the branch point [14, 120-125].  Computational studies have also contributed to the 
research by examining the dynamics of cell-cell interactions and cellular migration at 
arteriolar bifurcations [95, 126] and the role of parameters difficult to define in 
experiments, such as the parent vessel tube hematocrit, RBC stiffness and 
aggregability [100, 127].  
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While these early studies have given us better appreciation of the parametric 
factors leading to heterogeneous RBC-partitioning, little investigation has been made 
into understanding the developing cell-free layer (CFL) downstream of the 
bifurcation.  Instead, several studies have discussed the symmetry recovery of the 
hematocrit profile [14, 128, 129].  The hematocrit profile downstream of a bifurcation 
was found to have different symmetry recovery rates depending on the flowrate ratio 
between daughter vessels and the upstream hematocrit profile.  Furthermore, longer 
inter-bifurcation distances generally produced greater symmetry recovery for the 
hematocrit profile due to more prolonged lateral migration of RBCs.  Experimental 
studies performed by Pries, et al. [14] estimated that the critical vessel length for a 
recovery of the hematocrit profile symmetry downstream of an arteriolar bifurcation 
with internal diameters (D) < 40 µm was about 10D distance away from the 
bifurcation. Numerical simulations performed with RBC dispersion models by Carr 
and Xiao [129] likewise estimated the critical vessel length and suggested that based 
on the inter-bifurcation segment lengths reported in literature, hematocrit asymmetry 
was prevalent in small arteriole bifurcations.  Both studies [14, 129] have shown the 
direct influence of the hematocrit profile development downstream of a bifurcation on 
the RBC partitioning in the subsequent bifurcation, but not the influence of flow 
asymmetries on other important physiological processes such as vasoregulation and 
gas diffusion.  In general, the role of microrheology in these two processes has been 
understood through mechanistic concepts of the CFL acting as a gas diffusion barrier 
[13] and the wall shear stress (WSS) as one of the modulating agents for vessel 
diameter [130].  It remains to be investigated however, the extent of similarity 
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between hematocrit profile symmetry recovery and the CFL symmetry, and their 
relation to WSS patterns downstream of the bifurcations.   
The CFL development length as a result of entrance effects was reported to be 
8D – 15D for vessels with 20 - 24 µm D in a numerical study by Oulaid and Zhang 
[131] and 25D for vessel D ranging 10 – 100 µm in a separate numerical study by 
Katanov, et al. [132].  However, neither of these numerical studies employed 
bifurcations as the source of the CFL disturbance nor discussed the effects of the CFL 
asymmetry on the vessel WSS.  Microphotographs of rat cremaster arteriolar 
bifurcations shown in Fig. 3-1 and similar images in [14, 95] suggest that the 
positional asymmetry of RBCs in daughter arterioles directly downstream of the 
bifurcation is a common occurrence and that bifurcations may significantly contribute 
to the CFL disturbance in arteriolar networks.  This is further supported by in vivo 
findings of persistent CFL asymmetry in daughter arteriole segments 2 – 6D away 
from bifurcation sites for rat cremaster arteriolar networks [12, 133].  Despite the 
regularity of the bifurcation-induced CFL asymmetry, inter-bifurcation distances that 
extend beyond the limited focal window of microscopy techniques prevents 
experimental measurements of the CFL asymmetry over the entire daughter arteriole.  
Thus, physiological implications of the CFL and WSS symmetry recovery lengths in 
relation to anatomical inter-bifurcation distances have been difficult to study using 
experimental methods.  In order to circumvent the experimental difficulty and address 
the existing knowledge gap from theoretical models on the CFL and WSS 
development in bifurcation flows, the recovery of CFL and WSS symmetries 
downstream of a bifurcation found in transverse arteriole networks was investigated 
in this present study using a numerically constructed microbifurcation model.  By 
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quantifying the spatial developments of the CFL and WSS along the daughter 
arterioles resulting from a bifurcation, their respective recovery rates under different 
flow rates was examined.  
 
Fig. 3-1 Microphotographs of arteriolar bifurcations in a rat cremaster muscle, arrows 
indicate the flow direction.  Positional asymmetry of RBCs in the daughter vessels 
can be seen by the differences in plasma layer thickness between vessel walls A’ and 
A.   
 
 
3.2 Bifurcation model 
Detailed information on the two-dimensional simulation methods utilized in 
this study can be found in Chapter 2.  In brief, simulation of the RBC transport was 
achieved with the Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) fluid flow model [110], our 
recently developed large deformation discrete RBC model [134], and the Immersed 
Boundary Method (IBM) for the fluid-structure interaction [112].  Table 3-1 gives a 
summary of the numerical parameters employed in the bifurcation simulation. 
The bifurcation flow in a transverse arteriole was represented in a 
computational domain consisting of a 170-µm long parent branch (PB) of 15-µm 
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inner diameter (D), a 160-µm long main daughter branch (MB) of 15-µm D and a 
120-µm long side daughter branch (SB) of 10-µm D (see Fig. 3-2a).  In previous 
experiments performed on rat cremaster muscles, Frame and Sarelius [135] reported 
the inter-bifurcation distances to be within ranges of 67 – 905, 48 – 714, 48 – 714 and 
188 – 2144 µm for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th stages in transverse arterioles with feed 
vessel D of 8.5 – 23.2 µm.  A recent study by Ong, et al. [136] reported similar inter-
bifurcation distances of 172 – 663 µm for small vessels with D of 12.5-104 µm.  For 
the sake of computational economy, our model was limited to the region of interest 
around the 1st stage bifurcation and vessel lengths representative of the inter-
bifurcation distances in small arteriole branches. 
Three sets of simulations were performed in three flow conditions to achieve 
PB pseudoshear rates (PSR) of 60 (low flow), 170 (moderate flow) and 470 s-1 (high 
flow) while maintaining a similar feed hematocrit (HPB) of about 55% (in the two-
dimensional plane) and an approximate MB-to-PB flow fraction (QMB:QPB) of 0.82.  
The two lower PSRs were chosen to represent the flow conditions found in reduced 
flow and physiological normal flow as reported in a previous experimental study by 
Ong and Kim [133] while the highest PSR represents the higher range of 
physiological flow reported by Popel and Johnson [2]. The non-equal flow portioning 
of blood at the bifurcation was chosen to study the flow recovery behavior in daughter 
arterioles with distinctly different hematocrits. MB was primarily set up to be the 
RBC-rich daughter while the SB was a plasma-skimming vessel with single-file RBC 
flow.  The PSR and flow rate ratios were set by maintaining pressures presented in 
Table 3-2.   
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Table 3-1 Simulation parameters 
Property Symbol Value 
 
Two-phase Fluid Properties 
  
Plasma viscosity   1.2 × 10-3  Pa-s [137] 
Cytoplasm viscosity 
  6 × 10-3 Pa-s [137] 
Fluid density (cytoplasm & plasma) 
 S 1000 kg/m3 [137] 
 
Membrane Elastic Properties 
  
Membrane shear elastic modulus 
  6 × 10-6 N/m [30, 37, 70] 
Membrane bending modulus 
   3.6 × 10-19 Nm [30] 
Strain hardening scaling factor 
  14.45 [134] 
Strain hardening constant 
  0.9 [134] 
 
Aggregation Model Parameters 
  
Intercellular interaction strength 
   1.3 µJ/µm2 [113, 118] 
Intercellular strength decay factor 
  3.84 µm-1 [113, 118] 
Zero force distance 
 
 0.49 µm [113, 118] 
 
Table 3-2 Boundary conditions and simulation window 
 Low  Moderate  High flow 
 
PB inlet pressure (mmHg) l 0.172 0.539 1.73 
SB outlet pressure (mmHg) l 0.0459 0.144 0.501 
MB outlet pressure (mmHg) l  0 0 0 
LBM grid discretization (µm) ∆H 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Time step size (s) ∆ 1 × 10-7  5 × 10-8  2.5 × 10-8  
Simulation period (s) ! 1.4 1.1 0.4 
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 To maintain a constant tube hematocrit of 55% in the parent vessel (HPB) and a 
continuous flow of RBCs at the bifurcation, two regions of RBC simulation were 
employed in the bifurcation model.  As shown in Fig. 3-2b, a periodic zone in the 
bifurcation model was assigned at the PB inlet to repeat the RBCs in a periodic 
fashion within the 60-µm long domain.  In this method, parent cells identified by the 
cell numbers 1 to 10 generated RBC clones (numbered 11 to 72) of themselves every 
time they passed the periodic boundaries.  Clone cells that exited the region of interest 
(ROI) domain through the outlets of the MB and the SB were removed from the 
simulation and their cell indices were recycled.  The repetition of this cloning and 
removal process enabled a stable feed hematocrit and continuous RBC flow to be 
achieved in the ROI domain.    
RBC flow in the arteriolar bifurcation was simulated for 1.4, 1.1 and 0.4 s in 
the low, moderate and high flow cases, respectively.  Due to the overwhelming 
amount of spatiotemporal data in the simulation, the flow characteristics were 
analyzed at specific spatial intervals indicated in Fig. 3-2b.  Information from analysis 
lines up to 2D distance from the bifurcation mouth were taken with regular intervals 
of 0.5D for all vessel branches and subsequently 1D intervals were taken for distances 
up to 9D for the PB, 8D for the MB and 10D for the SB.  The two opposing sides in 
each vessel have been identified as A and A’ for the purpose of CFL width and WSS 
comparison in relation to the flow bias.  In the PB and MB, side A refers to the 
bottom side of the vessel in Fig. 3-2b and side A’ is the top side of the vessel where 
the RBC-core was drawn towards as a result of the suctioning effect at the bifurcation.  
In the SB, A’ likewise refers to the RBC-impinged side along SB while A refers to the 
left side of the SB.  The time averaged quantities of the local RBC concentration () 
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along with local velocity ( for PB and MB,  for SB) and local RBC flux rate were 
integrated with respect to the lateral coordinate to calculate the time-averaged values 
of the tube hematocrit (), total flow rate () and RBC flow rate ( / 
in the vessel.   
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Using the lateral distribution of the Ht, the hematocrit symmetry ∗ was 
defined.  Figure 3-2c shows an example of the  distribution taken at 0D for the MB 
from the moderate flow case.  The x-axis plots the lateral coordinate taken from 0 µm 
at the A and A’ walls to 7.5 µm at the vessel centerline.  In a previous study by 
Sherwood, et al. [138], the  symmetry was quantified by taking the ratio of the 
areas under each half curve A and A’.  While this quantification may indicate 
hematocrit skewness arising from lateral shifts in the RBC core, it fails to consider a 
scenario where two halves of the  distribution may reflect the same area but in fact 
have different shapes.  Hence,  symmetry quantification here was calculated using 
the common area overlapped by the two halves of each curve (shaded in red in Fig. 
1c):  
∗ = 100% ×  - ∩  /~2/:2                                                                          -3.4/ 
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where 100% ∗ indicates perfect symmetry between walls A and A’ in the wall-to-
centerline  distributions 
 
Fig. 3-2 Domain setup and analysis approach (a): Segment lengths of 170, 160 and 
120 µm representing the parent branch (PB), main daughter branch (MB) and the side 
daughter branch (SB).  (b): Flow analysis was analyzed along transverse lines (shown 
in white) at various longitude positions.  (c): Calculation of the hematocrit asymmetry 
based on the shared area (highlighted in red) between two halves of the profile on 
opposite sides of the vessel centerline.  
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3.3 RBC flow in an arteriolar bifurcation 
3.3.1 Flow partitioning and cell reorganization at the bifurcation  
 Due to the crowded suspension of deformable RBCs whose sizes were 
comparable to the vessel inner diameters and the width of the bifurcation mouth, flow 
dividing dynamics at the bifurcation was far more sophisticated than a simple 
partitioning of cells and plasma between a constant flow-dividing (critical) streamline.  
Figure 3-3 shows the role of cell-cell interactions in the RBC partitioning process.   
 
Fig. 3-3 Sequential images of the RBC partitioning process.  Top row shows the 
process for the low flow case, middle row for the moderate flow case and bottom row 
for the high flow case. 
 
 Shown in temporal sequence from left to right, the re-organization of RBCs in 
the vessels near the bifurcation zone was observed for the low (top row), moderate 
(middle row) and high flow (bottom row).  In the first frame, cells 1, 2 and 3 have 
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been identified as part of a group of cells drawn towards the SB by the critical 
streamline (in red).  In the second frame, cell 1 had steadily increased the cell volume 
fraction situated above the critical streamline and was drawn towards the bifurcation 
corner by the pressure gradient and the critical streamline trajectory; cells 2 and 3 
followed behind in close sequence.  By the third frame, the entire cell 1 volume lay 
above the critical streamline.  Cells 2 and 3 overtook cell 1 in the main PB-MB axis 
flow by slipping underneath the stagnated cell 1.  In the final frame, cell 1 was 
irretrievably removed into the SB while significant reorganization of the cells had 
taken place with cell 3 overtaking cell 2 in the post-bifurcation region.  In this 
repeating cycle of RBC partitioning events at the bifurcation corner, we noticed the 
evolution of the critical streamline throughout the cycle and the behavior of RBCs 
intersecting this streamline.  Firstly, the critical streamline was oscillating in relation 
to the stagnation and release cycle of RBCs at the bifurcation corner – the cell caught 
at the bifurcation appeared to be towing the critical streamline along with its motion.  
This is a marked difference from single-phase bifurcation flows under our present 
Stokes flow (our maximum Reynolds number for the high flow case is ~ 0.09) 
conditions where the critical streamline maintains a constant trajectory.  In the RBC 
flow, the crowding and squeezing of cells against one another and the vessel walls 
produced lubrication pressures which generated local pressure perturbations that 
cyclically shifted the critical streamline.  Secondly, cells approaching the bifurcation 
that had volume fractions situated above the streamline were not necessarily removed 
into the SB.  Although these group of cells appeared to follow the ‘leader’ towards the 
SB whenever the local hematocrit at the SB mouth decreased, the eventual outcome 
for the RBC partitioning followed a ‘trade-off’ type of interaction whereby cell 2 and 
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cell 1 were removed into different daughter vessels despite their similar trajectories.  
This corresponds with findings by Barber, et al. [126] where they reported trade-off 
interactions to be the most dominant interactions affecting rear-cells at a bifurcation.    
 Hemorheological parameters resulting from the flow partitioning for the three 
flow conditions were examined and summarized in Table 3-3.  By taking the ratio of 
  over , the discharge hematocrits in the respective vessels (, , and ) and the tube hematocrits (HPB, HSB and HMB ) were determined in Table 3-3.  
Both the discharge and tube hematocrits indicated a high fraction of plasma-skimming 
into the SB and a concentrated RBC flow along the PB-MB axis for all three flow 
conditions.  Lower discharge hematocrits were observed in the PB and MB for the 
low flow case, which may be explained by the a retardation of the RBC core in the 
low flow case as a result of the narrower distances between the cells and the vessel 
walls as shown in Fig.3-4. Representative images of the fully-developed RBC flow at 
various flow rates showed lower RBC deformation and reduced lateral migration of 
RBCs away from the vessel walls at lower flow rates, thereby producing scattered 





Fig. 3-4 2D-RBC flow and deformation at different PSRs. Leftmost frames highlighted in dark gray show RBC flow before the 




   Based on the pressure boundary conditions set in the simulations (Table 3-2), 
both the total flow fraction and RBC flux was sufficiently maintained to similar levels 
amongst the three flow cases.  As reported in previous literature [14, 100], our 
simulations found that the RBC-flux fraction showed a dissimilar bias than the total 
flow fraction towards the higher flow rate daughter MB (see / against 
/ and / against / in Table 3-3).  Furthermore, a similar 
level of RBC-flux partitioning was observed in all three cases.  This suggests that 
within the range of flow rates used in the present study, absolute flow rates in the 
bifurcation may not play a significant role in the RBC-flux partitioning at an arteriolar 
bifurcation if other hemorheological conditions upstream are similar.  Also presented 
in Table 3-3 is quantification of the discretization error in the numerical simulation 
which may manifest as mass imbalances in the total flow rate and RBC flow rate 
entering the PB and exiting the SB and MB.  The percentage error was less than 1% 




Table 3-3 Flow partitioning at various flow rates 
 Low Moderate High flow 
 
Flow partitioning results 
PB Reynolds no.1 
 S¢/ 0.0113 0.0317 0.0881 
SB Reynolds no. 
 S£/ 0.00188 0.00573 0.0156 
MB Reynolds no. 
 S¢/ 0.00943 0.0259 0.0724 
PB PSR (s-1) 
 ¢/ 60.3   169 468 
SB PSR (s-1) 
 £/ 22.5 68.7 187 
MB PSR (s-1) 
 ¢/ 50.3 138 386 
PB tube and discharge 
hematocrit (%) 
 ,  55.1 ,   61.9 54.5 ,   64.0   55.0 ,   64.6 
SB tube and discharge 
hematocrit (%) 
,   33.4 ,   38.8 31.6 ,   37.7 32.9 ,   39.1 
MB tube and discharge 
hematocrit (%) 
 ,  60.7 ,   66.1 63.1 ,   69.7 63.1 ,   69.9 
SB total flow fraction 
 / 0.166 0.181 0.178 
MB total flow fraction 
 / 0.834 0.820 0.824 
SB RBC-flux fraction 
 /  0.104 0.107 0.108 
MB RBC-flux fraction 
 /  0.890 0.894 0.891 
 
Partitioning mass imbalance error 
Total flow imbalance 
error (%) 
 ¤1 − 6¥¦§¥¨§ + ¥©§¥¨§>ª × 100% 0.065 -0.15 -0.22 
RBC flux imbalance error 
(%) 
 i1 − f¥©§«§¬¥¨§«§¬ + ¥¦§«§¬¥¨§«§¬gj × 100% 0.61 -0.020 0.094 
                                                          
1
 Reynolds number was calculated using the bulk mean velocity of the longitudinal flow in the vessel.  
Usage of the maximum velocity to estimate the flow regime is not expected to change the indication of 
a Stokes flow regime (Re < 1) in all our studied flow cases.  
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3.3.2 Effect of flow rate on CFL and WSS symmetry recovery 
 To study the evolution of near-wall hemorheology in the bifurcation domain, 
simulation data was processed to determine the CFL widths and the WSS on vessel 
walls A and A’ at the analysis locations specified earlier.  The CFL width was defined 
as the lateral distance between the vessel walls and the cell-plasma interface on the 
discretized LBM grid.  Consequently, our CFL measurement shares the same spatial 
resolution as the computational grid and the CFL width histogram analysis was 
performed with bin intervals of 0.2 µm.  The WSS along the vessels were obtained by 
multiplying the plasma viscosity against the wall shear rate: 
 
  = − ­­~ 
             ,) l® ¯( °®                                                      
 
   = − ­­H 
             ,) ®                                                             -3.5/ 
Data for the CFL width and WSS analyzed from the moderate flow case at 
various locations in the MB are shown in Fig. 3-5.  The y-axis indicates the 
occurrence frequency (p) of the bin value over N (1800 for the moderate flow case) 
measurements taken from the simulation.  The x-axis indicates the bin ranges taken 
for the histogram analysis.  Frequency bars for the wall A result are depicted in gray 
while the A’ wall distribution is in black.  The right-most bin range represented 
breakages of the RBC-core defined by the 0.5D threshold.  Walls A and A’ for the 
MB had noticeably different CFL p-distributions especially at the mouth of the vessel 
at 0D.  The CFL p-distribution for A’ was heavily skewed towards narrow CFL 
widths with the left-hugging peak p occurring at the 0.8 µm band and the entire p-
distribution appearing to the right of this value.  The distribution for A on the other 
hand appeared more Gaussian with a central peak at around 2.0 µm.  Hence, there was 
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a clear asymmetry in the central tendency between the distributions for walls A and 
A’.  At 8D in the MB, the CFL p-distribution for walls A and A’ appeared to have 
greater resemblance with the most significant changes being made on the A’ p-
distribution which had evolved from a left-skewed distribution to a more Gaussian 
profile.   
 
Fig. 3-5 Occurrence frequency distributions of the CFL width and their spatial 
evolution along walls A and A’ in the MB at 0D and 8D distance downstream of the 
bifurcation for the moderate flow case.  Sampling-bins of the CFL histograms were 
taken at 0.2 µm intervals.  The y-axis indicates the occurrence frequency (p) of the bin 
value on the x-axis range.  Evolution of the growing flow symmetry downstream from 
the bifurcation was indicated by the increasing overlap area between the A and A’ p-
distributions for the CFL width and WSS. 
 
In terms of the WSS p-distribution, both A and A’ walls exhibited Gaussian 
profiles throughout 0D to 8D.  The key difference in the WSS statistics for A and A’ 
was the spread of the statistical variation between the two walls, and this was most 
apparent at 0D.  The WSS p-distribution for A’ had a wider absolute WSS range and a 
higher mean value than for A due to the qualitative differences in the CFL p-
distribution for A and A’.  The regular occurrence of narrower CFL widths on A’ 
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augmented the near-wall shear rates which raised the mean levels of WSS in 
comparison with A.  Similarly, the larger WSS variation (spread) on A’ at 0D was due 
to their higher fractional contribution to the near-wall shear gradient by the CFL 
variation over narrower CFL widths.  Although occurring rarely, negative WSS on the 
A’ distribution indicates the possibility of flow reversal at 0D caused by the squeeze 
flow dynamic between the RBCs and the A’ wall.  As with the CFL p-distributions, 
the WSS p-distributions for A and A’ generally evolved with increased longitudinal 
distance away from the bifurcation to appear more similar by 8D.  We observed 
similar development trends in the CFL and WSS distributions on walls A and A’ for 
both SB and MB at all other flow rates studied.  
 To compare the CFL and WSS development for the three different flow rates, 
we considered the influence of the entire distribution profile by assessing the area of 
overlap between the p-distributions for walls A and A’: 
∗, ∗ =  ±!  ∩ ±!²³´µ¶!     Rℎ{{ ·! $| (). ), ℎ$|)¸¯' ¹$(|               -3.6/ 
 A symmetry index of 100% indicates that the p-distributions for A and A’ are 
identical. With this mathematical definition of hemorheological symmetries 
(∗, ∗ and ∗), we examined the effect of flow rate variation on the flow 
symmetry recovery downstream of a bifurcation.  
 
Parent branch (PB) 
 In accordance with the understanding that upstream asymmetries present in a 
parent vessel may accentuate the RBC partitioning bias in the daughter vessels, we 
analyzed the ∗, ∗ and ∗ values in the upstream locations of the PB.  As 
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shown in Fig. 3-6, the symmetry indices in the PB set the baseline for the assessment 
of practical symmetry for the daughter vessels since symmetry development in the 
MB and SB may not reach 100%.  In terms of the ∗, ∗ and ∗, flow in the 
PB exhibited a stable region of high flow symmetry at distances larger than 2D away 
from the mouth of the bifurcation.  A sharp drop in the symmetry indices at 0D could 
be attributed to the lateral shifting of the RBC-core away from the vessel centerline 
and towards wall A’ by the suctioning pressure from the SB downstream (Fig. 3-6a).  
The apparent reduction in ∗ and ∗ was lower at higher flow rates due to the 
higher shear rates producing higher levels of deformation to the wall-encroaching 
cells which mitigated the effect of growing asymmetry contributed by the laterally 
shifting RBC core at the bifurcation mouth.  In the stable flow symmetry 
region,  ∗ and ∗ were lower for the low flow case than the moderate and high 
flow cases possibly due to the weaker near-wall shear gradients producing lower 
levels of cell deformation and poorer cell focusing about the PB centerline.  We 
normalized the symmetry recovery results in the MB and SB by their own respective 
PB upstream-average (2D to 9D) symmetry indices.  The normalized indices for the 




Fig. 3-6 Flow symmetry indices and the lateral movement of the RBC core in the PB.  
(a): Lateral deviation of the RBC core away from its neutral vessel centerline position.  
(b): Symmetry index for Ht. (c): For the CFL width. (d): For WSS.  The gray arrow 
range indicates the stable flow symmetry region upstream of the arteriolar bifurcation.    
 
Main daughter branch (MB) 
 Interestingly, the three flow conditions appeared to produce the same 
qualitative behavior in the recovery downstream.  As shown in Fig. 3-7, flow 
development in the MB could be classified into two regions based on the dominant 
physics observed.  The first region was the post-bifurcation region immediately 
downstream of the bifurcation where non-linear symmetry development behavior was 
found despite the gradual recovery of the RBC-core position towards the vessel 
centerline (Fig. 3-7a).  The second region was the symmetry-recovery region where 
∗, ∗ and ∗ showed monotonic increase in values with increasing 
downstream distance from the bifurcation.   
 In the post-bifurcation region, an initial recovery phase for the ∗ and 
∗ between 0D and 0.5D was followed by a symmetry reduction phase for all 
three flow rates.  The initial recovery was an ‘apparent recovery’ caused by the 
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plasma void created behind the stagnated RBCs blocking the MB flow along wall A’.  
The subsequent symmetry reduction phase beyond 0.5D was caused by cell-
reorganization activity entailing collisions between fast-moving RBCs along wall A 
against slower RBCs along A’ thereby producing upward shifts in the flow 
streamlines (see Fig. 3-3) that offset the symmetry recovery effects of the reduction in 
the RBC-core position bias.  We identified the end of the post-bifurcation region by 
the point at which the ∗ recovery gradient achieved constant monotonicity, this 
region was fairly short for the high flow and moderate flow cases (<1.5D) but the low 
flow case showed an extended post-bifurcation region of up to 5D due to the 
prolonged cell-reorganization activity far downstream of the bifurcation.   
 In the symmetry-recovery region, the recovery gradients for ∗ and ∗ 
appeared to be insensitive to the flow rate variation.  Likewise, the RBC-core 
trajectory gradient for a lateral recovery of the core centroid towards the vessel 
centerline position was the same for all flow conditions.  By 8D in the MB, only the 
low flow case indicated a complete recovery of the symmetry indices to PB baselines.  
This may be explained by the apparent recovery of the RBC-core position to the 
vessel centerline in Fig. 3-7a.  Final symmetry recovery over the entire MB was in 
descending order of the flow magnitude, due mainly to the lower lateral shift of the 
RBC core away from its neutral vessel centerline position at lower flow rates and a 
lower concomitant reduction in the flow symmetry for ∗, ∗ and ∗ in 




Fig. 3-7 Flow symmetry indices and the lateral movement of the RBC core in the MB.  
(a): Lateral deviation of the RBC core away from its neutral vessel centerline position. 
(b): Symmetry index for ∗. (c): For ∗. (d): For ∗. The hatch-shaded 
arrow indicates the symmetry-recovery region in the MB for the moderate and high 
flow cases while the gray arrow indicates the symmetry recovery region for the low 
flow case. 
 
Side daughter branch (SB) 
 As the tube and discharge hematocrits were fairly low in the SB (refer to Table 
3-3), RBC flow in the SB was markedly different from the continuous RBC-core flow 
regime observed in the PB and MB, and thus it was instead characterized by a 
dispersed and periodically spaced sequence of RBCs traveling with minimal cell-cell 
collisions (see Fig. 3-4).  In an earlier study by Secomb, et al. [95], the deformation 
and lateral migration of RBCs were discussed for plasma-skimming vessels similar to 
the SB in the present study.  They reported that the RBC mechanics in a low 
hematocrit daughter vessel was characterized by the recovery of cell shape and the 
trajectory shift from a near-wall bias at the bifurcation to a centerline position further 
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downstream.  We found similar shape recovery and lateral migration of the RBCs at 
downstream locations (Fig. 3-4).  Since the lateral migration rate is dependent on the 
local shear gradient in the flow, moderate and high flow cases exhibited faster 
symmetry recovery rates than the low flow case for the ∗, ∗ and ∗ 
(Fig. 3-8).  While both the moderate and high flow cases achieved ∗, ∗ and 
∗ values close to the practical symmetry baseline by their 10D location, the 
high flow case reached a slightly lower level of symmetry than the moderate flow.  
This small difference was likely due to the higher deformation states in the RBCs at 
the high flow rate (see Fig. 3-4).  RBCs in the SB under the high flow condition did 
not have sufficient time within the 10D travelling distance to recover their 
symmetrical shapes from the slipper-shaped deformation as they entered the SB.  
Hence, in terms of the flow symmetry indices, asymmetrical RBC shapes arising from 
the high shear rates contributed significantly to rheological asymmetry despite the 
augmented lateral migration rate in the high flow case.   
 
Fig. 3-8 Flow symmetry indices and the average trajectory of RBCs in the SB.  (a): 
Lateral deviation of the RBC trajectory away from its neutral vessel centerline 
position. (b): Symmetry index for ∗. (c): For ∗. (d): For ∗. 
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 We have highlighted the qualitative differences and similarities between 
different flow rates observed for the , CFL width and WSS.  In summary, our 
simulations confirmed that flow symmetry recovery could not be an immediate 
process.  Since inter-bifurcation lengths are fixed in microvascular networks (at least 
within the timescales appropriate to flow events), higher flow rates may imply 
different RBC-partitioning behaviors in the successive bifurcations downstream. 
Furthermore, we found shorter recovery lengths in the lower hematocrit SB flow 
cases than in the higher hematocrit MB.  Higher flow rates augmented lateral 
migration rates for RBCs away from vessel walls and this was most obvious in our 
simulations for the low hematocrit flow of RBCs in the SB.  Inward lateral migration 
of RBCs in the MB was limited to deformation of RBC due to the high hematocrit.  
Recovery gradients, which indicate the ratio of lateral migration speed against 
longitudinal velocity, appeared to be similar between the three flow rates in the MB.  
Despite this similarity, higher flow rates required longer recovery lengths in the MB 
due to greater initial entrance asymmetry in the post-bifurcation region.          
 
3.3.3 Physiological implications of bifurcation-induced flow asymmetry 
 Although full recovery of flow symmetry was not achieved within our 
simulated daughter arteriole lengths, our results confirmed that flow symmetry 
recovery could not be an immediate process.  Under the physiological flow rates 
examined in our simulation model, complete flow symmetry recovery in the daughter 
arteriole requires inter-bifurcation lengths > 8D.  Some studies have reported daughter 
arteriole lengths longer than the present simulation domain (15D – 90D [135]; > 10D 
[14]; 47D – 67D [139]) while others reported inter-bifurcation distances matching or 
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smaller than our modelled arteriole lengths (~9D [136]; ~5D [140]).  This wide 
variation in inter-bifurcation distances seen in vivo implies that positional 
asymmetries of the RBC phase following a bifurcation disturbance may have different 
hydrodynamic impact on arterioles of different lengths within the microvascular 
network.  In order to discuss the physiological significance of CFL asymmetry and its 
persistent effects along arterioles in a network, the longitudinal distribution of relative 
WSS () was obtained by normalizing the sectional average WSS between 
walls A and A’ by the Poiseuille-equivalent plasma WSS.   
 =  0.5- + / 6 ¢\                                                       -3.7/ 
where ¢ is the bulk mean velocity of blood in the arteriole 
 As shown in Fig. 3-9, CFL narrowing along wall A’ for the SB and MB 
produced an attendant rise in  at the bifurcation (0D).  Following the sharp 
rise, recovery of the CFL symmetry between walls A and A’ along the vessels caused 
the  to gradually decrease following an exponential decay of the form: 
 = ,º + »p,º4q                        Rℎ{{ & = H/                     -3.8/ 
where ,º is the asymptotic minimum, » is the rise in  at 0D and ® is 
the  decay exponent associated with CFL symmetry recovery.  & is the 
downstream location (H) normalized by the arteriole diameter.  Values of  ,º, 
» and ® are dependent on the flow asymmetry generated by the bifurcation,  which is 
in turn a function of the vessel hematocrit, flow rate and bifurcation angle.  These 
three parameters for the curve-fit  behavior in SB and MB at various flow 
rates are summarized in Table 3-4 along with the residual sum of squares (RSS) of the 
curve-fitting.  Integrating the exponential function for  across the entire 
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daughter arteriole allowed us to estimate the vessel-averaged relative apparent blood 
viscosity (	) in relation to its total length () 
	 = 1  & 22                                                                                                        
                   = ,º + »−®&(,º p,º4 − 1q                                 -3.9/ 
 
Table 3-4: Curve-fitting parameters for  function in the MB and SB 
 Low Moderate High flow 
 
MB 
Rise in ¼½½¾¿À  » 0.6385 0.5542 0.6359 
¼½½¾¿À decay coefficient  ® 4.559 1.140 0.2801 
Asymptotic minimum ¼½½¾¿À  ,º 2.999 3.120 3.061 
Residual sum of squares RSS 0.01103 0.03569 0.007512 
SB     
Rise in ¼½½¾¿À  » 1.546   1.771 1.838 ¼½½¾¿À decay coefficient  ® 2.647 2.698 1.771 
Asymptotic minimum ¼½½¾¿À  ,º 2.232 2.138 1.918 
Residual sum of squares RSS 0.0009916 0.07736 0.1245 
  
 As shown in Fig. 3-9, the attendant rise in  following an arteriolar 
bifurcation raises the apparent viscosity of blood in the daughter arterioles but this 
effect diminishes with daughter arteriole length.  The elevation in  for vessel 
surfaces near the bifurcation junction and the concomitant 	 rise may have 
implications for the long-term orientations of arteriolar bifurcations where 
physiological determinism forms the biological imperative behind the design of 
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efficient microvascular architecture [119, 141-146].  This determinism was proposed 
by Murray [119] to follow the principle of minimum work, where the cost-function 
argument posits that vessels adapt to meet the oxygenation needs of parenchymal 
tissue while minimizing the hydraulic work required to drive blood flow (∆l) and 
the metabolic cost associated with the sustenance of blood constituents (Á;Â:): 
-
	/Â = -∆l +  Á;Â:/Â = 0                                                                              -3.10/ 
where  is the vessel flow rate constrained by oxygenation needs of the tissue, ∆l is 
the pressure drop across the vessel, Â is the vessel radius and Á is the metabolic cost 
coefficient.  Sriram, et al. [145] showed that by employing the empirical rheological 
law of Pries, et al. [147], the formation of high-hematocrit thoroughfare vessels 
between the arterial system and the venous system was a natural consequence of the 
minimum work hypothesis for a vascular tree with heterogeneous blood viscosity.  It 
is clear from network optimization studies that more representative modeling of blood 
viscosity and WSS in microvascular networks is crucial for the better understanding 
of network physiology with the cost-function hypothesis [148].   
 While the minimum work hypothesis has provided an energy-efficient 
rationale behind Murray’s bifurcation law of a cubic relationship between parent-to-
daughter arteriole diameters [119], the physiological determinism behind the wide 
variation in bifurcation angles and inter-bifurcation distances seen in vivo has not 
been well explained by this hypothesis [143].  Based on our simulations, bifurcation 
angles and daughter arteriole length are important factors for predicting the effective 
blood viscosity in the daughter arteriole as these two factors determine the magnitude 
of CFL asymmetry at the vessel entrance and its sustained effect over each bifurcation 
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unit in the microvascular network.  Where the angle is concerned, a higher elevation 
in the  at 0D was observed in the 90°-inclined daughter (70 – 100% elevation 
compared to ,º in SB) than the in straight daughter (~20% elevation compared 
to ,º in MB).  Hence there is an associated cost of bifurcation angles brought 
about by the increased viscous dissipation at larger bifurcation angles.  On the other 
hand a larger branching angle serves the function of ensuring uniform oxygen 
delivery to a wider tissue region surrounding the arteriolar bifurcation [146].    
 
Fig. 3-9 From left to right, longitudinal distributions of the mean CFL width along 
opposite walls A and A’ of the arteriole, the average WSS between A and A’ 
normalized by the Poiseuille-plasma equivalent WSS () and the effective 
viscosity of blood in the arteriole normalized by plasma viscosity (	).  These 




 In terms of the daughter arteriole length, Fig. 3-9 shows that while bifurcation-
induced CFL asymmetry increases blood viscosity (	) in the daughter 
arterioles, this effect becomes less pronounced over longer arterioles.  Hence under 
the design rationale of Eq. (10), network formation for optimized oxygen delivery 
under a minimum work imperative is not just a function of the vessel radius and 
hematocrit - inter-bifurcation segment length is another parameter that should 
participate in the optimization.  It has been reported that the arteriolar network in 
normal healthy tissue follows a branching pattern where the arteriole length decreases 
with the increasing order of the bifurcation [139, 149].  This may be explained by the 
faster flow symmetry recovery in low hematocrit vessels predicted by our simulations 
with the parallel consideration from in vivo findings that the hematocrit in small 
arterioles and capillaries are often considerably lower than the systemic hematocrit 
[150].  With the exception of thoroughfare vessels, higher order bifurcation daughters 
require shorter vessel length for mitigation of the dissipative effects of CFL 
asymmetry following a bifurcation because they typically have lower hematocrits than 
their parent arterioles. 
 Lastly, since bifurcations are a repeating feature of microvascular networks, 
the homeostasis argument together with physiological determinism posits that their 
function must be essential and the microcirculatory system will attempt to mitigate the 
costs of this design.  The mitigation strategies may apply both locally through 
expansion of luminal diameter in the region of elevated WSS [151, 152] and across 
the network through long-term remodeling of the arteriole length and bifurcation 
angle.  While our simulations estimate the dissipative consequence of bifurcation 
geometries to be modest at the moderate flow rate (5 – 12% higher 	 for 
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arterioles of 5D length than arterioles of 90D length), the dissipation increases 
substantially (10 – 30%) at the high flow rate.  Hence, within the physiological range 
of flow variation, we expect the physiological impact of bifurcation-induced flow 
asymmetries to vary.  Furthermore, bifurcations may be catalysts for pathological 
alterations of RBC properties to impact the network resistance since increased RBC 
aggregability has been reported to increase the level of CFL asymmetry downstream 
of bifurcations [133] and also retard the rate of the CFL development [131]. 
  
3.3.4 2D bifurcation study limitations 
Due to the overwhelming amount of data analyzed, we have omitted the 
parametric effects of different hemorheological factors, such as the flow fraction 
between the MB and the SB, vessel diameter, and bifurcation angles, on the CFL and 
WSS development patterns downstream of an arteriolar bifurcation.  Instead we have 
provided a parametric study limited to the effects of flow rate variation under a 
constant flow fraction.  From this comparison alone, we were able to highlight the 
ubiquity of flow asymmetries in arteriolar bifurcations.  It should be noted that in vivo 
vessels comparable to our modeled diameters undergo frequent myogenic 
constrictions that change their diameter [153].  These minute diameter changes may 
often completely shut down blood flow in one daughter but our present analysis 
exclude discussions of this scenario.  Such events are likely to alter CFL and WSS 
asymmetries in the daughter arterioles and may be interesting scenarios for future 
studies to investigate.  Additionally, we acknowledge that the two-dimensional model 
employed in this study has its inherent limitations for representing cellular collisions 
at the bifurcation corners.  We have assumed that the low dominance of inertia-related 
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mechanisms in the Stokes flow conditions present in arteriolar flows allows for the 
representation of collisions and laminar transport activity on a single two-dimensional 
plane.  Furthermore, it was necessary for RBCs to remain on the two-dimensional 
plane of representation to maintain the tube hematocrit and to enforce the two-
dimensional conservation of mass.  It is of note that although three-dimensional 
models involving straight arteriole segments have previously been performed, the 
usefulness of such three-dimensional simulations for the bifurcation geometry would 
be limited due to their high computational cost. Consequently, many previous 
numerical studies have instead utilized two-dimensional RBC models to simulate 
blood flows in micro-geometries [95, 96, 100, 104, 134].  
 
3.4 Summary 
 Based the simulated model of a transverse arteriolar bifurcation, symmetry 
recovery of the WSS and CFL width are dependent on the flow rate magnitude, inter-
bifurcation length and the tube hematocrit.  By controlling the total flow rate ratio 
between the MB and SB to a constant level, parametric effects of flow rates 
(corresponding to PB PSR of 60, 170 and 470 s-1) on the CFL and WSS distribution 
symmetry between two opposite sides of the daughter vessels was studied.  
Partitioning of the RBC core at the bifurcation produced a deviation in the lateral 
position of the RBC core which reduced the CFL at the entrance of daughter arterioles 
along their inner wall, thereby generating CFL and WSS asymmetry.  Higher flow 
rates caused larger CFL and WSS asymmetry in the post-bifurcation region for both 
the MB and SB and subsequently required longer vessel lengths for complete 
recovery (> 8D).  Despite the larger initial asymmetry in the SB and the lower wall 
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shear rate, its shorter flow development length indicates a strong dominance of 
hematocrit effects on the flow recovery process in daughter vessels.  Finally, 
consideration of the CFL and WSS development along each vessel length in a 
vascular network has been ignored in the cost-function and minimum work hypothesis 
employed in theoretical network studies but the findings here suggest that viscosity 
changes with the inclusion of CFL asymmetry may be significant enough to alter the 
results of such studies and possibly provide an avenue into discussing the impact of 




High fidelity quantitative RBC model: 
RBC membrane viscoelasticity 
 
4.1 Introduction 
In microhemodynamics, the deformation behavior of red blood cells (RBCs) 
in response to mechanical stress is an important sub-system that determines the bulk 
behavior of blood.  As such, formulation of theoretical models of blood cannot be 
complete without a thorough representation of the RBC biophysics.  The RBC is a 
vesicle structure composing of a thin membrane that encapsulates a viscous 
cytoplasmic fluid.  Due to its hyperelastic membrane and biconcave shape, the RBC 
exhibits shape recovery behavior [154] and remarkable compliance for deformation 
under high strain scenarios such as splenic filtration [26] and passage through narrow 
vessels in micro-confined flows [155-157].  Crucial to the mechanical constitution of 
the RBC is the role of the composite RBC membrane, which consists of the 
phospholipid membrane (PM) on the plasma face and the underlying membrane 
cytoskeleton (CSK) on the cytoplasm face [158, 159].  The PM comprises of an 
incompressible phospholipid bilayer that provides resistance against bending [39] and 
surface area change in the composite RBC membrane [21].  The CSK on other hand 
provides the majority of the shear resistance in the composite RBC membrane from 
the extension and reorganization of its spectrin-based cytoskeleton network under 
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deformation loads [21, 160].  Together with the high surface area to volume ratio 
provided by its biconcave shape, healthy RBCs remain highly durable throughout 
their 120-days lifetime by avoiding lysis from surface area expansions [38] by folding 
and shearing instead.  
  Mechanical examinations of the RBC have identified the shear modulus of 
elasticity (Es) to be an important constitution for RBC deformation in physiological 
flows where the most pervasive stress mode is the fluid shear stress.  A physiological 
range of 6 – 9 µN/m has been established for the healthy RBC membrane Es by 
various classical studies [30, 33, 34] and modern techniques [41, 73, 161].  Also 
crucial to the microhemodynamics is the membrane surface viscosity () which 
contributes significantly to the viscous dissipation rate in the cell deformation at 
physiological shear rates [162-164].  Simulation studies have shown that interactions 
of a purely hyperelastic RBC with the suspending plasma and encapsulated cytoplasm 
cannot accurately predict the apparent viscosity of blood in microvessels [165] nor 
capture the accurate tumbling and tank-treading dynamics of RBCs under 
physiological shear rates observed in experiments [164, 166].  As such, quantitative 
three-dimensional (3D) numerical RBC models must include the contribution of the 
membrane surface viscosity before more complex RBC systems involving cell-to-cell 
hydrodynamics and aggregation may be accurately characterized through numerical 
simulations.  In this study, quantitative contributions of the membrane viscosity to the 
shape-recovery process for cells of different elastic moduli and shapes were 




4.2 3D-RBC model 
Tension in the RBC membrane arising from deformation consists of the elastic 
component and the viscous component: 
k,! = k!,! + k	!,!                                                                                                     -4.1/ 
where k!,! is the viscous force and k	!,! is the elastic force at membrane vertex 
$.  The elastic force may be obtained by differentiating the local elastic energy 
(	!,!) with respect to the nodal displacement (ÃK/ produced by the deformation: 
k	!,! =  ­	!,!­ÃK                                                                                                          -4.2/ 
The elastic constitution of the RBC membrane was modelled on a hexagonal 
network of springs [94, 167-169] where the elastic energy of the membrane is given 
by the sum of all deformation energies in the network: 
	! =  !Ä + Å +  + 
                                                            -4.3/ 
From a triangulated surface mesh of · vertices, · edges and ·	 triangular 
elements, the spring and bending energies were calculated along mesh edges 
(representing spectrin chains in the CSK) the while area and volume dilation energies 
were calculated on the mesh triangles (representing the PM).   
 
4.2.1 Shear elasticity 
Shearing properties of the CSK were modelled using the coarse-grained 
spectrin model (CGSM) of [166] which employs the extension-dominant worm-like 
chain (WLC) model and the compression-dominant  power-law (POW) model: 
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!Ä =   Æp&!"q!"∈-3…²È/ +  ÉÆp&!"q!"∈-3…²È/                                                   -4.4/ 
Æ =  f&4±g Ê3 6
´ËÌ>: − 2 6´ËÌ>b1 − 6´ËÌ> Í                     Rℎ{{ 0 <
&!"& < 1                 -4.5/ 
ÉÆ = &!"                                                                                                                              -4.6/ 
where &!" is the mesh edge length between vertices $ and %, & is the maximum 
allowable edge length in the WLC model and ± is the persistence length.   is the 
energy per unit mass which may be considered as a membrane constant for an 
isothermal consideration.   is the spring constant for the POW compression spring 
model.  The resting shear modulus () of the WLC-POW network can be given by 
the following relation [170]: 
 = w√34±&!", x Ê
´Ë,Ì2 61 − ´Ë,Ì >b −
14 61 − ´Ë,Ì >: +
14Í + 3√34&!",b                              -4.7/ 
where &!", is the mesh edge length for the RBC at rest.  
 
4.2.2 Bending elasticity 
The bending energy in the mesh network was calculated using the angle  !" 
subtended by the normals ( ÏÐQÑÒÏÐQÑÒ and ÏÐQÓÒÏÐQÓÒ) of the two adjoining triangular mesh elements 
along their shared mesh edge ij (see Fig. 4-8 along with detailed discussion on the 
force in section 4.4.4): 
Å =   2√3 1 − 0)|p !" −  !",q!"∈-3…²È/                                                             -4.8/ 
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where  is the bending modulus,  !", is the local spontaneous angle that a free sheet 
of spectrin polymers will adopt in their unstressed state.  Since we assume the RBC 
rest state to be the reference energy state in our model,  !", is the angle between 
triangular mesh elements for the RBC at rest. 
 
4.2.3 Area elasticity 
The PM has been reported to be highly incompressible and area dilations 
exceeding 2-4 % produce immediate lysis [35, 38].  However, it has been reported by 
[171, 172] that spring networks are highly susceptible to area dilation regardless of 
the spring model that is employed.  Moreover, independent examinations of the CSK 
have highlighted a very weak area compressibility modulus compared to the overall 
area modulus of the composite membrane [160]. Hence the WLC-POW network 
alone cannot represent the incompressibility of the PM so the network model was 
supplemented by the area penalty model: 
 =  Åp» − »,q:2», +  p»	! − »	!,q
:2»	!,	!∈-3…²ÔÕ´/                                -4.9/ 
where the area deformation energy is a combination of both global and local surface 
area changes. »	! is the current area of the local triangular mesh element and »	!, is 
the area of the element when the RBC is at rest.  » is the current surface area of 
the RBC membrane and », is the membrane surface area of the RBC at rest.  Å 
represents the global area compressibility coefficient while  is the local 
compressibility coefficient.  The compressibility coefficients may be related to the 
area compressibility modulus by the following relation [170]: 
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Κ = 2 +  + Å                                                                                                           -4.10/ 
As Κ (3000 – 300000 µN/m) is much larger than  (7 µN/m), it is practically 
determined by the  + Å contribution in the model.  For simplicity in the model,  
and Å were set to equal values. 
 
4.2.4 Volume constraint 
The volume incompressibility is not an elastic property of the membrane but since the 
conservation of the fluid control volume contributed by the Navier Stokes (NS) 
solution was not rigorously formulated on a divergence-free numerical grid, out-of-
plane force components in the RBC membrane can change the RBC volume.  The NS 
solution may be provisionally replaced by an isotropic penalty term similar to the area 
incompressibility energy function: 

 =  -Ω − Ω/:2Ω                                                                                                  -4.11/ 
where Ω is the current cytoplasmic volume of the RBC, Ω is the original cytoplasmic 
volume based on the mean corpuscular volume (MCV) of 100 fL and  is the 
volume correction penalty coefficient. 
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4.2.5 Membrane viscosity 
We follow the dissipative spring model proposed by [78, 166, 173]: 
k!
 =  −×ØKÙ − pØKÙ ⋅ ¿KÙq¿KÙ                                                                            -4.12/ 
where ØKÙ is the relative velocity between mesh vertices $ and %, ¿KÙ is the unit 
displacement vector between $ and %, × and   are dissipative coefficients related to 
the surface viscosity () of the membrane by the following relation: 
 =  √3× + √34      ;       = ×3                                                                              -4.13/ 
 
4.2.6 3D-IBM and 3D-LBM  
To represent the hydrodynamic interactions between the aqueous phases and the RBC 
membrane, the LBM-IBM technique introduced in Chapter 2 was extended to 3D (see 
Fig. 4-1).  The discrete delta function in Eqs. 2.6 – 2.8 now becomes: 
op. − .q = s0                                                                     MH!, − H!,M > 2uH 14 v w1 + cos ;pH!, − H!,q2uH x!∈-3,:,b/                        )ℎ{R$|{     -4.14/ 




Fig. 4-1. LBM-grid fluid velocity solution at present time-step and the acceleration update for the new time level taken from the 
momentum balance between the membrane and the fluid. 
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4.3 RBC static deformation under uniaxial loads 
With careful staging of ±, & and , the WLC-POW model may match the 
experimentally observed deformations (see RELAXATION_RBC_KP_PLENGTH(void) in 
source code in the appendix section).  Before applying the spring-network model to an 
RBC manifold, the strain-hardening behavior of the WLC-POW model was studied 
on three flat RBC membranes of different resting shear modulus and under varying 
levels of uniaxial tension.   The three cases represented RBC membranes that were 
within the physiologically reported range of soft, normal and hard shear elasticity ( 
= 3.5, 7 and 10.5 µN/m respectively).  The apparent shear modulus () was 
calculated using the shear stress to shear strain relation for an area-conserving 
hyperelastic membrane [94]: 
 =    pÜ3: − Ü34:q 2⁄                         Rℎ{{      = 12 |3 − :|                                -4.15/ 
where Ü3 is the principal extension aligned with the pulling axis and may be replaced 
by the extension ratio 6 > for a flat membrane from its original length .   is the 
shear stress arising from the pulling stress 3 which is simply the uniaxial tension 
divided by the width of the membrane at equilibrium deformation.  : is zero in the 
uniaxial stretching case. 
 Results in Fig. 4-2a show that all three membranes reacted to the larger 
extensions produced by higher pulling tensions by exhibiting higher .  This may be 
explained by the anisotropic nature of shear resistance in spring network models 
shown in Fig. 4-2b where spring elements naturally orientate themselves in the 
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direction of the maximum stress as the entire network undergoes deformation [94, 
171]. 
Next, the soft, normal and hard membranes were modeled on the triangulated 
surface mesh of the biconcave RBC in accordance with the analytical geometry: 
~ =  Ý1 − H: + Û:Â: w¯ + ¯3 H: + Û:Â: + ¯: -H: + Û:/:Â5 x                                         -4.16/ 
where Â is the radius of the RBC on its discoid plan which was taken to be 4 µm.  
Geometric coefficients ¯, ¯3 and ¯: were set at 0.0136, 1 and -0.561 respectively.  
Using these geometric settings, the biconcave RBC had a total surface area of 140 
µm2 and a volume of 100 fL.  
We verified that the strain-hardening and anisotropic shear resistance 
characteristics of the WLC-POW network were indeed suitable for modeling the RBC 
elastic behavior.  Results in Fig. 4-3 show that the WLC-POW network is able to 
predict RBC deformations at various pulling tensions within the reported range of 
axial (L) and transverse (W) diameters from optical tweezers (OT) experiments [37].  
Also shown in Fig 4-3, are the overlapping results at each pulling tension for three 
membrane viscosities (0.35, 0.7 and 1.4 µPa.s.m) within the experimental range 
reported by Mills, et al. [37].  The equilibrium deformation profile for an RBC under 
constant tension is entirely a function of the network shear (i.e. / and not the 





Fig. 4-2. Shear elasticity of the modeled RBC membrane. (a) Strain-hardening of the WLC-POW network staged with  = 3.5, 7 and 
10.5 µN/m corresponding to soft, normal and hard RBC membranes in the physiological range. (b) Anisotropic stiffness from the re-
alignment of tensional spring elements in the direction of the externally applied stress: WLC spring force (red arrows) resists network 




Fig. 4-3. Predicted steady-state deformation of RBCs under various uniaxial optical 





4.4 RBC creep and relaxation under uniaxial step loads 
4.4.1 Viscous dissipation: membrane viscosity versus cytoplasm viscosity 
The viscous dissipation that accompanies cellular deformation is a result of 
diffusive interaction between elementary particles.  This interaction exists between 
the membrane particles and the suspending fluid particles in the form of the aqueous 
solution viscosity (N) and amongst membrane particles in the form of the membrane 
viscosity ().  In order to compare the quantitative significance between these two 
viscosities for the RBC viscous dissipation, the loading responses of two RBC 
scenarios under a constant 50 pN pulling tension and their subsequent relaxation 
responses upon tension removal was simulated.  RBCs in the two scenarios shared the 
same elastic moduli ( = 7 µN/m,  = 2.4e-019 N.m, Κ = 0.3 N/m), but had 
different viscosities:  Case 1 considered the sole effect of membrane surface viscosity 
 set at 0.7 µPa.s.m which is within the physiological range reported by experiments 
[37, 163, 174].  Case 2 had the effect of  removed (set to 0) and the effect of N 
included using the IBM implementation described in 4.2.6. 
Figure 4-4 shows the RBCs in Case 1 (top row) and Case 2 (bottom row) at 
various stages of their loading and relaxation response.  Color-fill plots for both cases 
show the shear strain (Þ) distribution across the RBC surface as a result of the 
uniaxial pulling tension.  Shown for Case 2 are the horizontal and vertical cut-planes 
of the LBM domain which show the N was set to 0.0012 Pa.s for the surrounding 
plasma and 0.006 Pa.s for the interior cytoplasm enveloped by the RBC volume.  Also 
shown on the cut-planes for Case 2 are the LBM-IBM computed velocity vectors of 
the aqueous suspension driving the viscous dynamics of the RBC membrane.  As 
expected, the equilibrium extension and Þ distribution produced were the same for the 
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two cases since these are measures of the RBC’s steady state elastic response.  
However, the RBC in Case 2 reacts to the extrinsic loading condition much faster than 
the RBC in Case 1 for both the loading and relaxation tests.  
According to the Kelvin-Voigt (K-V) solution for a thin membrane, the 
relaxation response in a flat membrane sheet can be expressed as the exponential 
decay of the normalized extension ratio f- ⁄ /:  
f- ⁄ / =  - ⁄ /: − 1- ⁄ /: + 1 - ⁄ /: + 1- ⁄ /: − 1       Rℎ{{ f- ⁄ /ß4à@ = {4	 	á\      -4.17/ 
where  is the maximum extended length of the RBC in the loading-relaxation test 
and  is the shape-recovery time constant defining the time it takes for the RBC 
extension to drop to 37% of its maximum extension.  Comparison of the dynamic 
deformation in the two cases using f- ⁄ / is shown in Fig. 4-5.  In the relaxation 
dynamic (main figure), the RBC in Case 2 (grey curve) had a  of 0.002 s compared 
to 0.1 s in Case 1 (black curve).  Similarly in the loading dynamic (inset figure), Case 
2 took 0.02 s to reach full extension while Case 1 took roughly 1 s.  Since 
experimental observations of the dynamic responses of healthy RBCs to uniaxial 
stretch and relaxation have established the  to be within 0.08 – 0.3 s [37, 163, 174, 
175], it is clear that the viscous contribution of the plasma and cytoplasm is 
insignificant.  The loading-relaxation simulations for Case 1 and Case 2 show that  
contributes to the viscous response of cellular deformation on an order that practically 
allows the effect of  N to be ignored.  This finding made the expensive IBM and 




Fig. 4-4. Snapshots of the simulations showing dynamic responses of the RBC under 50 pN loading and relaxation conditions. Separate 





Fig. 4-5. Separate effects of the membrane viscosity (Case 1) and the aqueous 
solution viscosity (Case 2) on the RBC deformation response.  Main figure shows the 
relaxation responses while the inset figure shows the loading responses.  Also shown 
in the main figure is the relaxation response for a flat Kelvin-Voigt membrane 





4.4.2 Applying the volume conservation constraint 
The law of mass conservation in incompressible fluid mechanics states that the 
cytoplasmic fluid contained in the RBC has a density that is practically invariant to 
mechanical stress.  Hydrophobicity of the PM interior and CSK network makes the 
RBC membrane highly impermeable to water diffusion [17] and so long as the PM 
stability is maintained for area dilations below 4%, mechanical deformation of healthy 
RBCs placed does not produce cytoplasm leakage or cell fragmentation.  In fact, since 
cellular volume is controlled by water exchange through osmotic imbalances across 
the transmembrane protein aquaporin, RBC volume conservation in stable osmolar 
environments is naturally implied.  In terms of the numerical model, employing a stiff 
incompressibility coefficient  in Eq. (4.11) is highly efficacious for conserving the 
RBC volume but the isotropic pressure penalty given by Eq. (4.11) should not unduly 
change the RBC dynamics.  Hence, a sensitivity study of  was performed to 
establish the optimal range of  suitable for the RBC model.  The optimal range 
must abide by the following two conditions: 
1)  must not interfere with RBC deformation dynamics   
2)  must be large enough to prevent RBC volume changes 
Both these conditions are important and must be simultaneously met for a high quality 
simulation. 
Figure 4-6 shows the results of the sensitivity test with four levels of the 
volume incompressibility coefficient  set at 0, 220, 2200 and 22000 Pa for the 
respective cases referred to as the zero-penalty, relaxed-penalty, moderate-penalty and 
stiff-penalty conditions.  Dynamic responses of the RBC to a 200 pN step load shown 
in the inset diagram of Fig. 4-6a proved that the loading response of the RBC model 
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was not affected by the  levels tested.  In the relaxation response shown in the main 
figure, the zero-penalty case had a slightly faster recovery rate than the other three 
penalty cases.  Differences amongst the relaxed, moderate and stiff penalty cases were 
negligible.  Hence,  within the tested range (220 – 22000 Pa) does not appear to 
affect the shape recovery rate and meets condition 1.  With regards to condition 2, 
results in Fig. 4-6b highlight the necessity for the pressure penalty enforcement in the 
RBC model.  The zero-penalty case showed an 80% contraction of the RBC volume 
as the cell stretched to its maximum diameter under the constant 200 pN load.  The 
relaxed, moderate and stiff penalty cases maintained their constant 100 fL volume 
throughout the entire loading-relaxation cycle.  Furthermore, in the process of 
reaching its maximum axial stretch, the interior faces of the membrane in the zero-
penalty case (blue RBCs in Fig 4-6b) penetrated into adjacent interior faces and 
produced a nonsensical self-intersecting manifold.  Therefore in addition to violating 
the mass conservation principle, the zero-penalty model also produces self-
intersecting RBCs due to an unmitigated inward folding scenario.  The pressure-
penalty technique with  values between 220 – 22000 PA may sufficiently prevent 
such a scenario, thereby conserving RBC volume while not affecting the RBC 
deformation and recovery dynamics.  Subsequent RBC simulations in this study all 





Fig. 4-6. Deformation and recovery sensitivity to . (a) Recovery response (main figure) and step-loading response (inset) of the RBC 




4.4.3 Competing contributions of membrane viscosity and shear elasticity 
RBC relaxation response is traditionally discussed in terms of  due to its 
derived relationship from the K-V relaxation solution: 
 =                                                                                                                                  -4.18/ 
Since  is a ratio of two intrinsic material properties   and , it is also an intrinsic 
material property, but unlike   and  it is directly observable in experiments.  
Reports of  vary from 0.08 s to 0.3 s depending on the experimental source [37, 163, 
174, 176].  This wide range of   may be explained by the possible variation in   and  for a healthy population of RBCs.  To demonstrate the effect of this 
physiological variation, the uniaxial loading and relaxation response of 5 RBCs with 
different permutations of   and  was simulated.  Variations in the two properties 
were chosen within their reported physiological ranges.   
Figure 4-7 shows the results of the simulations for the 5 RBCs performed at 
different force levels (50, 100, 150 and 200 pN).  The non-dimensional deformation 
response is presented in the form of the normalized extension ratio f- ⁄ /.  Loading 
responses to the 4 different tensions for each of the 5 RBCs show that the time taken 
for the cell to reach full extension was shorter for higher tensions.  This corresponds 
with observations by Chien, et al. [176] where RBCs responded to higher shear rates 
with lower deformation characteristic times.  Furthermore, RBCs with higher   to  ratios required more time to reach their maximum deformation in response to the 
applied tension.  Relaxation responses for all 5 RBCs (main figures) shows the RBC 
membrane relaxing in accordance with the K-V defined  (dashed black curve) for 
the first 80% of the normalized decay across all 4 tensions.  Fitted  within this 80% 
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bandwidth were 0.05, 0.0666, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.2 s respectively for the five RBCs with 
viscosity to elasticity ratios 6âÌ   ã¶ > of  .bA ä  , .ä 3.A , .ä ä , .ä b.A  and 3.5 ä  s.  However in the 
last 20% of the f- ⁄ / decay, the  appeared to have multiplied by about four times.  
While the prolonged tail-end recovery was not reported in the experimental work by 
Hochmuth, et al. [163], it should be noted that their calculation of f- ⁄ / replaced  with º which is the axial dimeter of the RBC at the last frame of experimental 
measurement (0.4 s).  This naturally implies that all their measurement results would 
by definition, reach the pseudo-recovery condition within 0.4 s and their fitted  was 
in fact affected by their relatively short observation time and forced definition of cell 
recovery within that short frame of time.   
Regardless of the differences in measurement protocol between the 
experiment and the present simulation, an interesting deviation of the RBC relaxation 
response away from the K-V flat membrane has been predicted by the present model 
under the low strain situations below the 20% decay threshold.  The most obvious 
difference between the RBC manifold and the K-V membrane solution is topological: 
the RBC bends with extensional deformation but the K-V solution does not.  
Accordingly, in the subsequent section, we present the effect of the membrane 





Fig. 4-7. Viscoelastic creep (inset figures) and viscoelastic relaxation (main figures) 
in RBCs with 5 different permutations of   and  responding to uniaxial step-




4.4.4 Contribution of bending elasticity to shape recovery 
Differentiating Å in accordance with Eq (4.8) determines the elastic force 
contribution produced by a bending deformation: 
kÅ,! = ¹33pQ: × &Q"q +  ¹3:pQ: × &Q"å + Q3 × &Q"q + ¹::pQ3 × &Q"åq                                   
kÅ," = ¹33pQ: × &Q!q +  ¹3:pQ: × &Qå! + Q3 × &Q!q + ¹::pQ3 × &Qå!q                                    
kÅ,å = ¹3:pQ: × &Q!"q +  ¹::pQ3 × &Q!"q                                                                                    
kÅ, = ¹33pQ: × &Q"!q + ¹3:pQ3 × &Q"!q                                                                         -4.19/ 
where triangle normal vectors Q3and Q: were evaluated by the vector cross product 
between adjacent triangle edges &Q defining the triangle mesh element: 
Q3 = &Q!å × &Q!"     ;      Q: = &Q!" × &Q!                                                                                      -4.20/ 
and the bending coefficients were:  
¹33 = −Å cosp !" MQ:M⁄ q    
¹:: = −Å cosp !" MQ3M⁄ q  
¹3: = Å MQ3MMQ:M⁄    
Å = :√b  pæçè é´Ë êëæ é´Ë,4êëæ é´Ë æçè é´Ë,qì34êëæÓpé´Ë4é´Ë,q                                                                    -4.21/                    
 While the bending constitution primarily addresses local curvature recovery 
through the out-of-plane force component acting on the membrane, it should be noted 
that bending stresses also produce small in-plane components.  As shown in Fig. 4-8, 
a bending deformation along edge $% produces reactionary forces in accordance with 




Fig. 4-8 Bending energy in the membrane is determined along the bending edge (in 
blue) using the rotational displacement ( !") of two triangle elements (in red) away 
from the spontaneous angle ( !",) of the triangle-doublet at rest.  Recovery forces 
(grey arrows) are generated at the four nodes ($, %,  and &) of the triangle-doublet .  
The resultant bending force on a local node $ (red vector) is the summation of 
reactionary forces at $ from the bending along edge segments $%, $, $&, $', $(, $). 
 
The contribution of edge $% to nodal reactions at $ and % are mainly in the 
normal direction but bending reactions on nodes  and & have in-plane components.  
Although the in-plane components are usually small, they may be large enough to 
affect the shear response of the WLC-POW network when the network shear strain is 
small.  Consequently, when the WLC-POW network energy and the bending energy 
are comparable, a membrane-locking effect may occur whereby in-plane reactions 
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from bending cancel out WLC-POW forces driving the RBC shape recovery process, 
thus delaying the process.                                                              
 In order to investigate the effect of the bending constitution on the shape 
recovery process in the tail-end stage, loading-relaxation simulations with a step load 
of 200 pN were performed for 3 values of the bending modulus ( = 0.6 ×
1043E, 2.4 × 1043Eand 4.8 × 1043E ·. ') corresponding to soft, moderate and stiff 
membranes within the reported physiological range [30].  Apart from , the three 
RBC cases shared the same elastic moduli ( = 7 µN/m, Κ = 0.3 N/m) and same 
membrane viscosity ( = 0.7 µPa.s.m). Results presented in Fig. 4-9 show that the 
bending elasticity did not affect the loading dynamic (inset figure) as the CSK 
deformation energy (Δ!Ä) for the loading scenario was several orders larger than 
the bending deformation energy (ΔÅ).  However in the relaxation scenario (main 
figure), recovery in the tail-end stage was affected by  values.  Shape recovery of 
the RBC in the tail-end stage (previously defined in 4.4.3 as the decay stage when 
f- ⁄ / > 0.2) was energetically determined by both the Δ!Ä and the ΔÅ 
with a growing dominance of the ΔÅ with time.  It should be noted that higher 
aggregate energies from a deformation do not always lead to faster stress-relief 
processes upon load removal, especially when the deformation produces components 
whose internal forces may oppose one another such as in the case of the PM bending 
reactions versus the CSK extension/compression tensions.  Hence, in the tail-end 
recovery stage, membranes were locked in a state of raised ΔÅ and Δ!Ä 
levels thereby delaying full recovery of the membrane to its flaccid state.  
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Interestingly, increasing  shortened the period of energy-locking.  This finding may 
be interpreted in two ways: 
1) The role of the bending elasticity in the RBC overall deformation behavior 
becomes energetically relevant at low shear scenarios.  Just as larger values of 
 produce shorter times for length recovery in the high shear scenarios, larger 
values of  produce shorter recovery times for folded membranes in the low 
shear scenarios.  
2) The slow recovery of the RBC shape in the tail-end stage is likely to be 
dependent on the spontaneous state of the RBC.  Since the RBC responds to 
stiffer  with shorter recovery times in the tail-end stage, an RBC 
spontaneous curvature that produces non-zero stresses at the resting RBC may 




Fig. 4-9 Step-loading and relaxation recovery repsonse for RBCs with soft, moderate 
and stiff bending properties. 
 
4.4.5 Varying contributions of area elasticity for different RBC morphologies  
The contribution of the PM incompressibility and the resulting membrane 
surface area constraint to the RBC deformation has been discussed in the literature 
[30, 35] primarily from the perspective of RBC lysis but very rarely in terms of how it 
actively contributes to deformation rates in RBCs.  The role of area elasticity is 
complemented by the shape of the RBC since the resting shape of flaccid RBCs 
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determines the capacity for a vesicle manifold to fold and shear before area 
deformation is produced.  Here, Κ values of 0.003, 0.03 and 0.3 N/m were taken for 
biconcave RBCs and compared against spherical RBCs (spherocyte) with Κ values in 
the same range.  Both biconcave and spherocytes had similar volumes (100 fL), 
similar elastic moduli ( = 3.5, 7, 10.5 µN/m,  = 2.4e-019 N.m) and similar 
membrane viscosity ( = 0.7 µPa.s.m). 
Figure 4-10 shows the resulting shear strain and area strain distribution for the 
two RBC shapes in response to a step 200 pN load and its subsequent removal.  The 
 for the RBCs shown here was 0.7 µPa.s.m.  Comparison of the strain distributions 
between the two shapes show that the area strain produced in the biconcave RBC was 
lower than the spherocyte.  Instead, the biconcave RBC showed higher susceptibility 
towards shear strain than the spherocyte.  Additionally, strain distributions in the 
biconcave RBC tended to be highly localized around the pulling contact regions but 
spherocytes responded to the same pulling tension with a homogenous distribution of 
area strain – this was most evident in the biconcave RBC and spherocyte comparisons 
for Κ = 0.003 N.m.  
Biconcave RBCs and spherocytes sharing the same  also produced 
different levels of equilibrium deformation under the same 200 pN tension.  Results in 
Fig. 4-11a show that unlike the biconcave RBC,  had no effect on the maximum 
apparent deformation (L/W) for the spherocytes.   Apparent deformability of the 
spherocyte was solely determined by Κ.  In contrast, the biconcave RBC was less 
sensitive to the value of Κ – while a relaxation of the area compressibility modulus 
from 0.3 N/m to 0.003 N/m produced a 40% increase in the apparent deformation of 
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spherocytes, the corresponding increase in apparent deformation was less than 8% for 
the biconcave RBCs.  
In terms of the dynamic response, Fig. 4-11b shows that the biconcave RBCs 
were similarly invariant to Κ.  Spherocytes with higher Κ on the other hand exhibited 
a faster shape recovery and creep-loading process.  Like the discussion earlier on the 
bending elasticity, the difference in sensitivity between the spherocyte deformation 
rate and the biconcave RBC deformation rate in response to Κ variation may be 
explained from the energetic principle of competing strain modes.  As shown in Fig. 
4-11c, surface energies related to the isotropic area expansion (Δ) were higher 
than the surface energies from shear strain in the CSK network (Δ!Ä) across all 
three Κ values.  Mathematically, the sphere has the smallest surface area to volume 
ratio (SAV) possible for any 3D shape and this SAV is unique.  This means when a 
constant-volume spherical capsule is deformed, no shape other than a sphere may 
maintain the same surface area.  Hence, for a spherocyte placed under uniaxial 
tension, any small local extension will produce a surface area change and because 
Κ ≫  , this will energetically translate to Δ >  Δ!Ä.  In contrast, the high 
and non-unique SAV of biconcave RBCs allow shape transition and shearing 
deformations to occur before isotropic changes in membrane area.  Correspondingly, 
Δ!Ä in the biconcave RBC was almost 50-fold of the Δ for both loading 
and relaxation scenarios (Fig. 4-11d).  Since Δ!Ä ≫ Δ for biconcave RBCs, 
deformation dynamics in the biconcave RBCs were invariant to Κ changes.    
 In summary, the area elasticity of the RBC membrane is and interesting case 
of RBC deformation where an extrinsic mechanical feature like cell shape affects the 
agency and outcome of an intrinsic material property.  While the area elasticity is 
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unlikely to affect the deformation behavior of disc-like RBCs, this property may have 
greater significance to the dynamic deformation response of RBCs with 
pathologically-altered shapes – specifically shapes which tend towards spherical cells 
like in the cases of, osmotically swollen RBCs in hypotonic plasma solution, 
hereditary spherocytosis and elliptocytosis [26, 69, 177, 178] and schizont-stage 





Fig. 4-10 Snapshots of the simulations showing dynamic responses of biconcave RBCs and spherical RBCs under 200 pN step-loading 
and relaxation conditions. (a) Instantaneous shear-strain distributions for biconcave and spherical RBCs with different area elasticity 




Fig. 4-11 Deformation responses of biconcave RBCs and spherocytes of varying area 
compressibility (Κ) modulus to a 200 pN step-load: (a) apparent RBC deformation at 
static equilibrium, (b) viscoelastic creep deformation response (inset figure) and 
viscoelastic recovery upon load removal (main figure), (c) surface energies for the 
CSK strain and PM area deformation for spherocytes in the loading stage (inset) and 
relaxation stage (main), (d) surface energies for the CSK strain and PM area 
deformation for biconcave RBCs in the loading stage (inset) and relaxation stage 





4.5 RBC dynamic response to cyclical deformation 
Discussion in 4.4 provided characterization of the RBC stress response to step 
loads and relaxation scenarios.  From these two controlled scenarios, it was possible 
to match our predicted viscoelastic response to experimental observations of the RBC 
from single-cell viscoelastic deformation tests.  From the findings gathered in the 
preceding section, it may be reasonable to assert that the relative importance of 
different membrane constitutions for the viscoelastic response may be organized into 
a hierarchical list.  Given in descending order of importance for a healthy RBC, this 
list is as follows:  
1)   and  dominate the creep response throughout the loading duration and 
for the recovery process at  <   
2)   does not affect the creep response in the uniaxial loading but  and 
  determine the duration of the tail-end recovery stage for low shear-strain 
states at  >  
3) Κ affects neither the loading nor recovery response of physiological RBCs to 
uniaxial step loads 
Since  and  appear to be the dominant viscoelastic properties and their 
collective contribution can be succinctly discussed in terms of , major questions 
about RBC viscoelasticity in microrheology arise: 
If the  represents the time-scale at which viscoelastic properties of the RBC may be 
observed, then what is the extent of viscous behavior in the RBC at deformation 
cycles below this time-scale? Likewise, what is the extent of elastic behavior at 
deformation cycles above ?  And finally, how does this range of deformation time-
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scales for viscous to elastic transition relate to stress fluctuations on the cell in 
physiological flow? 
To address these questions, an investigation of RBC deformation response in 
cyclical load scenarios was considered in this section.  A sinusoidal oscillation of the 
uniaxial force (É×) with time was applied to the diametrically opposite ends of the 
cell: 
É× = »ï1 + sin-h/ð                                                                                                       -4.22/    
where h is the angular frequency related to the frequency of oscillation (,ñò) by h = 2;,ñò.  The harmonic amplitude » taken for this study was 25 pN.   
  
4.5.1 Effect of membrane viscosity under fixed oscillating frequency 
It has been established in 4.4.1 that  determines the viscous dissipation rate 
accompanying the dynamic deformation in the RBC.  Here, RBCs of three different 
 (0.07, 0.7 and 1.4 µPa.s.m) were subjected to a 10 Hz oscillating uniaxial tension.  
As shown in Fig. 4-12, the applied tension (grey dashed curves) varied cyclically in 
time between 0 and 50 pN.  RBCs within the physiological range of  (0.7 and 1.4 
µPa.s.m) showed a creep-stage response of growing deformation before stationary 
oscillations were achieved after 1 s (Fig. 4-12a).  On the other hand, the weak 
viscosity case of 0.07 µPa.s.m reacted almost elastically to the oscillating tension.  
RBC deformation response to 3(Fig. 4-12b) in the developed stage (stationary 
oscillations) show that RBCs within physiological  range have a delayed response 
to the cyclical load with a deformation phase angle lag (Å) close to ; 2⁄  rad. 
In terms of the viscous dissipation force, Figs. 4-12c and 4-12d show that 
higher  produce larger viscous forces opposing the external excitation produced by 
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É×. The viscous forces for all three cases have a viscous force phase angle lag 
(!/ of ; 2⁄  rad with respect to the external excitation.  Based on these two 
observations, it is clear that the amplitude of the viscous force oscillation affects the 
deformation phase angle lag.  When the  is increased in the RBC membrane, the 
RBC deformation response follows a viscous dynamic whereby Å ≈ !.  
 
 
Fig. 4-12 Viscoelastic response of the RBCs with different membrane viscosities to a 





4.5.2 Hysteresis and the dynamic modulus 
Time-scales for RBC stress fluctuations in physiological flow may occur over 
a wide range of excitation frequencies.  Hence in this section, cyclical force 
oscillations with frequencies of 0.1, 1, 10, 50 and 100 Hz were applied in the 
simulation model for an RBC with membrane viscosity reported in large deformation 
in vitro tests ( = 0.7 µPa.s.m) [30, 174] and physiological elastic moduli ( = 7 
µN/m,  = 2.4e-019 N.m, Κ = 0.3 N/m).  The corresponding viscoelastic response is 
shown in Fig. 4-13.  In the initial loading response (Fig. 4-13a) and the stationary 
oscillation stage (Fig. 4-13b) the RBC deformation phase lag (Å) was negligible 
for 0.1 Hz and asymptotes towards ; 2⁄  rad at higher frequencies.  The hysteresis 
loops corresponding to these frequencies are shown in Fig. 4-13c.  Viscous dissipation 
is indicated by the difference in the tension-displacement curves for the load-
incrementing half-cycle and the load-reducing half-cycle.   




Fig. 4-13 Viscoelastic response of an RBC with physiological membrane viscosity ( = 0.7 µPa.s.m) under varying cyclical load 
frequencies: (a) Intial development from zero displacement to stationary oscillation, (b) stationary oscillations of the RBC axial 
displacement and (c) hysteris loops of the cyclical deformations   
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From the hysteresis loops, the complex or dynamic modulus (¸∗) of a cyclical 
deformation can be defined [179]: 
¸∗ = ¸  + $¸"                                                                                                                      -4.23/ 
where $: = −1, ¸  is the storage modulus related to elastic deformations and ¸" is the 
loss modulus related to viscous dissipation. Under linear dynamic analysis, the 
storage and loss moduli can be calculated from the displacement width (∆õ!Å	ö) and 
tension range (Ä/: 
∆õ!Å	ö =  ∆@ − ∆!                                                                                              -4.24/ 
Ä =  @ − !                                                                                                      -4.25/ 
¸′ =  pÄ ∆õ!Å	ö⁄ q cos Å                                                                                   -4.26/ 
¸" =  pÄ ∆õ!Å	ö⁄ q sin Å                                                                                   -4.27/ 
where ∆@ and ∆! are the maximum and minimum RBC displacement given in 
the hysteresis loop and @ and  ! are the maximum and minimum tensions in 
the cyclical oscillation. 
Figure 4-14 shows the relation between the driving frequencies of an external 
excitation and ¸ and ¸" for a RBC with physiological viscoelastic properties.  Using 
the values of ¸ and ¸", characterization of the RBC deformation response on the 
viscoelasticity scale was defined.  The   corresponding to the simulated case here 
was 0.1 s which translated to a characteristic frequency of 10 Hz.  Accordingly at 
,ñò > 10 Û the ¸" ≫ ¸  and at ,ñò < 10 Û ¸" < ¸ .  This highlights the 
importance of  in relation to stress fluctuations in microhemodynamics: Based on 
the cyclical load simulations, RBCs are predicted to respond elastically to stress 
fluctuations with frequencies lower than 43 Hz but appear invariant to higher 
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frequencies where viscous dissipation may occur instead.  As reviewed in chapter 3, 
inter-cellular collision and reorganization activity at an arteriolar bifurcation may 
produce significant hydrodynamic dynamic disturbances to the RBCs under the 
physiological range of flow rates.  Based on the reported inter-bifurcation ranges of 
172 – 663 µm [136] and cellular velocities in arterioles (1 – 10 mm/s) [2], RBCs 
spend may spend O(10-2 – 1) s within an arteriole segment before the next bifurcation 
disturbance occurs.  This allows us to estimate bifurcation-induced disturbances in the 
microcirculation to be ranging from 1 to 100 Hz. Thus flow disturbances in a 
microvessel network may occur in a frequency range where the RBC transitions from 
an elastic mechanical system to a fully viscous system.  High flow rates and short 
vessel segments are likely to produce augmented viscous dissipation behavior in 
RBCs where the cell appears stiff and unresponsive to frequent oscillations in the 
hydrodynamic stresses.  Low flow rates in long vessel segments however, provide 
RBCs enough time to elastically respond to periodic disturbances and in these 
situations the RBC appears to be highly compliant elastic vesicles.  These changes in 
apparent deformability of RBCs in response to transient and extrinsic flow conditions 
should not be confused as augmented or reduced elastic properties but are in fact 
dynamic properties of the varying dissipative responses of RBCs under different 




Fig. 4-14 The effect of oscillating frequency on the storage and loss moduli for the 






In this chapter, an accurate 3D RBC model capable of matching single-cell 
experiments was introduced.  The 3D model represented the shearing properties of a 
real CSK network along the mesh edges of a triangulated RBC surface mesh using the 
WLC-POW formulation.  Bending stiffness and area incompressibility of the PM 
were represented on the triangle elements of the mesh.  Membrane viscosity was 
applied using the dissipative spring model. 
Through the step-loading and relaxation simulations, individual contributions 
of the viscoelastic components to RBC deformation behavior were studied.  For the 
viscous component, dissipation produced by the membrane viscosity (/ was found 
to be 50 times larger than the dissipation produced by a purely elastic RBC membrane 
with viscous plasma and cytoplasm contributions (N/. Comparing deformation 
energies for the different elastic constitutions showed the strain energy in the CSK 
network to be the two orders larger than other strain energies, consequently the shear 
elastic modulus (/  of the CSK was determined to be the dominant factor in the 
elastic component of the viscoelastic response.  Together,  and   determine the 
characteristic time  for viscoelastic behavior in the RBC. 
The physiological importance of  was demonstrated for the RBC subjected 
to oscillating loads.   was found to delay the deformation response of the RBC by a 
phase angle of  ; 2⁄  rad when the driving frequency of the external excitation 
exceeded the characteristic frequency 43.  Furthermore, the storage and loss moduli 
determined from the dynamic modulus suggests that RBCs are well characterized as 
elastic vesicles in the physiological flow for periodic stresses below 10 Hz thereby 
explaining the high compliancy of RBCs under slow straining processes such as 
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splenic filtration events.  On the other hand, stress fluctuations from flow disturbances 
at cellular partitioning events in arteriolar bifurcations lie in a transitional range for 
RBC viscoelastic behavior.  RBCs may deform elastically in long vessel segments 
under reduced flow conditions where flow patterns do not change rapidly but may 
appear highly inelastic in shorter vessels under normal flow conditions due to viscous 








Under low shear rate conditions, RBCs in  micro-confined environments can 
organize themselves into linear fractal-like structures called “rouleaux” aggregates  
[2, 180].  In the microcirculation, RBC aggregation is mediated by fibrinogen 
concentration and the surface chemistry of the RBC glycocalyx.  In vitro aggregation 
behavior may be simulated for RBCs suspended in PBS using macromolecular 
additives such as Dextran and PEG.    
Presently, two theories have been proposed to explain the RBC aggregation in 
the presence of macromolecules such as fibrinogen and dextran. The first theory 
called the bridging theory hypothesizes that macromolecules in the plasma suspension 
connect adjacent surfaces of pairing RBCs through non-specific binding of the 
macromolecule to both RBCs.  The second theory called depletion theory 
hypothesizes RBC aggregation to be an entropic effect resulting from macromolecular 






5.1.1 Bridging theory 
Under bridging theory, macromolecules like fibrinogen are assumed to be 
dually adsorbed onto the surfaces of two RBCs within the operative distance of 
aggregation and acts as tethering bridges that overcome the inherent electrostatic and 
lubrication repulsion between aggregating RBC surfaces [181, 182].  Central to the 
bridging hypothesis, this operative distance is assumed to be within the molecular 
length of the macromolecule.  Argument for this theory has been supported by 
increased intercellular separation distance seen in dextran-mediated RBC aggregation 
with an increase in dextran polymer weight (and hence size) [53].   
In terms of a tunable model that follows the bridging hypothesis to its highest 
rigor, such an example may be found in the work of Bagchi, et al. [114] who have 
adopted the well-studied ligand–receptor dynamics to describe the dual adsorption 
and soft tethering role of fibrinogen proteins in the bridging hypotheses. The inter-
membrane force mf
r
 due to molecular cross linking is a function of bridging reactions 
which are in turn functions of the inter-membrane distance. Membrane segments on 
pairing RBC aggregates within a threshold separation distance have a probability of 
forming bridges and assuming that both cells contribute an equal number of molecules 
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where n is the density of the cross-linking molecules on each cell, and kù and k4 are 
the forward and reverse reaction rate coefficients, respectively. The reaction rate 
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where || xr  is the distance between two aggregating membrane segments, tl  is the 
threshold distance below which the bond formation is initiated, it is logical to presume 
that tl  should be shorter than the length of the bridging macromolecule and the state 
of the molecular coiling in the macromolecule will affect the value of this threshold.  
Hence, parameters || xl r= , and 0l  represent the stretched and unstretched bond length. 
bk  is the spring-constant (force per stretched length), tsk  is the transition spring 
constant, BK  is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, and 
0




 are the rate coefficients in equilibrium. The bonds behave like stretched springs, 
and the force per bond is given by 
( )0llkf bb −=                     -5.4/ 
The aggregation force mf
r






=                     -5.5/ 
Note that in this formulation the bond density, rate coefficients, bond length, and the 
intermolecular force are not constant and vary along the contact area of the cells. 
However, these parameters are not available from experiments. Therefore, even 
though this model is tunable in principle, the parameters required for such a 
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calibration simply do not exist at present time in my review of the experimental 
literature. 
 
5.1.2 Depletion flocculation theory 
It is known from polymer solute theory and colloid chemistry at surface 
interfaces that when conformational entropy restrictions on macromolecules near the 
interface are not compensated by surface adsorption, a depletion layer forms just 
above the surface.  When two interfaces are separated by distances smaller than their 
combined depletion layer, osmotic gradients produce attraction forces between the 
two interfaces.  Under colloid chemistry, this interaction is called flocculation [183].  
Depletion theory proposes that flocculation similarly occurs for neighboring RBCs 
separated by distances comparable to their depletion layer thickness.  Combined with 
electrophoretic theory, the total interaction energy (R×/ between aggregating RBC 
surfaces is given as follows [47]: 
R× = R + Rã                                                                                                                        -5.6/ 
where R is the depletion energy for flocculation and Rã is the electrostatic energy 
from the RBC surface electrochemistry.  R is given by: 
R = ú l

-2Δ −  − 2o + ± − o + ±/   - − o + ± − o + ±/ < 2∆0                                                                        - − o + ± − o + ±/ > 2∆ -5.7/ 
where l

 is the osmotic pressure, Δ is the depletion layer thickness, o and o are 
the glycocalyx heights on the two aggregating surfaces, ± and ± are the penetration 
depth of free polymers into the glycocalyx and  is the inter-membrane distance.  
Assuming o ≈ o , the electrostatic energy is given by: 
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Rã = ûÓüýÓþþ sinh(o) p{üý4Å − {4Åq                                                                          2o(2o − ) − p{4üý + 1q sinh(o − ) − sinh(o) {4Å          < 2o     (5.8) 
where  is the surface charge density, 43 is the Debye-Huckel length and  is the 
electrical permittivity of the solute. 
Figure 5-1 shows a schematic of how the depletion model works.  In Fig. 5-1a, 
the effect of the depletion layer thickness and the inter-membrane separation distance 
is demonstrated. 
  Fig. 5-1 Schematic of the range effect in the depletion model 
 
When the effective surface separation distance given by  = - − o +
± − o + ±/ is larger than the double-depletion-layer width (2∆), flocculation does 
not occur.  When  is within the 2∆, depletion attraction cause two mating 
surfaces to flocculate.  When the separation distance approaches the double 
glycocalyx layer width (2o) electrostatic repulsion produces large repulsion forces 
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preventing surface to surface contact.  Using Eq. (5.7) and (5.8), the R× against  and 
interaction force 6− Å-õ	/Å-Å/ > against  can be defined as shown in Fig. 5-1b provided 
that l

, Δ, o , o, ± and ± can all be determined.  
 Polymer solute theory provides the l

 from the virial expansion of solute-
solvent particle interaction : 
l

 = Â°: 0: + ®:p0:q:                                                                                                   -5.9/ 
where Â is the universal gas constant,  is the temperature, °: and 0: are the 
molecular weight and bulk concentration of the aggregation inducing macromolecule 
and ®: is the second virial coefficient whose value for dextrans is given in [184-186]. 
The depletion layer width is given as follows: 
Δ = − 12 l


 + 12 Ýfl


 g: + 4Δ:       Rℎ{{ 
 = 2Δ: w0:·°: x
:b                 -5.10/ 
where Δ is the maximum depletion layer thickness given to be 1.4 times of the radius 
of gyration [187].  
± and ± are given as follows: 
± = o 61 − {4Ó³/Ó>                                                                                                         -5.11/ 




The depletion flocculation theory has been extensively studied to include the 
effects of the glycocalyx [56], solution isotonicity and RBC aging [57] and aggregant 
polymer molecular weight [58] in the model originally proposed by [47].  Compared 
against the bridging theory model from the perspective of mathematical modelling, 
the complicated depletion model at least has the advantage of having all its modelling 
coefficients available from literature for dextran polymers.  However there is little 
information on fibrinogen and other plasma proteins involved in the in vivo 
aggregation.  There is virtually no discussion on how physiological proteins should be 
represented in the depletion aggregation model.  
 
5.2 Generalized aggregation energy potential model 
Both the bridging theory model and the depletion flocculation model appear 
unecessarily complicated for a simple mechanism of attraction and repulsion between 
cellular surfaces at an aggregation interface and neither model provides adequate 
discussion on aggregation with physiological plasma proteins.  In the generalized 
energy potential model proposed by Liu and Liu [91], the aggregation interaction may 
be defined by a Morse-type potential function that requires staging of only three 
parameters: 
-/ = {:-4Å/ − 2{-4Å/                                                                                -5.12/ 
where -/ [µJ/m2] is the aggregation energy,  is the aggregation affinity [µJ/m2],  is the decay coeffcient [ nm-1],  is the inter-membrane surface to surface 
separation distance and  is the equilibrium inter-membrane distance achieved when 
minimum surface energy is achieved.  As shown in Fig. 5-2, by adjusting ,  and 
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, the aggregation potential model can closely match the aggregation interaction for 
depletion flocculation model at different polymer concentrations.  
 
Fig. 5-2 Aggregation potential model fits of the depletion flocculation model  
  
One major issue facing numerical models implementing the aggregation 
potential model however is the coarse-graining of the RBC aggregation range through 
mesoscale models.  As shown in Fig. 5-3, RBC flow models employing the 
aggregation potential model routinely scale up the aggregation attraction range from 
the nanometer scale to the micron scale [90, 118].  The scaling was performed for the 
convenience of the flow solver which cannot handle extremely narrow intercellular 
gaps as the grid resolution required for high fidelity IBM with true aggregation ranges 
is too expensive for practical computation.  There is little discussion in these studies 
as to what the meso-scaling does to aggregation dynamics and whether mesoscale 
aggregation systems degrade the aggregation prediction.  For the 2D aggregation 
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model used by [118], the affinity energy relates to a volumetric quantity spread to the 
fluid in the IBM instead of a surface affinity on the membrane and this further 
complicates a direct comparison of its value to physical energy that is defined as a 
surface quantity.  This gap in aggregation modeling forms the motivation for a 
quantitative aggregation model development using the energy potential model under 
true length scales. 
 




5.3 RBC spherical encapsulation test 
The encapsulation of spherical RBC fragments by RBCs in polymer-plasma 
solution was performed by experimentalists [188, 189] as an indirect measure of the 
aggregation affinity energy based on the elegant principle that the work done by the 
aggregation (∆ÄÄ) is equal to the increase in bending strain energy (∆Å/ in the 
RBC membrane: 
	
	 =  ∆ÄÄ + ∆Å                                                                                               -5.13/ 
where the total energy of the doublet 	
	= 0 since the doublet is a closed system 
receiving no contribution from outside forces.   
It should be pointed out that recent single-cell force spectroscopy (SCFS) tests 
with optical tweezers [190] and atomic force microscopy [191, 192] which claim to 
measure the aggregation affinity are in fact measuring the fracture energy of the 
doublet disaggregation.  Because these tests involve significant deformation of the 
viscoelastic RBC membrane prior to disaggregation, the fracture energy will be higher 
than the energy required for doublet formation: 
k ⋅ ÃÅ!	 =  ∆ÄÄ + ∆Å + ∆ß + ∆!                                  -5.14/ 
where ÃÅ!	 is the displacement applied by the SCFS system and k is the 
force measured from the SCFS system.  Obviously, when ∆Å + ∆ß +
∆!   ∆ÄÄ (see section 5.5), k ⋅ ÃÅ!	 which represents the fracture 
energy is not the same as aggregate formation energy (∆ÄÄ/. 
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  The argument that aggregate formation energy and fracture energy are 
different was mirrored in the discussion by Buxbaum, et al. [188] who observed that 
while RBCs cannot aggregate in concentrated dextran solutions above the upper 
critical concentration threshold, pre-formed RBC aggregates placed in the 
concentrated dextran solution did not readily disaggregate.  Hence aggregate 
formation and dissociation must be energetically dissimilar processes. 
 While results from the disaggregation tests are highly valuable for discussing 
the dissipative effect of RBC aggregation on the microhemodynamics in small 
vessels, the fracture energy reported from SCFS studies cannot be used as substitute 
values for the formation energy in the aggregation model.  As such, SCFCs tests may 
be used to validate the RBC aggregation model in the disaggregation scenario but the 
model still requires experimental values of the formation energy.  Hence the classical 
encapsulation test by Buxbaum, et al. [188]  still remains the only credible experiment 
for calibrating the aggregation affinity energy in the aggregation model.      
Cup-shaped RBCs were used for the encapsulation test in the experiments to 
ensure better visual identification and measurement of the encapsulation depth (Û) at 
low aggregation affinities since the encapsulation depth for spherical fragments 
resting on the recessed region of the biconcave RBC cannot be correctly ascertained 
as that would require cross-sectional images unobtainable in the experiments.  A 
concern as to whether cupped RBCs produced by osmotic swelling produce exactly 
the same encapsulation as biconcave RBCs arises as a result of this limitation in the 
experimental imaging technique.  Here, this concern was addressed by simulating the 
spherical encapsulation for both cup-shaped and biconcave RBCs at various 
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aggregation affinities.  Results in Fig. 5-4 show that contact curvatures and contact 
areas for both biconcave RBC (red) and cup-shaped RBCs (white) are the same.  
Hence the experiments were correct in asserting that the bending strain energy in a 





Fig. 5-4 RBC encapsulation of a spherical fragment under varying degrees of aggregation affinity 
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Fractional encapsulation 6 òá:> in the experiment performed with autologous 
plasma was reported to be 0.3.  The simulation result in Fig. 5-5 predicts the 
corresponding aggregation affinity energy required to produce this level of 
encapsulation to be between 0.5 – 1.8 µJ/m2.  In comparison, the affinity estimate 
reported by Buxbaum, et al. [188] was 2 µJ/m2.  The present prediction is lower than 
the classical prediction of aggregation affinity but expected to be more accurate since 
numerical modeling was not performed in the classical analysis.   
 
Fig. 5-5 Simulated aggregation affinity energy corresponding to the fractional 
encapsulation observed in the experiment for autologous plasma solution  (0.3).  Main 
figure shows the physiologically relevant range of affinity energies while inset figure 
shows the simulation result performed over the entire 0 – 80 µJ/m2 test range. 
 
In the classical analysis, since cross-sectional images of the encapsulation was 
unobtainable from the experiments, bending energy was calculated using the contact 
angle based on an assumed bending profile in the RBC contact.  It was assumed by 
these studies that the RBC makes a sharp contact curvature at the edge of the RBC-
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fragment aggregation region (red dashed line in Fig. 5-6)  This assumption is 
erroneous and leads to a higher range of predicted bending energies for the same level 
of spherical encapsulation.  The simulation results in Fig. 5-4 show that based on 
physiological elastic moduli ( = 7 µN/m,  = 2.4e-019 N.m, Κ = 0.3 N/m), 
contact curvatures are smooth even at affinity energies as high as 80 µJ/ m2.  Hence, 
the simplified bending energy calculation by Buxbaum, et al. [188] overestimated the 
RBC aggregation affinity with physiological fibrinogen concentration due to the 
wrong assumption of sharp contact curvatures.  The physiological range of affinity 
energy should instead be between 0.5 – 1.8 µJ/m2. 
 
Fig. 5-6 True RBC-sphere contact curvature predicted by the numerical analysis 







5.4 RBC doublet formation 
With the affinity energy for RBC aggregation in blood plasma under 
physiological concentrations of fibrinogen verified by the spherical encapsulation test, 
the mesoscale RBC aggregation model was compared against the true-scale 
aggregation model in the doublet formation simulations.  Comparative analysis of the 
two modeling approaches was performed both qualitatively and quantitatively.  Based 
on images of the RBC doublet formation at physiological fibrinogen concentration 
shown in Fig 5-7, RBCs in the doublet maintain concavity on the side of the cell not 
in aggregation contact.  Qualitative comparison of the microscope images of 
physiological doublet formation against the simulation results for the mesoscale and 
true-scale aggregation model will be used for the discussion.  Additionally for the 
true-scale aggregation model, the aggregation interaction was performed with two sets 
of simulations.  The first set defined the interaction in the model using a vertex-to-
vertex (VTV) calculation whereas the second set employed a vertex-to-surface (VTS) 
true distance evaluation using differential geometry.     
 




For the quantitative comparison, we refer to the literature on the doublet 
formation speed reported by experiments [190, 193].  For the comparison, true-scale 
models had a cut-off aggregation range (	
) of 100 nm and zero-force 
equilibrium distances () between two RBC membranes in a doublet aggregation at 
15, 20 and 30 nm.  These inter-membrane distances are well within the aggregation 
ranges reported by depletion aggregation theory [47].  Furthermore, these inter-
membrane distances are supported by experimental observations with transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM)  [51, 53].  The mesoscale model on the hand, followed 
the range settings prescribed by popular numerical models in the literature [90, 113, 
118] where 	
 was set at 2000 nm and  was 490 nm.  Range differences 
between the two sets of aggregation models are shown in Fig. 5-8. 
 
 





5.4.1 Doublet formation with perfectly aligned cells 
True-scale model versus mesoscale model prediction 
Doublet formation under a perfect alignment scenario circumvents the initial 
compression and sliding stages observed in the in vitro experiments.  This allows us 
to compare doublet formation speeds and equilibrium shape between the true-scale 
models and the mesoscale model without the effect of sliding friction and suspension 
viscosity complicating the analysis.  Results of the doublet formation in the perfect 
alignment scenario are shown in Fig. 5-9 for the mesoscale model (blue group) and 
the true-scale model with  = 30 nm (red  group).  True-scale model results with  
values 15 and 20 nm were similar to the 30 nm case and hence they were omitted in 
this presentation.  From the figure, qualitative similarities and differences can be seen.   
When the analysis was limited to time-scales < O(1) s, doublet morphology 
between the two models were similar – the aggregated surfaces for both models 
established flat contact between the RBCs in the doublet and RBCs maintained the 
concave doublet cap-curvature on the non-aggregating sides of the cells.  However 
when the simulation was allowed to run longer, the final doublet equilibrium obtained 
for the mesoscale model predicted a significant loss in concavity for the doublet cap-
curvatures.   Furthermore, the mesoscale model predicted a sigmoidal contact 
interface whereas the true-scale model predicted a highly stable flat contact interface 
that persisted even after 8 s of the simulation.  This result is proof that despite 
preserving the aggregation affinity in both models, the mesoscale model not only 
produces a different dynamic path towards doublet equilibrium but also predicts a 
different equilibrium aggregation result.  Obviously, quantitative characterization of 




Fig. 5-9 RBC doublet formation comparison between the true-scale model with  = 
30 nm and the mesoscale model with  = 490 nm. 
 
VTV force calculation versus VTS force calculation  
Some numerical studies investigating the doublet aggregation mechanism have 
suggested that the contact interfaces between doublets may transition from flat-
contact to sigmoidal contact at aggregation affinity energies much lower than the 
physiological affinity [113, 194, 195] but these numerical conjectures have no solid 
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experimental proof.  From a mechanistic perspective, there are several ways the 
sigmoidal contact formation may be induced in a numerical simulation that do not 
require transformation of the aggregation affinity.  The first numerical artifact that 
produces sigmoidal contact was already shown in the results of the mesoscale 
modeling approach.  Another way of inducing sigmoidal transformation is shown in 
Fig. 5-10 where doublet formation was reproduced for the  = 30 nm case with a 
different scheme for enforcing the inter-membrane attraction.   
The blue group RBCs in Fig. 5-10 was performed using vertex-to-vertex 
(VTV) aggregation between the two discretized RBC meshes in the doublet, while the 
red group enforced the aggregation using a vertex-to-surface (VTS) algorithm.  
Almost all numerical aggregation models in the literature have employed a VTV 
calculation of the aggregation distance and force direction because this technique is 
easy and does not require any sophisticated technique from differential geometry.  
However considering the fact that the surface mesh resolution is approximately 200 
nm and inter-membrane distance is ≈ 30 nm, enforcing force vectors between mating 
surface meshes using the VTV calculation instead of their true separation distance 
with the VTS algorithm produces large tangential components when the pairs of 
vertices on opposite meshes are not directly adjacent to each other.  In order to 
minimize VTV distances, aggregating surface meshes may slide as the two meshes 
attempt to conform.  However, due to the dissimilarity between the two meshes and 
the shearing resistance of the network, vertices in the aggregating network may never 
achieve their optimal aggregation distance.  As a result these local regions of the 
surface meshes will instead bend to maximize the aggregation contact.  Increasing the 
aggregation affinity simply increases the magnitude of this local instability, thereby 
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producing more pronounced sigmoidal interfaces at higher affinities.  Hence the 
sigmoidal contact condition reported by theorists is hardly a condition that is uniquely 
explained by physical mechanisms but more likely due to the aggregation 
enforcement in a numerical model.   
Since the aggregation model is simply a tool to improve our physical 
understanding of a complex system, the physically relevant question is to ask what 
physical mechanism produces sigmoidal contact and what physical mechanism 
produces stable flat contact.  For this discussion, we consider the elementary 
considerations in the construction of depletion theory flocculation and the bridging 
theory aggregation.  Depletion flocculation proposes that osmotic forces from 
depletion in the intercellular gap are responsible for aggregation attraction.  Since the 
physical agent for aggregation is pressure, this force should be normal to the surface 
of the flocculating membrane.  Hence, depletion flocculation presupposes that all 
aggregation distances and forces follow the VTS numerical enforcement.  Bridging 
theory on the other hand proposes that macromolecules like fibrinogen are physically 
bounded to the aggregating surfaces through non-specific surface adsorption and act 
as soft springs tethering these surfaces together.  If two points on aggregating surfaces 
are physically bounded to each other as bridging theory proposes then the VTV 
enforcement in the aggregation model is more representative of bridging theory rather 
than depletion flocculation.  Experimental observations of the inter-membrane gaps 
with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) have shown the contact interfaces to be 
flat in the case of plasma suspensions [51, 53].  TEM analyses of Dextran-PBS 
aggregation by experiments have reported contact interfaces [50] with transition to 
sigmoidal interfaces when irreversible agglutination occurs [52].  Therefore, it 
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appears from the literature that RBC aggregation is more likely to be depletion-
induced rather than bridging-induced and the VTS enforcement of aggregation 
interaction is a more correct representation of real aggregation dynamics.                     
 
Fig. 5-10 Doublet formation simulation results from true-scale models ( = 30 nm) 





5.4.2 Sliding doublet formation with misaligned cells 
In the previous section, it was qualitatively assessed through doublet 
morphology that mesoscale aggregation models produce different dynamic paths to 
the equilibrium doublet, and the final doublet equilibrium was also different despite 
both models prescribing the same aggregation affinities.  Here, the extent of the 
difference between the two models was quantified so that the impact of non-
physiological cell-separation distances in a larger multi-cell system with flow can be 
better understood.  
Figure 5-11 shows snapshots of the doublet formation in the sliding phase.  
Frictional force between the sliding interfaces were calculated in the mesh using the 
fluid shear stress in the intercellular gap with the assumptions that the plasma in the 
gap behaves like a Newtonian fluid instead of a synovial fluid, and that the 
intercellular gap is wide enough so that there was no glycocalyx interaction between 
the two sliding RBCs.  The frictional force (k!,!) acting on a membrane vertex is 
given as follows: 
k!,! =  −N»
Å f Ø!" − 2o¯ − Ø!" ⋅ ¿,! − 2o¯ ¿,!g                                                        -5.15/ 
where Ø!" is the relative velocity between mesh vertex $ and the triangle element % on 
the opposite surface mesh obtained from the VTS algorithm, velocity at the triangle 
element % is interpolated from the nodal velocities at the three vertices defining the 
triangle mesh element.  ¿,! is the surface normal at vertex $ and »
Å is the area of 
the node which is obtained from the area of the Voronoi element at $.  The height of 
the glycocalyx (o) was taken to be 5 nm [49]. 
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 Across the physiological range of aggregation affinity, the mesoscale model 
(=490 nm) maximized the contact surfaces within a quarter of the time it took for 
the true-scale model (=30 nm).  Like the doublet formation case under perfect initial 
alignment, the true-scale model predicted equilibrium doublet shapes that retained the 
concave doublet cap-curvature while the mesoscale model predicted equilibrium 
doublet shapes that lost a large degree of the concavity.   
The doublet formation time was compared against the experiment by  
Khokhlova, et al. [190] in Fig 5-12.  Based on the results in Fig. 5-12a, both 
mesoscale model and true-scale model with =30 nm were poor quantitative fits of 
the experimental result.  It was found from the variation in  for the true-scale model 
in Fig. 5-12, that the experimental results were best matched by the model performed 
with =15nm.  At this , a 0.5 µJ/m2 affinity matches the average values the 
experiment while an affinity of 1.0 µJ/m2 matches the upper limit from the 
experimental deviation.  In terms of the sliding speed, model results for =15nm with 
aggregation affinities 0.5 and 1.0 µJ/m2 produced average sliding speeds of 0.46 and 
0.26 µm/s.  These values match the sliding phase speeds in the experiments by 
Dunlop, et al. [193] (0.35±0.17 µm/s) and Khokhlova, et al. [190] (0.3±0.08 µm/s for 
heathy RBCs and 0.53±0.06 µm/s for lupus RBCs).   
In summary, the doublet formation studies for perfect alignment and 
misalignment scenarios both indicate the mesoscale aggregation mode to be a poor 
quantitative model.   Because the intercellular gap is extremely large in mesoscale 
models, intercellular drag in the mesoscale model will be under-predicted and doublet 










Fig. 5-12 RBC doublet formation time in the sliding phase: (a) mesoscale aggregation 
model result (=490 nm) versus the true-scale aggregation model result (=30 nm), 




5.5 Doublet disaggregation 
Doublet formation does not provide a full understanding of RBC aggregation 
and its impact on the flow behavior of blood in a multi-cell flow scenario.  In a 
physiological flow, RBCs may dissociate when shear rates are sufficiently high.  Like 
the viscous dissipation seen in RBC viscoelastic deformation under dynamic 
oscillations, aggregation-dissociation cycles may also contribute to the viscous 
dissipation in the blood suspension. 
Here, the true-scale aggregation model was employed for the numerical 
simulation of RBC dissociation seen in in vitro SCFS studies.  Stable RBC doublets 
formed with affinity energies of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.8 µJ/m2 and  settings of 15, 20 and 
30 nm from 5.4.1 were subjected to sliding displacements by optical tweezers (OT) 
under fixed pulling rates of 0.3, 1.0, 1.8 and 2.5 µm/s.  Figure 5-13 shows snapshots 
of the sliding dissociation simulation for the 0.3 µm/s OT pulling rate.  The bending 
strain (β strain) and shearing strain (γ strain) produced by the OT against the 
aggregation adhesion are shown respectively on the left and right of the figure.  From 
these qualitative images, it is clear that doublet fracture involves RBC deformation 
beyond the resting doublet deformation state.  The resistance against doublet fracture 
in the presence of external shearing forces is provided not just by the aggregation 
affinity but also by the capacity of individual cells in the doublet to produce surface 
deformation before aggregation contact area reduction. 
In Fig. 5-14a, the doublet fracture (dissociation) forces predicted by the true-
scale model were compared against the experiment by Fernandes, et al. [196]. Like 
the sliding doublet formation tests, RBC models with affinity energies 0.5 and 1.0 
µJ/m2 and  of 15 nm provided the average-fit and upper limits to the experimental 
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values.  RBC models staged with larger  showed lower dissociation forces under the 
same pulling velocity and aggregation affinity.  For the quantitative aggregation 
model, this suggests that mesoscale models employing  > 100 nm describe RBC 
aggregation systems that readily dissociate.  We now know the extent of unrealism 
implied for numerical models employing mesoscale aggregation ranges.  By 
extending the aggregation range through the mesoscale approach, quantitative 
prediction of the aggregation model is degraded.  Models using these unphysical 
attraction ranges produce aggregation dynamics in multi-cell simulations where RBCs 
are likely to 
1)  form aggregates too quickly and 
2) dissociate under external shear conditions too easily   
In terms of the energy required to fracture a doublet through the sliding 
mechanism, the disengagement energy was observed to be higher than the doublet 
formation energy (affinity).  Shown in Fig. 5-14b, the dissociation energy for RBCs 
subjected to a 0.3 µm/s pulling rate was nearly double as that of the affinity energy.  
Furthermore, the dissociation energy to affinity energy ratio increases at higher 
pulling velocities.  As mentioned earlier, the doublet fracture process is not entirely 
governed by the aggregation affinity.  Since the RBC has the ability to respond to 
external stresses in a viscoelastic manner, the aggregate dissociation process is also 
dependent on the membrane viscosity and the intercellular friction between 









Fig. 5-14 RBC doublet dissociation dynamics: (a) the dissociation force against OT pulling velocity for RBCs with  variation (15, 20 
and 30 nm) and affinity variation (0.5, 1.0 and 1.8 µJ/m2) (b) dissociation energy for RBCs with = 15 nm subjected to different OT 




In this chapter, a generalized energy-potential aggregation model in 
replacement of the excessively complicated depletion and bridging models was 
proposed for quantitative modeling of RBC aggregation doublet dynamics.  Using the 
aggregation potential model, simulations were matched against the experiment in the 
spherical encapsulation test and the physiological range of aggregation affinity energy 
was ascertained to be 0.5 – 1.8 µJ/m2. Next, doublet formation simulations were 
matched against in vitro doublet formation experiments and the appropriate 
equilibrium inter-membrane distances () was found to be 15 nm.  Doublet 
dissociation simulations under fixed OT displacement rates also converged to the 
same finding whereby dissociation forces predicted at the various displacement rates 
matched the experiment when = 15 nm and affinity energies were prescribed in the 







Conclusion and future recommendations 
 
The research presented in this thesis addresses the gaps in numerical modeling 
for RBC deformation and aggregation behavior that have lagged behind other fields of 
microhemodynamics research.  Despite the vast improvement in modern day 
computing, numerical models have not rigorously tested the theoretical formulations 
postulated by theorists in the last two decades.  Viscoelasticity of the RBC membrane 
has been known to biologists and characterized by material scientists in classical 
experiments since the 1970s, yet present-day numerical models of RBCs in 
microvascular flows still model the flow-induced RBC deformation dynamics using 
purely elastic Skalak and neo-Hookean membrane constitutions.  Aggregation models 
employed in RBC flow models routinely employ attraction ranges that are twenty 
times larger than theory but give no discussion of this numerical limitation.  These 
two major deficiencies in RBC modeling prevent the numerical model from being 
employed as a quantitative tool in the microhemodynamics research.  On the other 
hand, numerical models have been used successfully in this field as a qualitative 
methodology for performing parametric trend analyses.  However the conditional 
range for good qualitative investigations into microhemodynamics with numerical 
models has been limited to low shear rate conditions and straight vessel domains.  




In chapter 2, the 2D-LD model was developed as a low-cost qualitative RBC 
flow model.  The major standout of this two-dimensional (2D) model from 2D models 
in the literature was the provisional modification of the RBC elastic constitutions 
through a strain-hardening coefficient.  This prevented 2D RBC profiles from 
producing excessive deformations under high strain situations. 
Next in chapter 3, the  2D-LD model was employed in the numerical 
investigation of cell-free layer (CFL) and wall shear stress (WSS) asymmetry and 
downstream development in an arteriolar bifurcation.  This was a parametric study on 
the effect of vessel flow rate on the RBC-partitioning dynamics and the subsequent 
flow symmetry recovery after the bifurcation disturbance.  The major finding here 
was that unavoidable CFL asymmetries develop downstream of a bifurcation and the 
finite recovery length required raises the effective blood viscosity in short inter-
bifurcation distances ( < 10D).  Furthermore, bifurcations may be sites for abnormal 
RBC properties to drastically affect the blood viscosity in the network and perfusion 
outcome in downstream arterioles and capillaries.   
In chapter 4, an RBC membrane model based on the shearing properties of the 
RBC cytoskeleton and surface area incompressibility and bending resistance of the 
plasma membrane was developed.  Surface viscosity of the membrane was modeled 
using dissipative springs that resist relative velocities on the RBC membrane.  Using 
the step-loading and sudden relaxation scenarios, viscoelasticity in the RBC 
membrane was calibrated to match the relaxation time constant  reported in 
experiments.  It was verified that viscous dissipation produced by the RBC dynamic 
response to step-loads was almost entirely contributed by the membrane viscosity.  
Finally the physiological implication of RBC viscoelasticity was demonstrated on a 
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cyclical stretch loading-unloading simulation.  Using the storage and loss moduli, it 
was found that the RBC was best characterized as an elastic mechanical system at 
oscillating frequencies lower than 43 and a viscous system at higher frequencies.  
Periodic flow disturbances produced by arteriolar bifurcations in the physiological 
RBC flow occur over a frequency range that leads us to expect both elastic and 
viscous RBC deformation behavior in vivo.  RBCs may deform elastically in long 
vessel segments under reduced flow conditions where flow patterns do not change 
rapidly but may appear highly inelastic in shorter vessels under normal flow 
conditions due to viscous dissipation in the cellular membrane. 
In chapter 5, a review of RBC aggregation models was presented and the 
necessary elements for a quantitative RBC model were reconsidered for the 
generalized energy-potential model.  Due to the lack of credible data on the 
physiological affinity energies of RBC aggregation with plasma proteins, simulation 
results for the spherical encapsulation test was matched against the experiment to 
ascertain a 0.5 – 1.8 µJ/m2 range.  Next, doublet formation simulations were matched 
against in vitro doublet formation experiments and the appropriate equilibrium inter-
membrane distances () was found to be 15 nm.  Doublet dissociation simulations 
under fixed OT displacement rates also converged to the same finding whereby 
dissociation forces predicted at the various displacement rates matched the experiment 
when = 15 nm and affinity energies were prescribed in the model at 0.5 µJ/m2.  
Through the quantitative comparison of aggregate formation and dissociation under 
various inter-membrane separation distances, the extent of unrealism implied for 
numerical models employing mesoscale aggregation ranges was understood. It was 
found that by extending the aggregation range through the mesoscale approach, 
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quantitative prediction of the aggregation model was heavily degraded.  Models using 
these unphysical attraction ranges produce aggregation dynamics in multi-cell 
simulations where RBCs are likely to 1) form aggregates too quickly and 2) dissociate 
too easily under external shear conditions.   
Despite the present contribution to the field of microhemodynamics modeling,  
further extensions of both the qualitative 2D-RBC flow model and the quantitative 3D 
model may be pursued.  Future development and application of 2D-RBC flow model 
may look into the following research trajectories:  
1) Broaden the parametric study performed for the arteriolar bifurcation  in 
Chapter 3 to include, flow-partitioning ratios, bifurcation angle, membrane 
viscosity and elasticity variation and hematocrit effects.   
2) Parallelization of the 2D LBM solver will allow thousands of cells to be 
computed on a larger microvascular network with more bifurcations. This will 
allow a discussion of network-level microhemodynamics using numerical 
analysis.  
3) The 2D RBC flow model may also be combined with the gas transport 
simulation to investigate the effects of WSS and CFL asymmetry predicted in 
this study on a larger physiological perspective. 
The quantitative 3D RBC model on the other hand, requires higher 
development before high quality application studies may be performed.  At present, 3D 
multi-cell RBC flow simulation with true-scale aggregation models is extremely 
challenging because the immersed boundary solver used for the fluid-structure 
interaction enforcement between the RBC membrane and the LBM fluid solver requires 
a spatial grid resolution high enough to capture the inter-membrane distances employed 
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in the true-scale aggregation model.  Based on the inter-membrane distance of 15 – 30 
nm, the grid lattice size needs to be at least 5 nm.  Comparing this requirement to the 
200 nm employed for the present grid discretization, the resulting computational 
expense in 3D modeling scales up by O(104 – 105)  times if a homogenous refinement 
of the entire domain is performed.  Two options exist for addressing this challenge: 
1) Parallel optimization of the code with GPGPU algorithm has already been 
performed with moderate success.  This development may be supplemented by 
local grid refinement in the intercellular gap regions instead of a homogenous 
refinement of the eulerian mesh in the entire grid domain.  Implementing local 
grid refinement would require modification of the LBM algorithm to include 
multi-relaxation time scales for the LBM fluxing operations. 
2) Shearing forces on the RBC in the intercellular spaces may be calculated in a 
sub-grid approach whereby membrane vertices on opposite sides of the 
aggregating interface directly produce dissipative interactions through the 
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Source code for RBC viscoelastic deformation and aggregation 
 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//  Code for viscoelastic RBC deformation and aggregation             // 
//                                                                    // 
//         please ignore the "pragma" directives, they are meant for  // 
//         the GPGPU CUDA code                                        // 
//                                                                    // 













/********************* Constants Declaration **********************/ 
 
//parameter definition 
#define IM 101  //number of x-nodes on eulerian grid 
#define JM 41  //number of y-nodes 
#define KM 49  //number of z-nodes 
#define LX 25. 
#define LY 10. 
#define LZ 12. 
#define CM 19    //number of streaming directions(i.e. 19 from D3Q9) 
from 0 to 18 (total 19) 
#define PI 4.0*atanf(1.0) //PI = 3.14... 
#define VIS_RATIO 5.0  //between two cells 
#define VIS_RATIO2 -4.0 
//#define MU_LBM_scale 4.5 
#define AAA_CPU 1.e-7 //weight for avoiding computational error such as 
division by zero 
#define T_SCALE 1.e-6 
#define L_SCALE 1.e-6 //length scale factor 1:m, 1e-3:mm, 1e-6:um 
 
//aggregation coeficient 
#define beta_agg 0.05//scaling factor [1/nm] 
#define r0 15. //zeroforce distance[nm] 




#define De_wall_cpu 2.e-5 
#define r0_wall_cpu 0.6 




//weights in 3DLBM D3Q19 
#define We1_3D 1./18. 
#define We2_3D 1./36. 
#define We3_3D 1./3. 
 
//simulation parameters 
#define DT 6.4//1.6//0.2//0.04 
#define MU 0.0012 
#define DEN 1000. 
 
#define LIST_SIZE (IM+2)*(JM+2)*4+(JM+2)*(KM+2)*2+1 
//background grid for aggregation neighbor list 
 
 
/********************** RBC Constants Declaration *********************/ 
#define CapsM 2//maximum no. of capsules/RBCs 
#define NodeM 5533//total no. of nodes on a capsule surface 
#define TriM 11062//total no. of triangle elements on a capsule surface  
#define EdgeM 16593//number of edges in surface mesh 
#define NListM 8//maximum no. of neighbor nodes 




#define Diameter 8.006400//RBC diameter on the discoid plane 
#define rcoeff0 0.05179025//biconcave geometry coefficients 
#define rcoeff1 2.002558 
#define rcoeff2 -4.491048 
#define MCV 100.987211604e-018//Mean corpuscular volume (RBC volume) in 
cubic meters 
#define RBC_SURF 140.531433e-012//140.447006e-012//RBC surface area in 
meters squared 
#define R_eff 2.13//effective radius of RBC in microns 
#define ratio_bicon 1.88//ratio between maximum and minimum radius of 
biconcave geometry 
 
//coarse-grained spectrin model parameters 
#define TEMPERATURE 300//kelvins 
#define BOLTZ 1.3806488e-023//Boltzmann constant:  m^2 kg s^-2 K^-1  
#define L0 3.15818560725399e-007//equilibrium spectrin chain length m 
#define Cq 4.13e-033//8.4326351e-034//units in N*m^3 
#define A_ideal 0.012698698e-012//unit in m^2 
#define Mu_Mem 0.7e-06//N m^-1 s Membrane surface viscosity 
#define gamma_t 0.37306e-06//Mu_Mem = 13*(sqrt(3))/12*gamma_t 
#define gamma_c 0.12435e-06//gamma_c = gamma_t/3 
#define Es 6.e-06//N m^-1 Membrane shear modulus 
#define kd 1.44e-01//local surf area incompressibility coefficient, N m^-1 
#define ka 1.44e-01//global surf area incompressibility coefficient, N m^-1  
#define kv 22000//220000//3.e-004//capsule volume incompressibility 
coefficient, N m^-2 
#define kBend 2.771281292e-019//kBend = 2.4e-019*2./sqrt(3.); 
#define tolerance 1.e-12//0.03624106//0.017452406//3.e-04//for division by 
zero, replace denominator zero by tolerance instead 
#define e_ratio_eq 0.3154574132//equilirium length ratio = (equilibrium edge 
length)/(maximal edge length) 
 
 
//iteration and output parameters 
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#define outputfreq 50000 
#define iterrelax 50 
#define itermax 6250000 
 
//optical tweezer parameters 
#define TWEEZERFORCE 30.e-012//Newtons 
#define bead_radius 2.06//um 
#define bead_impingement_depth 0.2//um 
#define BeadVol 4./3.*PI*bead_radius*bead_radius*bead_radius*1.e-
18;//um*um*um 
#define T1NMAX 53 
#define T2NMAX 56 
#define TWEEZVEL 0.15e-06 
 
//structure to fluid timescale ratio 
#define granularity 1//fluid (LBM) solver runs for 500 iterations before 
structure (CGSM) solver and fluid-structure interaction (IBM-IND) is updated 
#define visc_granularity 100 
#define agg_granularity 1 
#define indicator_granularity 10000//phasic update performed every 50 
iterations 
 
#define GlycoThickness .005//in microns 
 
/****************** Functions Prototype Declaration *******************/ 















void CGSM_BICONCAVE_YPROJECT(void);//cartesian map of biconcave geometry 




void CGSM_LOCAL_FORCES(void);//WLC-in-plane-shear (spectrin cytoskeletal 
network contribution), in-plane compression(lipid bilayer contribution), 
bending, 















/// Immersed boundary method (IBM) FSI-coupling solver routines 
void IBM_RBC_NODAL_VELOCITY_SERIALPROC(void); 
 






/********************* Variables Type Declaration *********************/ 
int iter, r_iter, nodecount; 
 
int NEIGHNODE_LIST[NodeM+1][NListM+1], NEIGHTRI_LIST[NodeM+1][NListM+1]; 
 
int EDGENODE_LIST[EdgeM+1][6+1];//edge to global node and triangle 
connectivity list: for example EDGENODE_LIST[1][3][2] returns the global 
nodal index of the vertex belonging to capsule#1, edge#3, local node#2 
 
float RHOMNODE1_COORD[3][CapsM+1][EdgeM+1], 
RHOMNODE2_COORD[3][CapsM+1][EdgeM+1];//The two nodes that make an edge, the 
last index{0,1,2} relates to {x,y,z}  
float RHOMNODE3_COORD[3][CapsM+1][EdgeM+1], 
RHOMNODE4_COORD[3][CapsM+1][EdgeM+1];//Nodes 3 and 4 determine the bending 




dimension in array is the spatial direction, ie. {0,1,2}={x,y,z} 
 
float TRI_AREA0[CapsM+1][TriM+1], RHOM_TRI1_AREA[CapsM+1][EdgeM+1], 
RHOM_TRI2_AREA[CapsM+1][EdgeM+1], RHOM_AREA[CapsM+1][EdgeM+1]; 










//Spectrin Model Conservative Variables 
float beta; 
 
//nodal data structures... 
///#pragma hmpp <LBM_IBM> resident, args[::RBC_Node_Type].io=in 
int RBC_Node_Type[CapsM+1][NodeM+1];//#pragma hmpp <LBM_IBM> resident, 
args[::NODECOORD; ::F_Total; ::NODE_VEL; ::COL_F_TOTAL].io=inout 
float NODECOORDfloat[3][CapsM+1][NodeM+1], F_Total[3][CapsM+1][NodeM+1], 
NODE_VEL[3][CapsM+1][NodeM+1], COL_F_TOTAL[3][CapsM+1][NodeM+1]; 
double NODECOORD[3][CapsM+1][NodeM+1]; 
float F_WLC[3][CapsM+1][NodeM+1], F_POW[3][CapsM+1][NodeM+1], 
F_BEND[3][CapsM+1][NodeM+1], F_LOCAL_AREA[3][CapsM+1][NodeM+1], 
F_VOLUME[3][CapsM+1][NodeM+1], F_AREA[3][CapsM+1][NodeM+1]; 






///#pragma hmpp <LBM_IBM> resident, args[::NODE_DISPLACEMENT].io=in 
float NODE_DISPLACEMENT[3][CapsM+1][NodeM+1]; 




//triangle data structures... 
float F_BEND_TRI[3][CapsM+1][TriM+1], F_LOCAL_AREA_TRI[3][CapsM+1][TriM+1]; 
float F_VOLUME_TRI[3][CapsM+1][TriM+1], F_AREA_TRI[3][CapsM+1][TriM+1]; 
///#pragma hmpp <LBM_IBM> resident, args[::TRI_NORMAL; ::TRI_CENTROID; 
::TRI_AREA; ::TRI_AREA_eq; ::SWEPT_VOL].io=inout 
float TRI_NORMAL[3][CapsM+1][TriM+1], TRI_CENTROID[3][CapsM+1][TriM+1], 
TRI_AREA[CapsM+1][TriM+1], TRI_AREA_eq[CapsM+1][TriM+1], 
SWEPT_VOL[CapsM+1][TriM+1]; 
///#pragma hmpp <LBM_IBM> resident, args[::AREA_UPDATE; 
::GLOBAL_UPDATE].io=inout 
int AREA_UPDATE[CapsM+1][TriM+1], GLOBAL_UPDATE[CapsM+1][TriM+1]; 
 
//edge data structures... 
///#pragma hmpp <LBM_IBM> resident, args[::kp; ::Plength; ::LMAX; 
::Theta0].io=in 
float kp[CapsM+1][EdgeM+1], Plength[CapsM+1][EdgeM+1], 
LMAX[CapsM+1][EdgeM+1], Theta0[CapsM+1][EdgeM+1]; 
float alpha[CapsM+1][EdgeM+1], eta[CapsM+1][EdgeM+1]; 




//Capsule (global) data structures... 
float CAPS_AREA[CapsM+1], CAPS_AREA_OLD[CapsM+1], CAPS_VOL[CapsM+1], 
CAPS_VOL_OLD[CapsM+1]; 
float CAPS_NODEAREA[CapsM+1], CAPS_NODEAREA_OLD[CapsM+1]; 
///#pragma hmpp <LBM_IBM> resident, args[::CAPS_CENTROID].io=in 
float CAPS_CENTROID[3][CapsM+1]; 
///#pragma hmpp <LBM_IBM> resident, args[::F_VOLUME_SCALAR; 
::F_AREA_SCALAR].io=inout 
float F_VOLUME_SCALAR[CapsM+1], F_AREA_SCALAR[CapsM+1]; 
///#pragma hmpp <LBM_IBM> resident, args[::TRINODE1; ::TRINODE2; 
::TRINODE3].io=in 
int TRINODE1[TriM+1], TRINODE2[TriM+1], TRINODE3[TriM+1];//array member 
values return the global nodal indices of their local nodes 
 
//Optical tweezer parameters 
 
///#pragma hmpp <LBM_IBM> resident, args[::TWEEZERMAXNODE1; 
::TWEEZERMAXNODE2; ::TWEEZERNODELIST1; TWEEZERNODELIST2].io=in 
int TWEEZERMAXNODE1, TWEEZERMAXNODE2, TWEEZERNODELIST1[T1NMAX+1], 
TWEEZERNODELIST2[T2NMAX+1];//for Bead Impingement of 0.20 um 
///#pragma hmpp <LBM_IBM> resident, args[::Bead1VelChange; 
::Bead2VelChange].io=in 
float Bead1VelChange, Bead2VelChange; 
 
float bead_vol, ResultantForce1, ResultantForce2, TweezerNodeForce1, 
TweezerNodeForce2, membrane_vol, Vel_OLD1[3][CapsM+1], Vel_OLD2[3][CapsM+1], 
VelTweez1[3][CapsM+1], VelTweez2[3][CapsM+1]; 
float RFORCE1[19+1], RFORCE2[19+1], Es_local[EdgeM+1]; 






/******** Variables used for the LBM routines **********/ 
int BC_LIST[3+3][LIST_SIZE]; 




float X[KM+1][IM+5][JM+1], Y[KM+1][IM+5][JM+1], Z[KM+1][IM+5][JM+1], 
UC[CM+1], VC[CM+1], WC[CM+1], LBM_BFORCE_SCALE, VEL_SCALE, DX, D_In, D_Out, 
EQ_A, EQ_B, EQ_C, CS, TA0, MU_LBM_scale, MU_dim_scale; 
int XC[CM+8+1], YC[CM+8+1], ZC[CM+8+1]; 
float F[CM+1][KM+1][IM+1][JM+1], F_OLD[CM+1][KM+1][IM+1][JM+1], 
FEQ[CM+1][KM+1][IM+1][JM+1], B_index[KM+2][IM+2][JM+2], U[KM+1][IM+1][JM+1], 
V[KM+1][IM+1][JM+1], W[KM+1][IM+1][JM+1], D[KM+1][IM+1][JM+1], 
tao2[KM+1][IM+1][JM+1], DEL[KM+2][IM+2][JM+2], FX[KM+1][IM+1][JM+1], 
FY[KM+1][IM+1][JM+1], FZ[KM+1][IM+1][JM+1], DEL_OLD[KM+2][IM+2][JM+2], 
VISCOSITY[KM+2][IM+2][JM+2]; 
 
float C_LBM, CELL_EU_LAG_DIS[KM+2][IM+2][JM+2]; 
 
 
/******* IBM and IND variables ***************************/ 
int LOCATOR_TRI[IM+1][1000+1], LOCATOR_CAPS[IM+1][1000+1], 
LOCATOR_SUM[IM+1], LAGRANGIAN_LIST[KM+1][IM+1][JM+1][2]; 




/******* program main ************************************/ 
int sim_new; 





/******************* Data Initialization Functions ********************/ 
 
/// Node-and-triangle-based data to edge-based data restructuring /// 
 
void INIT_EDGE_DATA_GEN(void){ 
int caps,node,edge,tri, junk,localnode,tri1, tri2, tri3, duplicateflag, 
edgecounter, edge1, edge2, i; 




FILE *fOUT, *fIN; 
 
/** read in node coordinates**/ 
printf("loading CONFIG_NODES.dat file\n"); 
fIN = fopen("CONFIG_NODES.dat", "r"); 
fgets(bulk, 30, fIN);//first line states NodeM, ignore the line, put into 
junk char array bulk[] 
 
 




fscanf(fIN,"%d", &junk);//first element in file string is the nodal index, 










/** read in triangle element node list **/ 
printf("loading CONFIG_TRIANGLES.dat file\n"); 
fIN = fopen("CONFIG_TRIANGLES.dat", "r"); 
fgets(bulk, 30, fIN);//first line states TriM, ignore the line, put into 
junk char array bulk[] 
 
 
caps = 1; 
for(tri=1;tri<=TriM;tri++){ 
fscanf(fIN,"%d", &junk);//first element in file string is the nodal index, 
which we already have, put the read data into junk float 
fscanf(fIN,"%d", &junk);//ele type from gmsh - we don't need it 
fscanf(fIN,"%d", &junk);//no. of physical tags from gmsh - we don't need it 
fscanf(fIN,"%d", &junk);//physical entity id from gmsh - we don't need it 




















//take triangle element loop 
 
edgecounter = 1; 












duplicateflag=0;//by default the node-pair have not appeared in the edgenode 
list 









//2) If the pair are new, then assign trinode1 & trinode2 as local nodes 1 
and 2 of edge: EDGENODELIST[caps][edgecounter][1] = TRINODE1[caps][tri] 
...etc. 
if(duplicateflag==0){ 
EDGENODE_LIST[edgecounter][1] = tri1; 
EDGENODE_LIST[edgecounter][2] = tri2; 
 
//3) Increment edge counter by 1 if instruction 2) was done 
edgecounter += 1; 
} 
 
//4) Check edgenode list if trinode2 and trinode3 pair have already appeared 
for(edge=1;edge<=EdgeM;edge++){ 
duplicateflag=0;//by default the node-pair have not appeared in the edgenode 
list 









//5) If the pair are new, then assign trinode2 & trinode3 as local nodes 1 
and 2 of edge: EDGENODELIST[caps][edgecounter][1] = TRINODE2[caps][tri] 
...etc. 
if(duplicateflag==0){ 
EDGENODE_LIST[edgecounter][1] = tri2; 
EDGENODE_LIST[edgecounter][2] = tri3; 
 
//6) Increment edge counter by 1 if instruction 5) was done 
edgecounter += 1; 
} 
 
//7) Check edgenode list if trinode3 and trinode1 pair have already appeared 
for(edge=1;edge<=EdgeM;edge++){ 
duplicateflag=0;//by default the node-pair have not appeared in the edgenode 
list 











//8) If the pair are new, then assign trinode3 & trinode1 as local nodes 1 
and 2 of edge: EDGENODELIST[caps][edgecounter][1] = TRINODE3[caps][tri] 
...etc. 
if(duplicateflag==0){ 
EDGENODE_LIST[edgecounter][1] = tri3; 
EDGENODE_LIST[edgecounter][2] = tri1; 
 
//9) Increment edge counter by 1 if instruction 8) was done 





printf("number of edges = %d\n",edgecounter-1); 
 
/** now let's populate local nodes 3 and 4 of the edge member,  
* local nodes 3 and 4 will make the vertices of the conjugate 




if(EDGENODE_LIST[edge][1] == 0) break;//don't consider null members at the 
end of the edge list; null members exist because of the overpredicted list 
size 
 
edge1 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][1];//global index of node 1 on edge 







if(edge1 == tri1 && edge2 == tri2){ 
if(EDGENODE_LIST[edge][3] == 0){ 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][3] = tri3; 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][5] = tri; 
} 
else if(EDGENODE_LIST[edge][4] == 0){ 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][4] = tri3; 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][6] = tri; 
} 
 
if(EDGENODE_LIST[edge][3] != 0 && EDGENODE_LIST[edge][4] != 0) break; 
} 
if(edge1 == tri2 && edge2 == tri1){ 
if(EDGENODE_LIST[edge][3] == 0){ 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][3] = tri3; 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][5] = tri; 
} 
else if(EDGENODE_LIST[edge][4] == 0){ 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][4] = tri3; 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][6] = tri; 
} 
 






if(edge1 == tri2 && edge2 == tri3){ 
if(EDGENODE_LIST[edge][3] == 0){ 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][3] = tri1; 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][5] = tri; 
} 
else if(EDGENODE_LIST[edge][4] == 0){ 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][4] = tri1; 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][6] = tri; 
} 
 
if(EDGENODE_LIST[edge][3] != 0 && EDGENODE_LIST[edge][4] != 0) break; 
} 
if(edge1 == tri3 && edge2 == tri2){ 
if(EDGENODE_LIST[edge][3] == 0){ 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][3] = tri1; 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][5] = tri; 
} 
else if(EDGENODE_LIST[edge][4] == 0){ 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][4] = tri1; 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][6] = tri; 
} 
 




if(edge1 == tri3 && edge2 == tri1){ 
if(EDGENODE_LIST[edge][3] == 0){ 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][3] = tri2; 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][5] = tri; 
} 
else if(EDGENODE_LIST[edge][4] == 0){ 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][4] = tri2; 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][6] = tri; 
} 
 
if(EDGENODE_LIST[edge][3] != 0 && EDGENODE_LIST[edge][4] != 0) break; 
} 
if(edge1 == tri1 && edge2 == tri3){ 
if(EDGENODE_LIST[edge][3] == 0){ 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][3] = tri2; 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][5] = tri; 
} 
else if(EDGENODE_LIST[edge][4] == 0){ 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][4] = tri2; 
EDGENODE_LIST[edge][6] = tri; 
} 
 







/** output the new edge data structure **/ 
fOUT = fopen("RBC_edgeNODES_TRIANGLES_list.dat", "w"); 
fprintf(fOUT,"//total number of edge elments: \n%d \n", edgecounter-1); 
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fprintf(fOUT,"capsule_index edge_index node1_index node2_index node3_index 
node4_index tri1_index tri2_index node1coord node2coord\n"); 
 
caps = 1; 
for(edge=1;edge<=EdgeM;edge++){ 
fprintf(fOUT,"%d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d %.7e %.7e %.7e %.7e %.7e %.7e\n", 
caps, edge, EDGENODE_LIST[edge][1], EDGENODE_LIST[edge][2], 











/** generate neighbourlists **/ 
for(node=1;node<=NodeM;node++){ 
for(i=0;i<=NListM;i++){ 
NEIGHNODE_LIST[node][i] = 0; 






neighcount = 0; 
for(edge=1;edge<=EdgeM;edge++){ 
localnode1 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][1]; 
localnode2 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][2]; 
if(localnode1 == node){ 
neighcount += 1; 
NEIGHNODE_LIST[node][0] = neighcount; 
NEIGHNODE_LIST[node][neighcount] = localnode2; 
} 
else if(localnode2 == node){ 
neighcount += 1; 
NEIGHNODE_LIST[node][0] = neighcount; 





fOUT = fopen("RBC_NODEtoNODE_list.dat", "w"); 
fprintf(fOUT,"parentnode totalneighbours n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 n9\n"); 
 
for(node=1;node<=NodeM;node++){ 
fprintf(fOUT,"%d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d\n", node, 
NEIGHNODE_LIST[node][0], NEIGHNODE_LIST[node][1], NEIGHNODE_LIST[node][2], 
NEIGHNODE_LIST[node][3], NEIGHNODE_LIST[node][4], NEIGHNODE_LIST[node][5], 









neighcount = 0; 
for(tri=1;tri<=TriM;tri++){ 
localnode1 = TRINODE1[tri]; 
localnode2 = TRINODE2[tri]; 
localnode3 = TRINODE3[tri]; 
if(localnode1 == node || localnode2 == node || localnode3 == node){ 
neighcount += 1; 
NEIGHTRI_LIST[node][0] = neighcount; 





fOUT = fopen("RBC_TRIANGLEtoNODE_list.dat", "w"); 
fprintf(fOUT,"parentnode totalneighbours t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9\n"); 
//for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 
for(node=1;node<=NodeM;node++){ 
fprintf(fOUT,"%d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d %d\n", node, 
NEIGHTRI_LIST[node][0], NEIGHTRI_LIST[node][1], NEIGHTRI_LIST[node][2], 
NEIGHTRI_LIST[node][3], NEIGHTRI_LIST[node][4], NEIGHTRI_LIST[node][5], 












int caps,node,edge,tri, junk,localnode,tri1, tri2, tri3, duplicateflag, 
edgecounter, edge1, edge2, i, col; 
int localnode1, localnode2, localnode3, neighcount; 
char name[25], num[13], num_col[13], d1[]=".csv", d2[]=".vtk", d3[]=".dat"; 




FILE *fOUT, *fIN; 
 
/** read in node coordinates**/ 
printf("loading CONFIG_NODES.dat file\n"); 
fIN = fopen("CONFIG_NODES.dat", "r"); 
fgets(bulk, 30, fIN);//first line states NodeM, ignore the line, put into 
junk char array bulk[] 
 
 
caps = 1; 
for(node=1;node<=NodeM;node++){ 
fscanf(fIN,"%d", &junk);//first element in file string is the nodal index, 












/** read in triangle element node list **/ 
printf("loading CONFIG_TRIANGLES.dat file\n"); 
fIN = fopen("CONFIG_TRIANGLES.dat", "r"); 
fgets(bulk, 30, fIN);//first line states TriM, ignore the line, put into 
junk char array bulk[] 
 
 
caps = 1; 
for(tri=1;tri<=TriM;tri++){ 
fscanf(fIN,"%d", &junk);//first element in file string is the nodal index, 
which we already have, put the read data into junk float 
fscanf(fIN,"%d", &junk);//ele type from gmsh - we don't need it 
fscanf(fIN,"%d", &junk);//no. of physical tags from gmsh - we don't need it 
fscanf(fIN,"%d", &junk);//physical entity id from gmsh - we don't need it 










/** read in edge connectivity list **/ 
printf("loading RBC_edgeNODES_TRIANGLES_list.dat file\n"); 
fIN = fopen("RBC_edgeNODES_TRIANGLES_list.dat", "r"); 
fgets(bulk, 50, fIN); 
fgets(bulk, 30, fIN); 































/** read in node-node connectivity list **/ 
fIN = fopen("RBC_NODEtoNODE_list.dat", "r"); 

















/** read in node-triangle connectivity list **/ 
fIN = fopen("RBC_NODEtoNODE_list.dat", "r"); 




















int caps, edge, node1, node2, node3, node4, tri1, tri2, i, updateflag1, 
updateflag2; 
float node1coord[3], node2coord[3], node3coord[3], node4coord[3]; 
float wlc, comp, f_node1[3], f_node2[3], f_node3[3], f_node4[3]; 
float en1[3], en2[3];//edge-node vectors 
float tri1_n[3], tri2_n[3];//triangle normal vectors 
float theta, angle_check, costheta, sintheta, root, betabend, b11, b12, b22; 
float alpha1, alpha2; 
float cpdt1[3], cpdt2[3], cpdt3[3], cpdt4[3], cpdt5[3], cpdt6[3], cpdt7[3], 
cpdt8[3], cpdt9[3], cpdt10[3], cpdt11[3], cpdt12[3]; 
float cpdt1v[3], cpdt5v[3], cpdt9v[3], cpdt4v[3], cpdt8v[3], cpdt12v[3]; 
float dp21[3], dp24[3], dp32[3], dp41[3], dp13[3]; 
float rhom12_length, rhom23_length, rhom31_length, 
rhom24_length,rhom41_length, semiperimeter1, semiperimeter2, e_ratio; 
float rhom_tri1_cen[3], rhom_tri2_cen[3], rhom_tri1_area, rhom_tri2_area; 
float sx12, sy12, sz12; 
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float dx1_12, dy1_12, dz1_12, dx1_23, dy1_23, dz1_23, dx1_31, dy1_31, 
dz1_31; 
float sx1_23, sy1_23, sz1_23, sx1_31, sy1_31, sz1_31; 
float xy1_12, yz1_12, zx1_12, xy1_23, xy1_31, yz1_23, yz1_31, zx1_23, 
zx1_31; 
float dx2_12, dy2_12, dz2_12, dx2_23, dy2_23, dz2_23, dx2_31, dy2_31, 
dz2_31; 
float sx2_23, sy2_23, sz2_23, sx2_31, sy2_31, sz2_31; 
float xy2_12, yz2_12, zx2_12, xy2_23, xy2_31, yz2_23, yz2_31, zx2_23, 
zx2_31; 
 
float area_diff[3], centroid_diff[3]; 
float edge_centroid[3]; 
 
float n12_length, n23_length, n31_length, n24_length, n41_length, 
nsemiperimeter1, nsemiperimeter2; 
float n_tri1_area, n_tri2_area; 
float nsx12, nsy12, nsz12; 
float ndx1_12, ndy1_12, ndz1_12, ndx1_23, ndy1_23, ndz1_23, ndx1_31, 
ndy1_31, ndz1_31; 
float ndx2_12, ndy2_12, ndz2_12, ndx2_23, ndy2_23, ndz2_23, ndx2_31, 
ndy2_31, ndz2_31; 
float areaforcemag, volforcemag, rhom_tri1_centroid[3], 
rhom_tri2_centroid[3], caps_cen[3], rhom_tri1_area_eq;///this is new 
int sum1, sum2; 
float lambda, viscf, edge_area; 
for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 
 




node1 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][1]; 
node2 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][2]; 
node3 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][3]; 
node4 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][4]; 
tri1 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][5]; 
tri2 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][6]; 
 
for(i=0;i<=2;i++){ 
f_node1[i] = 0.; f_node2[i] = 0.; f_node3[i] = 0.; f_node4[i] = 0.; 




rhom_tri1_area_eq = TRI_AREA_eq[caps][tri1]; 
 
areaforcemag = F_AREA_SCALAR[caps]; 
volforcemag = F_VOLUME_SCALAR[caps]; 
 
node1coord[0] = NODECOORD[0][caps][node1]; 
node1coord[1] = NODECOORD[1][caps][node1]; 
node1coord[2] = NODECOORD[2][caps][node1]; 
 
node2coord[0] = NODECOORD[0][caps][node2]; 
node2coord[1] = NODECOORD[1][caps][node2]; 
node2coord[2] = NODECOORD[2][caps][node2]; 
 
node3coord[0] = NODECOORD[0][caps][node3]; 
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node3coord[1] = NODECOORD[1][caps][node3]; 
node3coord[2] = NODECOORD[2][caps][node3]; 
 
node4coord[0] = NODECOORD[0][caps][node4]; 
node4coord[1] = NODECOORD[1][caps][node4]; 
node4coord[2] = NODECOORD[2][caps][node4]; 
 
dx1_12 = node1coord[0] - node2coord[0]; 
dy1_12 = node1coord[1] - node2coord[1]; 
dz1_12 = node1coord[2] - node2coord[2]; 
 
dx2_12 = node2coord[0] - node1coord[0]; 
dy2_12 = node2coord[1] - node1coord[1]; 
dz2_12 = node2coord[2] - node1coord[2]; 
 
rhom12_length = sqrtf(dx1_12*dx1_12+dy1_12*dy1_12+dz1_12*dz1_12); 
 
en1[0] = dx1_12/rhom12_length;//pointing outwards (tension) is positive 
direction 
en1[1] = dy1_12/rhom12_length; 
en1[2] = dz1_12/rhom12_length; 
 
en2[0] = dx2_12/rhom12_length; 
en2[1] = dy2_12/rhom12_length; 
en2[2] = dz2_12/rhom12_length; 
 
lambda = e_ratio/e_ratio_eq; 
 







int col, i, j, k, c, caps, node, tri, edge, list_count,m,n,q; 
int sec_current, sec_diff,sec_previous,sec_total; 
int junk; 
float junk2; 
FILE *fOUT, *fIN; 
char head1[]="Biconcave_TriMesh", /*head2[] = "Biconcave_NODE_Forces", 
head3[]="Bend", head4[]="Tri_Normal", head5[]="TotalZ0_XYPlane", 
head6[]="TotalZmin_XYPlane", head7[]="TotalY0_XZPlane", 
head8[]="TotalX0_YZPlane", head9[]="T1ResultantForces", 
head10[]="T2ResultantForces", */And[]="-", zero5[]="00000", zero4[]="0000", 
zero3[]="000", zero2[]="00", zero1[]="0"; 
char number[10], capsulenum[3], junkchar; 






RBC_Node_Type[caps][i] = 0; 
} 
} 







sprintf(number, "%d", iter); 
 
if(iter < 10){ 
strcpy(num, zero5); 
strcat(num, number);           
} 
if(iter >= 10 && iter < 100){ 
strcpy(num, zero4); 
strcat(num, number);           
} 
if(iter >= 100 && iter < 1000){ 
strcpy(num, zero3); 
strcat(num, number);           
} 
if(iter >= 1000 && iter < 10000){ 
strcpy(num, zero2);  
strcat(num, number); 
} 
if(iter >= 10000 && iter < 100000){ 
strcpy(num, zero1);  
strcat(num, number); 
} 
if(iter >= 100000) strcpy(num, number); 
 
for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 







///read in node coords and node type 
printf("loading node coordinates from %s file\n", name); 
fIN = fopen(name, "r"); 
fgets(bulk, 30, fIN); 
fgets(bulk, 30, fIN); 
fgets(bulk, 30, fIN); 
fgets(bulk, 30, fIN); 
fgets(bulk, 30, fIN); 
 
//for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 





















///read in triangle element node list 
printf("loading CONFIG_TRIANGLES.dat file\n"); 
fIN = fopen("CONFIG_TRIANGLES.dat", "r"); 
fgets(bulk, 30, fIN);//first line states TriM, ignore the line, put into 




fscanf(fIN,"%d", &junk);//first element in file string is the nodal index, 
which we already have, put the read data into junk float 
fscanf(fIN,"%d", &junk);//ele type from gmsh - we don't need it 
fscanf(fIN,"%d", &junk);//no. of physical tags from gmsh - we don't need it 
fscanf(fIN,"%d", &junk);//physical entity id from gmsh - we don't need it 








/** read in edge connectivity list **/ 
printf("loading RBC_edgeNODES_TRIANGLES_list.dat file\n"); 
fIN = fopen("RBC_edgeNODES_TRIANGLES_list.dat", "r"); 
fgets(bulk, 50, fIN); 
fgets(bulk, 30, fIN); 












///read in neighbour connectivity list 
printf("loading RBC_NODEtoNODE_list.dat file\n"); 
fIN = fopen("RBC_NODEtoNODE_list.dat", "r"); 
fgets(bulk, 70, fIN);//first line states TriM, ignore the line, put into 
junk char array bulk[] 
 
//for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 



















printf("loading RBC_TRIANGLEtoNODE_list.dat file\n"); 
fIN = fopen("RBC_TRIANGLEtoNODE_list.dat", "r"); 
fgets(bulk, 70, fIN);//first line states TriM, ignore the line, put into 





























printf("loading spontaneous LMAX, Plength, kp and Theta0 from %s file for 
cell%d\n", name, caps); 














printf("loading TRI_AREA_eq from %s file for cell%d\n", name, caps); 























int col, i, caps, node; 
 
/*********************************************************************** 2. 
INITIALIZATION ROUTINES FOR CGSM SOLVER (START) 
****************************************************************************
*********/ 
/// There are 2 STAGES in the CGSM initialization: 
/// STAGE 2A - Obtaining the tweezered Biconcave RBC mesh and the relevant 
data structures 
/// STAGE 2B - Performing and iterative calculation of spring constant kp 
and persistance length Plength for the RBC membrane internal force 
relaxation at spontatneous shape (to allow internal forces = 0 at initial 
mesh) 
 




if(sim_new == 3){ 
/// 2A.1 generate edge-based data structures from node-based and triangle-
cell-based data structures 
INIT_EDGE_DATA_GEN(); 
 










/// 2A.5 for optical tweezer contact: generating the silica bead indentation 
on the RBC  
for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 
for(i=1;i<=NodeM;i++){ 







beta = 0.5*e_ratio_eq/((1.-e_ratio_eq)*(1.-e_ratio_eq)*(1.-e_ratio_eq)) - 





//initialization of nodal velocities and global metrics to zero,  
for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 
CAPS_AREA_OLD[caps] = RBC_SURF; 
CAPS_AREA[caps] = 0.; 
CAPS_VOL_OLD[caps] = MCV; 




NODE_VEL_OLD[i][caps][node] = 0.; 
NODE_VEL[i][caps][node] = 0.; 
NODE_DISPLACEMENT[i][caps][node] = 0.; 





//initialization of bead velocities 
for(i=0;i<=2;i++){ 
Vel_OLD2[i][1]  = 0.; 
VelTweez2[i][1] = 0.; 
 
Vel_OLD1[i][1]  = 0.; 








/// 2B.1 iteration loop for updating kp and plength  
/// 
iter = 0; 
do{ 




















while(iter <= iterrelax); 
 




















INITIALIZATION FOR SIMULATION WITH LBM-CGSM-IBM-IND SOLVERS (START) 
***************************************************************/ 

























/// Initial area of spherical capsule mesh /// 
 
void INIT_TRIANGLE_AREA(void){ 
int caps, tri, tri1, tri2, tri3, i; 
float tri_edge1_length, tri_edge2_length, tri_edge3_length, semiperimeter; 
float dx12, dy12, dz12, dx23, dy23, dz23, dx31, dy31, dz31; 
float sx12, sy12, sz12, sx23, sy23, sz23, sx31, sy31, sz31; 




/** populate triangle coordinate array **/ 
//for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 
caps = 1; 
for(tri=1;tri<=TriM;tri++){ 
tri1 = TRINODE1[tri]; 
tri2 = TRINODE2[tri]; 















/** initialize total area to zero **/ 
for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 
CAPS_AREA_using_tri_ele[caps] = 0.; 
} 
 
/** calculate individual triangle face area and face normal**/ 
//for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 
caps = 1; 
for(tri=1;tri<=TriM;tri++){ 
dx12 = TRINODE1_COORD[0][caps][tri] - TRINODE2_COORD[0][caps][tri]; 
sx12 = TRINODE1_COORD[0][caps][tri] + TRINODE2_COORD[0][caps][tri]; 
dy12 = TRINODE1_COORD[1][caps][tri] - TRINODE2_COORD[1][caps][tri]; 
sy12 = TRINODE1_COORD[1][caps][tri] + TRINODE2_COORD[1][caps][tri]; 
dz12 = TRINODE1_COORD[2][caps][tri] - TRINODE2_COORD[2][caps][tri]; 
sz12 = TRINODE1_COORD[2][caps][tri] + TRINODE2_COORD[2][caps][tri]; 
tri_edge1_length = sqrtf(dx12*dx12+dy12*dy12+dz12*dz12); 
 
dx23 = TRINODE2_COORD[0][caps][tri] - TRINODE3_COORD[0][caps][tri]; 
sx23 = TRINODE2_COORD[0][caps][tri] + TRINODE3_COORD[0][caps][tri]; 
dy23 = TRINODE2_COORD[1][caps][tri] - TRINODE3_COORD[1][caps][tri]; 
sy23 = TRINODE2_COORD[1][caps][tri] + TRINODE3_COORD[1][caps][tri]; 
dz23 = TRINODE2_COORD[2][caps][tri] - TRINODE3_COORD[2][caps][tri]; 
sz23 = TRINODE2_COORD[2][caps][tri] + TRINODE3_COORD[2][caps][tri]; 
tri_edge2_length = sqrtf(dx23*dx23+dy23*dy23+dz23*dz23); 
 
dx31 = TRINODE3_COORD[0][caps][tri] - TRINODE1_COORD[0][caps][tri]; 
sx31 = TRINODE3_COORD[0][caps][tri] + TRINODE1_COORD[0][caps][tri]; 
dy31 = TRINODE3_COORD[1][caps][tri] - TRINODE1_COORD[1][caps][tri]; 
sy31 = TRINODE3_COORD[1][caps][tri] + TRINODE1_COORD[1][caps][tri]; 
dz31 = TRINODE3_COORD[2][caps][tri] - TRINODE1_COORD[2][caps][tri]; 
sz31 = TRINODE3_COORD[2][caps][tri] + TRINODE1_COORD[2][caps][tri]; 
tri_edge3_length = sqrtf(dx31*dx31+dy31*dy31+dz31*dz31); 
 








//printf("the area of the discretized triangle element %d is %f\n", tri, 
TRI_AREA[caps][tri]);  








xy12 = dx12*sy12;   xy23 = dx23*sy23;   xy31 = dx31*sy31; 
yz12 = dy12*sz12;   yz23 = dy23*sz23;   yz31 = dy31*sz31; 
zx12 = dz12*sx12;   zx23 = dz23*sx23;   zx31 = dz31*sx31; 
 
TRI_NORMAL[0][caps][tri] = 0.5*(yz12 + yz23 + yz31)/TRI_AREA0[caps][tri]; 
TRI_NORMAL[1][caps][tri] = 0.5*(zx12 + zx23 + zx31)/TRI_AREA0[caps][tri]; 
TRI_NORMAL[2][caps][tri] = 0.5*(xy12 + xy23 + xy31)/TRI_AREA0[caps][tri]; 
} 
//} 
if(iter%outputfreq == 0) printf("the triangle-discretized capsule surface 












LOLD[caps][edge] = LOLD[1][edge]; 
LMAX[caps][edge] = LMAX[1][edge]; 
Plength[caps][edge] = Plength[1][edge]; 
kp[caps][edge] = kp[1][edge]; 









/// RBC #2 
for(node=1;node<=NodeM;node++){ 
NODECOORD[0][2][node] = NODECOORD[0][1][node];// + 0.5*Diameter; 
NODECOORD[1][2][node] = NODECOORD[1][1][node] + 1.3459122;//1.3234122;//33; 
NODECOORD[2][2][node] = NODECOORD[2][1][node]; 
} 
 
/// RBC #1 
for(node=1;node<=NodeM;node++){ 
NODECOORD[0][1][node] = NODECOORD[0][1][node]; 
NODECOORD[1][1][node] = NODECOORD[1][1][node] - 1.3459122;//1.3234122;//33; 
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/******** Coarse-Grained Spectrin RBC Model (CGSM) Functions **********/ 
 
void CGSM_NODAL_FORCE_ZERO_SERIALPROC(void){ 








F_WLC[i][caps][node] = 0.; 
F_BEND[i][caps][node] = 0.; 
F_LOCAL_AREA[i][caps][node] = 0.; 
F_AREA[i][caps][node] = 0.; 
F_VOLUME[i][caps][node] = 0.; 
F_POW[i][caps][node] = 0.; 













//caps = 1; 
AREA_UPDATE[caps][tri] = 0; 






//RBC energy relaxation for equilirbrium shape... 
void RELAXATION_RBC_KP_PLENGTH(void){ 
int caps, edge, node1, node2, node3, node4, tri1, tri2; 
float en1[3], en2[3];//edge-node vectors 
float rhom12_length; 
float dx1_12, dy1_12, dz1_12; 





char head1[]="WLC", head3[]="EdgeCompr", head6[]="IndividualEdge_kp", 
And[]="-", zero5[]="00000", zero4[]="0000", 
zero3[]="000",zero2[]="00",zero1[]="0"; 
char number[10]; 




caps = 1; 
for(edge=1;edge<=EdgeM;edge++){ 
node1 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][1]; 
node2 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][2]; 
node3 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][3]; 
node4 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][4]; 
tri1 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][5]; 
tri2 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][6]; 
 
 
///WLC & POW 
 
dx1_12 = NODECOORD[0][caps][node1] - NODECOORD[0][caps][node2]; 
dy1_12 = NODECOORD[1][caps][node1] - NODECOORD[1][caps][node2]; 
dz1_12 = NODECOORD[2][caps][node1] - NODECOORD[2][caps][node2]; 
 
dx2_12 = NODECOORD[0][caps][node2] - NODECOORD[0][caps][node1]; 
dy2_12 = NODECOORD[1][caps][node2] - NODECOORD[1][caps][node1]; 
dz2_12 = NODECOORD[2][caps][node2] - NODECOORD[2][caps][node1]; 
 
rhom12_length = sqrtf(dx1_12*dx1_12+dy1_12*dy1_12+dz1_12*dz1_12); 
 
en1[0] = dx1_12/rhom12_length; 
en1[1] = dy1_12/rhom12_length; 
en1[2] = dz1_12/rhom12_length; 
 
en2[0] = dx2_12/rhom12_length; 
en2[1] = dy2_12/rhom12_length; 





eta[caps][edge] = sqrtf(3.)*0.25*(2./*<==this is m in Fedosov's 
thesis*/+1.)/(rhom12_length*rhom12_length*rhom12_length*1.e-018);//m=2 
 
if(iter == 1) Plength[caps][edge] = 1.78108595e-09;//3.6111263e-009; 
 
if(RBC_Node_Type[caps][node1] == 0 || RBC_Node_Type[caps][node2] == 0) 
Es_local[edge] = Es; 
else Es_local[edge] = Es*100.; 
 





WLC_f[caps][edge] = -TEMPERATURE*BOLTZ/Plength[caps][edge]*(e_ratio_eq - 
0.25 + 1./(4.*(1.-e_ratio_eq)*(1.-e_ratio_eq)));//Marko & Siggia, Discher 











F_WLC[0][1][node1] += en1[0]*WLC_f[caps][edge]; 
F_WLC[1][1][node1] += en1[1]*WLC_f[caps][edge]; 
F_WLC[2][1][node1] += en1[2]*WLC_f[caps][edge]; 
F_POW[0][1][node1] += en1[0]*comp_f[caps][edge]; 
F_POW[1][1][node1] += en1[1]*comp_f[caps][edge]; 
F_POW[2][1][node1] += en1[2]*comp_f[caps][edge]; 
 
 
F_WLC[0][1][node2] += en2[0]*WLC_f[caps][edge]; 
F_WLC[1][1][node2] += en2[1]*WLC_f[caps][edge]; 
F_WLC[2][1][node2] += en2[2]*WLC_f[caps][edge]; 
F_POW[0][1][node2] += en2[0]*comp_f[caps][edge]; 
F_POW[1][1][node2] += en2[1]*comp_f[caps][edge]; 
F_POW[2][1][node2] += en2[2]*comp_f[caps][edge]; 
 
 
if(iter%outputfreq == 0){ 
sprintf(number, "%d", iter); 
 
if(iter < 10){ 
strcpy(num, zero5); 
strcat(num, number);           
} 
if(iter >= 10 && iter < 100){ 
strcpy(num, zero4); 
strcat(num, number);           
} 
if(iter >= 100 && iter < 1000){ 
strcpy(num, zero3); 
strcat(num, number);           
} 
if(iter >= 1000 && iter < 10000){ 
strcpy(num, zero2);  
strcat(num, number); 
} 
if(iter >= 10000 && iter < 100000){ 
strcpy(num, zero1);  
strcat(num, number); 
} 





















fOUT = fopen(name, "a+"); 
if(edge == 1) fprintf(fOUT," X, Y, Z, EdgeCompr_x, EdgeCompr_y, 
EdgeCompr_z\n"); 
 















fOUT = fopen(name, "a+"); 
if(edge == 1) fprintf(fOUT," X, Y, Z, kp, Plength\n"); 
 
fprintf(fOUT, "%.7f, %.7f, %.7f, %.7e, %.7e\n", 
0.5*(NODECOORD[0][caps][node1] + NODECOORD[0][caps][node2]), 
0.5*(NODECOORD[1][caps][node1] + NODECOORD[1][caps][node2]), 












int caps, node, i; 
float vel_old, r_old, r_ideal, r_unitvec[3], theta; 
float fict_dt, fict_mass; 
 
fict_dt = 1.; 





vel_old = 0.;//NODE_VEL[i][caps][node]; 
F_Total[i][caps][node] = F_WLC[i][caps][node] + F_POW[i][caps][node];//only 
spring tensions are used in the relaxation technique 
NODE_VEL[i][caps][node] = F_Total[i][caps][node]*fict_dt/(fict_mass) + 













int caps, edge, node1, node2, node3, node4, tri1, tri2, i; 
 
float en1[3], en2[3];//edge-node vectors 
float tri1_n[3], tri2_n[3];//triangle normal vectors 
float theta, angle_check, costheta, sintheta, root, betabend, b11, b12, b22; 
float alpha1, alpha2; 
float cpdt1[3], cpdt2[3], cpdt3[3], cpdt4[3], cpdt5[3], cpdt6[3], cpdt7[3], 
cpdt8[3], cpdt9[3], cpdt10[3], cpdt11[3], cpdt12[3]; 
float dp21[3], dp24[3], dp32[3], dp41[3], dp13[3]; 
 
float rhom12_length, rhom23_length, rhom31_length, 
rhom24_length,rhom41_length, semiperimeter1, semiperimeter2, e_ratio; 
float rhom_tri1_cen[3], rhom_tri2_cen[3], rhom_tri1_area, rhom_tri2_area; 
float sx12, sy12, sz12; 
 
float dx1_12, dy1_12, dz1_12, dx1_23, dy1_23, dz1_23, dx1_31, dy1_31, 
dz1_31; 
float sx1_23, sy1_23, sz1_23, sx1_31, sy1_31, sz1_31; 
float xy1_12, yz1_12, zx1_12, xy1_23, xy1_31, yz1_23, yz1_31, zx1_23, 
zx1_31; 
float dx2_12, dy2_12, dz2_12, dx2_23, dy2_23, dz2_23, dx2_31, dy2_31, 
dz2_31; 
float sx2_23, sy2_23, sz2_23, sx2_31, sy2_31, sz2_31; 
float xy2_12, yz2_12, zx2_12, xy2_23, xy2_31, yz2_23, yz2_31, zx2_23, 
zx2_31; 
 
float area_diff[3], centroid_diff[3]; 
float edge_centroid[3]; 
 
float n12_length, n23_length, n31_length, n24_length, n41_length, 
nsemiperimeter1, nsemiperimeter2; 
float n_tri1_area, n_tri2_area; 
float nsx12, nsy12, nsz12; 
float ndx1_12, ndy1_12, ndz1_12, ndx1_23, ndy1_23, ndz1_23, ndx1_31, 
ndy1_31, ndz1_31; 






char head1[]="WLC", /*head2[]="Bend", */head3[]="EdgeCompr", 
head4[]="Tri1Compr", head5[]="Tri2Compr", head6[]="IndividualEdge_kp", 
head7[]="Spontaneous_Angle", And[]="-", zero5[]="00000", zero4[]="0000", 
zero3[]="000",zero2[]="00",zero1[]="0"; 
char number[10]; 






caps = 1; 
for(edge=1;edge<=EdgeM;edge++){ 
 
node1 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][1]; 
node2 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][2]; 
node3 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][3]; 
node4 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][4]; 
tri1 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][5]; 
tri2 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][6]; 
 
 
///WLC & POW 
 
dx1_12 = NODECOORD[0][caps][node1] - NODECOORD[0][caps][node2]; 
dy1_12 = NODECOORD[1][caps][node1] - NODECOORD[1][caps][node2]; 
dz1_12 = NODECOORD[2][caps][node1] - NODECOORD[2][caps][node2]; 
 
dx2_12 = NODECOORD[0][caps][node2] - NODECOORD[0][caps][node1]; 
dy2_12 = NODECOORD[1][caps][node2] - NODECOORD[1][caps][node1]; 
dz2_12 = NODECOORD[2][caps][node2] - NODECOORD[2][caps][node1]; 
 
rhom12_length = sqrtf(dx1_12*dx1_12+dy1_12*dy1_12+dz1_12*dz1_12); 
 
 
/// 1. initializing spontaneous LMAX 
LMAX[caps][edge] = 1.e-006*rhom12_length/e_ratio_eq; 




rhom_tri1_cen[i] = (NODECOORD[i][caps][node1] + NODECOORD[i][caps][node2] + 
NODECOORD[i][caps][node3])/3.;//in um (microns) 
rhom_tri2_cen[i] = (NODECOORD[i][caps][node1] + NODECOORD[i][caps][node2] + 
NODECOORD[i][caps][node4])/3.; 
 
TRI_CENTROID[i][caps][tri1] = rhom_tri1_cen[i];//units are in um 
TRI_CENTROID[i][caps][tri2] = rhom_tri2_cen[i]; 
} 
 
sx12 = NODECOORD[0][caps][node1] + NODECOORD[0][caps][node2]; 
sy12 = NODECOORD[1][caps][node1] + NODECOORD[1][caps][node2]; 
sz12 = NODECOORD[2][caps][node1] + NODECOORD[2][caps][node2]; 
 
 
dx1_23 = NODECOORD[0][caps][node2] - NODECOORD[0][caps][node3]; 
sx1_23 = NODECOORD[0][caps][node2] + NODECOORD[0][caps][node3]; 
dy1_23 = NODECOORD[1][caps][node2] - NODECOORD[1][caps][node3]; 
sy1_23 = NODECOORD[1][caps][node2] + NODECOORD[1][caps][node3]; 
dz1_23 = NODECOORD[2][caps][node2] - NODECOORD[2][caps][node3]; 
sz1_23 = NODECOORD[2][caps][node2] + NODECOORD[2][caps][node3]; 
rhom23_length = sqrtf(dx1_23*dx1_23+dy1_23*dy1_23+dz1_23*dz1_23);//node 2 to 
centroid1 
 
dx1_31 = NODECOORD[0][caps][node3] - NODECOORD[0][caps][node1]; 
sx1_31 = NODECOORD[0][caps][node3] + NODECOORD[0][caps][node1]; 
dy1_31 = NODECOORD[1][caps][node3] - NODECOORD[1][caps][node1]; 
sy1_31 = NODECOORD[1][caps][node3] + NODECOORD[1][caps][node1]; 
dz1_31 = NODECOORD[2][caps][node3] - NODECOORD[2][caps][node1]; 
sz1_31 = NODECOORD[2][caps][node3] + NODECOORD[2][caps][node1]; 
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rhom31_length = sqrtf(dx1_31*dx1_31+dy1_31*dy1_31+dz1_31*dz1_31);//centroid1 
to node 3 
 
semiperimeter1 = 0.5*(rhom12_length + rhom23_length + rhom31_length);//units 
are in um 
 
 
dx2_23 = NODECOORD[0][caps][node1] - NODECOORD[0][caps][node4]; 
sx2_23 = NODECOORD[0][caps][node1] + NODECOORD[0][caps][node4]; 
dy2_23 = NODECOORD[1][caps][node1] - NODECOORD[1][caps][node4]; 
sy2_23 = NODECOORD[1][caps][node1] + NODECOORD[1][caps][node4]; 
dz2_23 = NODECOORD[2][caps][node1] - NODECOORD[2][caps][node4]; 
sz2_23 = NODECOORD[2][caps][node1] + NODECOORD[2][caps][node4]; 
rhom24_length = sqrtf(dx2_23*dx2_23+dy2_23*dy2_23+dz2_23*dz2_23); 
 
dx2_31 = NODECOORD[0][caps][node4] - NODECOORD[0][caps][node2]; 
sx2_31 = NODECOORD[0][caps][node4] + NODECOORD[0][caps][node2]; 
dy2_31 = NODECOORD[1][caps][node4] - NODECOORD[1][caps][node2]; 
sy2_31 = NODECOORD[1][caps][node4] + NODECOORD[1][caps][node2]; 
dz2_31 = NODECOORD[2][caps][node4] - NODECOORD[2][caps][node2]; 
sz2_31 = NODECOORD[2][caps][node4] + NODECOORD[2][caps][node2]; 
rhom41_length = sqrtf(dx2_31*dx2_31+dy2_31*dy2_31+dz2_31*dz2_31); 
 
semiperimeter2 = 0.5*(rhom12_length + rhom24_length + rhom41_length);//units 









xy1_12 = dx1_12*sy12;   xy1_23 = dx1_23*sy1_23;   xy1_31 = dx1_31*sy1_31; 
yz1_12 = dy1_12*sz12;   yz1_23 = dy1_23*sz1_23;   yz1_31 = dy1_31*sz1_31; 
zx1_12 = dz1_12*sx12;   zx1_23 = dz1_23*sx1_23;   zx1_31 = dz1_31*sx1_31; 
 
xy2_12 = dx2_12*sy12;   xy2_23 = dx2_23*sy2_23;   xy2_31 = dx2_31*sy2_31; 
yz2_12 = dy2_12*sz12;   yz2_23 = dy2_23*sz2_23;   yz2_31 = dy2_31*sz2_31; 
zx2_12 = dz2_12*sx12;   zx2_23 = dz2_23*sx2_23;   zx2_31 = dz2_31*sx2_31; 
 
tri1_n[0] = 0.5*(yz1_12 + yz1_23 + yz1_31)*1.e-12/rhom_tri1_area; 
tri1_n[1] = 0.5*(zx1_12 + zx1_23 + zx1_31)*1.e-12/rhom_tri1_area; 
tri1_n[2] = 0.5*(xy1_12 + xy1_23 + xy1_31)*1.e-12/rhom_tri1_area; 
 
tri2_n[0] = 0.5*(yz2_12 + yz2_23 + yz2_31)*1.e-12/rhom_tri2_area; 
tri2_n[1] = 0.5*(zx2_12 + zx2_23 + zx2_31)*1.e-12/rhom_tri2_area; 
tri2_n[2] = 0.5*(xy2_12 + xy2_23 + xy2_31)*1.e-12/rhom_tri2_area; 
 
for(i=0;i<=2;i++){ 
area_diff[i] = tri1_n[i]*rhom_tri1_area - tri2_n[i]*rhom_tri2_area; 
centroid_diff[i] = (rhom_tri1_cen[i] -rhom_tri2_cen[i])*1.e-006; 
} 
angle_check = 0; 
for(i=0;i<=2;i++){ 
angle_check += area_diff[i]*centroid_diff[i]; 
} 
 




if(costheta > 1) costheta = 1.; 
else if(costheta < -1) costheta = -1.; 
 
theta = acosf(costheta);//by default, assume the surface is convex 
 
if(isnan(theta)){//printf("theta is NaN\n"); 
theta = tolerance; 
} 
 
///2. initialize spontaneous curvature Theta0 values 
Theta0[caps][edge] = theta; 
 
 
///3. initialize spontaneous local area 
if(AREA_UPDATE[caps][tri1] == 0){ 
AREA_UPDATE[caps][tri1] = 1; 
 
TRI_AREA_eq[caps][tri1] = rhom_tri1_area; 
TRI_AREA[caps][tri1] = rhom_tri1_area; 
 
} 
if(AREA_UPDATE[caps][tri2] == 0){ 
AREA_UPDATE[caps][tri2] = 1; 
 
TRI_AREA_eq[caps][tri2] = rhom_tri2_area; 
















x = NODECOORD[0][1][node]; 
z = NODECOORD[2][1][node]; 
 
if(NODECOORD[1][1][node] >= 0){ 










diff[node] = fabs(y - NODECOORD[1][1][node]); 
 





if(iter == 0){ 
fOUT = fopen("smoothing_refit_debug.dat", "w"); 
fprintf(fOUT, "node#, analyticalY - meshY\n"); 
 
for(node=1;node<=NodeM;node++){ 












int caps, node, node1, node2; 
float dis1, dis2; 
//float bead_radius, bead_impingement_depth; 




/** read in node coordinates**/ 
printf("loading tweezer nodes\n"); 
fIN = fopen("ShearT1NODELIST120deg.dat", "r"); 
fgets(bulk, 30, fIN);//first line states NodeM, ignore the line, put into 
junk char array bulk[] 
 






printf("loading tweezer nodes\n"); 
fIN = fopen("ShearT2NODELIST120deg.dat", "r"); 
fgets(bulk, 30, fIN);//first line states NodeM, ignore the line, put into 
junk char array bulk[] 
 






for(node = 1;node<=T1NMAX;node++){ 
node1 = TWEEZERNODELIST1[node]; 
printf("node1 on patch 1 is %d\n",node1); 
RBC_Node_Type[1][node1] = 1; 
} 
 
for(node = 1;node<=T2NMAX;node++){ 
node2 = TWEEZERNODELIST2[node]; 
printf("node2 on patch 2 is %d\n",node2); 










int caps, node, v; 
int globalnode; 
int i, j, k, ic, jc, kc, imax, jmax, kmax, imin, jmin, kmin; 
float dis_x, dis_y, dis_z; 
 
caps = 1; 
 
T1FORCE = 0.; 
for(node=1;node<=T1NMAX;node++){ 
globalnode = TWEEZERNODELIST1[node]; 
 





int caps, node, v; 
int globalnode; 
int i, j, k, ic, jc, kc, imax, jmax, kmax, imin, jmin, kmin; 
float dis_x, dis_y, dis_z; 
 
caps = 2; 
 
T2FORCE = 0.; 
for(node=1;node<=T2NMAX;node++){ 
globalnode = TWEEZERNODELIST2[node]; 
 





#pragma hmpp <LBM_IBM> group, target=CUDA 
 
///#pragma hmpp <LBM_IBM> CGSM_NODAL_FORCE_ZERO codelet 
void CGSM_NODAL_FORCE_ZERO(void){ 
//#pragma acc kernels 
//  { 
int caps, node, i; 
 
for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 
//#pragma acc loop independent 
///#pragma hmppcg gridify(node) 
for(node=1;node<=NodeM;node++){ 
//NODE_AREA[caps][node] = 0.; 
//#pragma acc loop independent 
for(i=0;i<=2;i++){ 
 
F_VOLUME[i][caps][node] = 0.; 
F_Total[i][caps][node] = 0.; 
F_Visc[i][caps][node] = 0.; 







//  }// end #pragma acc kernels 
} 
 
///#pragma hmpp <LBM_IBM> CGSM_UPDATE_FLAG_RESET codelet 
void CGSM_UPDATE_FLAG_RESET(void){ 
//#pragma acc kernels 
//  { 
int caps, tri; 
 
for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 
//#pragma acc loop independent 
///#pragma hmppcg gridify(tri) 
for(tri=1;tri<=TriM;tri++){ 
 
AREA_UPDATE[caps][tri] = 0; 
GLOBAL_UPDATE[caps][tri] = 0; 
} 
} 
//  }// end #pragma acc kernels 
} 
 
///#pragma hmpp <LBM_IBM> TWEEZER_NODE1_VELOCITY codelet 
void TWEEZER_NODE1_VELOCITY(void){ 
int caps, node/*, i, j, k, ic, jc, kc, imax, jmax, kmax, imin, jmin, kmin*/; 
int globalnode; 
 
///#pragma hmppcg gridify(node) 
for(node=1;node<=TWEEZERMAXNODE1;node++){ 
globalnode = TWEEZERNODELIST1[node]; 
NODE_VEL[0][1][globalnode] += Bead1VelChange; 
NODE_VEL[1][1][globalnode] = 0.; 




///#pragma hmpp <LBM_IBM> TWEEZER_NODE2_VELOCITY codelet 
void TWEEZER_NODE2_VELOCITY(void){ 
int caps, node/*, i, j, k, ic, jc, kc, imax, jmax, kmax, imin, jmin, kmin*/; 
int globalnode; 
 
///#pragma hmppcg gridify(node) 
for(node=1;node<=TWEEZERMAXNODE2;node++){ 
globalnode = TWEEZERNODELIST2[node]; 
NODE_VEL[0][1][globalnode] += Bead2VelChange; 
NODE_VEL[1][1][globalnode] = 0.; 






//Forces from local conservation constraints... 
void CGSM_VISC_FORCES(void){ 
 
int caps, node, i; 
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F_Visc_Filtered[i][caps][node] = (1.*F_Visc_Filtered[i][caps][node] + 







int caps, node, tri, ic, jc, kc; 
int i, j, k, imax, jmax, kmax, imin, jmin, kmin; 




ic = (IM+1)/2 + (int)(NODECOORD[0][caps][node]/DX); 
jc = (JM+1)/2 + (int)(NODECOORD[1][caps][node]/DX); 
kc = (KM+1)/2 + (int)(NODECOORD[2][caps][node]/DX); 
 
imax = ic + 1; jmax = jc + 1; kmax = kc + 1; 
imin = ic - 1; jmin = jc - 1; kmin = kc - 1; 
 
if(imax > IM) imax = IM;  
if(jmax > JM) jmax = JM;  
if(kmax > KM) kmax = KM; 
if(imin < 1) imin = 1; 
if(jmin < 1) jmin = 1; 
if(kmin < 1) kmin = 1; 
 







/// most recent /// 
void CGSM_AGGREGATION(void){ 
int node1, tri1, caps1, node2, tri2, caps2, neighcaps, neighnode, check; 
float x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2, dis, dismin1, en[3], signage; 
int NTri, l, tri, trin1, trin2, trin3, v, vcheck, vnode, vtri; 
float vcoord[3][19], vdismin, xv, yv, zv, disv, aggf, aggf_mag, agg_dis_mag, 
vnormal[3]; 
int NNode, NNode1, NNode2, NNode3, NNode4, NNode5, NNode6, NNode7, NNode8, 
NNode9; 
int i, j, k, ic, jc, kc, imin, jmin, kmin, imax, jmax, kmax, gnode_num, 
cell_num, node_num, aggnumber; 
int triloop; 
float rel_vel[3], friction_mag, friction_norm[3], velneigh[3]; 
 
aggnumber = 0; 
for(caps1=1;caps1<=CapsM;caps1++){ 





triloop = NEIGHTRI_LIST[node1][0]; 
 
NODE_NORMAL[0][caps1][node1] = 0.; 
NODE_NORMAL[1][caps1][node1] = 0.; 


















x1 = NODECOORD[0][caps1][node1]; 
y1 = NODECOORD[1][caps1][node1]; 
z1 = NODECOORD[2][caps1][node1]; 
 
//REPULSION_CHECK[caps1][node1] = 0; 
AGG_DIS[0][caps1][node1] = DX; 
AGG_DIS[1][caps1][node1] = DX; 
AGG_DIS[2][caps1][node1] = DX; 
dismin1 = DX; 
check = 0; 
 
///find the nearest node candidate from the other RBC 
ic = CENTRAL_RNDOFF[caps1][node1][0]; 
jc = CENTRAL_RNDOFF[caps1][node1][1]; 
kc = CENTRAL_RNDOFF[caps1][node1][2]; 
 
if(ic != -1 && jc != -1 && kc != -1){//node coordinates are within eulerian 
grid bounds 
imax = ic + 1; imin = ic - 1; 
jmax = jc + 1; jmin = jc - 1; 
kmax = kc + 1; kmin = kc - 1; 
 
for(k = kmin; k <= kmax; k++){ 
for(i = imin; i <= imax; i++){ 
for(j = jmin; j <= jmax; j++){ 
for(l=0;l<15;l++){ 
gnode_num = CELL_LIST[k][i][j][l];//global node numbers, nodes on cell#2 
start from gnode# (2-1)*NodeM, nodes on cell#3 start from gnode# (3-1)*NodeM 
if(gnode_num == 0) break; 
 
cell_num = 1 + gnode_num/NodeM; 
 
if(cell_num != caps1 && gnode_num != 0){//the next part of the algorithm 
only concerns nodes belonging to other cells 
 
node_num = gnode_num - (cell_num-1)*NodeM; 
x2 = NODECOORD[0][cell_num][node_num]; 
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y2 = NODECOORD[1][cell_num][node_num]; 
z2 = NODECOORD[2][cell_num][node_num]; 
 
dis = sqrtf((x1-x2)*(x1-x2) + (y1-y2)*(y1-y2) + (z1-z2)*(z1-z2)); 
 
if(dis < dismin1){ 
xv = x2; 
yv = y2; 
zv = z2; 
dismin1 = dis; 
neighcaps = cell_num; 
neighnode = node_num; 








//else printf("the node has NO NEIGHBOURS within aggregation distance\n"); 
if(check == 0){ 
F_AGG[0][caps1][node1] = 0.; 
F_AGG[1][caps1][node1] = 0.; 
F_AGG[2][caps1][node1] = 0.; 
//continue;//do not calculate aggregation force if the nearest node on 
neighbouring membrane is further than DX distance away 
} 
else{ 
///calculate the shortest distance to neighbour membrane using subdivision 
vdismin = DX;//dismin1; 
NTri = NEIGHNODE_LIST[neighnode][0]; 
vcheck = -1; 
//locate triangle patches around neighnode 
for(l=1;l<=NTri;l++){ 
tri = NEIGHTRI_LIST[neighnode][l]; 
 
//perform 2-level subdivision of triangle patch to generate estimation 
control points 
for(v=0;v<=2;v++){ 
vcoord[v][1] = TRI_CENTROID[v][neighcaps][tri];// 
NODECOORD[v][neighcaps][trin1]; 
vcoord[v][2] = 0.5*(NODECOORD[v][neighcaps][neighnode]+vcoord[v][1]); 
vcoord[v][3] = 0.5*(NODECOORD[v][neighcaps][neighnode]+vcoord[v][2]); 
vcoord[v][4] = 0.5*(NODECOORD[v][neighcaps][neighnode]+vcoord[v][3]); 
vcoord[v][5] = 0.5*(NODECOORD[v][neighcaps][neighnode]+vcoord[v][4]); 
} 
 
//find the nearest control point candidate to (x1,y1,z1) 
for(vnode=1;vnode<=5;vnode++){ 
disv = sqrtf((x1 - vcoord[0][vnode])*(x1 - vcoord[0][vnode]) + (y1 - 
vcoord[1][vnode])*(y1 - vcoord[1][vnode]) + (z1 - vcoord[2][vnode])*(z1 - 
vcoord[2][vnode])); 
//printf("control distance is %f\n", disv);//disv = sqrtf(disv); 
if(disv < vdismin){ 
vdismin = disv; 
 
xv = vcoord[0][vnode]; 
yv = vcoord[1][vnode]; 
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zv = vcoord[2][vnode]; 
vtri = tri; 
 





if(vdismin > dismin1) vcheck = -1; 
 
if(vcheck == -1){ 
 
vdismin = dismin1; 
vtri = NEIGHTRI_LIST[neighnode][2]; 
en[0] = (xv - x1)/vdismin; 
en[1] = (yv - y1)/vdismin; 
en[2] = (zv - z1)/vdismin; 
AGG_DIS[0][caps1][node1] = vdismin*en[0]; 
AGG_DIS[1][caps1][node1] = vdismin*en[1]; 
AGG_DIS[2][caps1][node1] = vdismin*en[2]; 
 
rel_vel[0] = NODE_VEL[0][neighcaps][neighnode] - NODE_VEL[0][caps1][node1]; 
rel_vel[1] = NODE_VEL[1][neighcaps][neighnode] - NODE_VEL[1][caps1][node1]; 
rel_vel[2] = NODE_VEL[2][neighcaps][neighnode] - NODE_VEL[2][caps1][node1]; 
 
F_FRICTION[0][caps1][node1] = MU*rel_vel[0]/(fabsf(vdismin - 
2.*GlycoThickness)*1.e-06)*2.539877697e-014;//constant at the end is the 
nodal area - for better accuracy, calculate the nodal area using the voronoi 
element 
F_FRICTION[1][caps1][node1] = MU*rel_vel[1]/(fabsf(vdismin - 
2.*GlycoThickness)*1.e-06)*2.539877697e-014; 
F_FRICTION[2][caps1][node1] = MU*rel_vel[2]/(fabsf(vdismin - 
2.*GlycoThickness)*1.e-06)*2.539877697e-014; 
 
friction_mag = sqrtf(F_FRICTION[0][caps1][node1]*F_FRICTION[0][caps1][node1] 
+ F_FRICTION[1][caps1][node1]*F_FRICTION[1][caps1][node1] + 
F_FRICTION[2][caps1][node1]*F_FRICTION[2][caps1][node1]); 
friction_norm[0] = friction_mag*NODE_NORMAL[0][caps1][node1]; 
friction_norm[1] = friction_mag*NODE_NORMAL[1][caps1][node1]; 
friction_norm[2] = friction_mag*NODE_NORMAL[2][caps1][node1]; 
 
F_FRICTION[0][caps1][node1] -= friction_norm[0]; 
F_FRICTION[1][caps1][node1] -= friction_norm[1]; 
F_FRICTION[2][caps1][node1] -= friction_norm[2]; 
 
F_Total[0][caps1][node1] += F_FRICTION[0][caps1][node1]; 
F_Total[1][caps1][node1] += F_FRICTION[1][caps1][node1]; 





en[0] = -TRI_NORMAL[0][neighcaps][vtri]; 
en[1] = -TRI_NORMAL[1][neighcaps][vtri]; 
en[2] = -TRI_NORMAL[2][neighcaps][vtri]; 
 
vdismin = fabsf((xv - x1)*TRI_NORMAL[0][neighcaps][vtri] + (yv - 







rel_vel[0] = NODE_VEL[0][neighcaps][neighnode] - NODE_VEL[0][caps1][node1]; 
rel_vel[1] = NODE_VEL[1][neighcaps][neighnode] - NODE_VEL[1][caps1][node1]; 
rel_vel[2] = NODE_VEL[2][neighcaps][neighnode] - NODE_VEL[2][caps1][node1]; 
 
F_FRICTION[0][caps1][node1] = MU*rel_vel[0]/(fabsf(vdismin - 
2.*GlycoThickness)*1.e-06)*2.539877697e-014; 
F_FRICTION[1][caps1][node1] = MU*rel_vel[1]/(fabsf(vdismin - 
2.*GlycoThickness)*1.e-06)*2.539877697e-014; 
F_FRICTION[2][caps1][node1] = MU*rel_vel[2]/(fabsf(vdismin - 
2.*GlycoThickness)*1.e-06)*2.539877697e-014; 
 
friction_mag = sqrtf(F_FRICTION[0][caps1][node1]*F_FRICTION[0][caps1][node1] 
+ F_FRICTION[1][caps1][node1]*F_FRICTION[1][caps1][node1] + 
F_FRICTION[2][caps1][node1]*F_FRICTION[2][caps1][node1]); 
friction_norm[0] = friction_mag*NODE_NORMAL[0][caps1][node1]; 
friction_norm[1] = friction_mag*NODE_NORMAL[1][caps1][node1]; 
friction_norm[2] = friction_mag*NODE_NORMAL[2][caps1][node1]; 
 
F_FRICTION[0][caps1][node1] -= friction_norm[0]; 
F_FRICTION[1][caps1][node1] -= friction_norm[1]; 
F_FRICTION[2][caps1][node1] -= friction_norm[2]; 
 
F_Total[0][caps1][node1] += F_FRICTION[0][caps1][node1]; 
F_Total[1][caps1][node1] += F_FRICTION[1][caps1][node1]; 
F_Total[2][caps1][node1] += F_FRICTION[2][caps1][node1]; 
 
AGG_DIS[0][caps1][node1] = (xv - x1)*en[0]; 
AGG_DIS[1][caps1][node1] = (yv - y1)*en[1]; 
AGG_DIS[2][caps1][node1] = (zv - z1)*en[2]; 
} 
vdismin = vdismin*1000;//convert from um to nm 
signage = (xv - x1)*TRI_NORMAL[0][neighcaps][vtri] + (yv - 
y1)*TRI_NORMAL[1][neighcaps][vtri] + (zv - 
z1)*TRI_NORMAL[2][neighcaps][vtri];//-ve for contact faces;  +ve indicates 
face-face penetration has occured 
if(signage > 0){//penetration has occured, enforce repulsion  
F_AGG[0][caps1][node1] = 3.e-12*-NODE_NORMAL[0][caps1][node1]; 
F_AGG[1][caps1][node1] = 3.e-12*-NODE_NORMAL[1][caps1][node1]; 
F_AGG[2][caps1][node1] = 3.e-12*-NODE_NORMAL[2][caps1][node1]; 
} 
else{ 
if(vdismin <= 100.){ 
 
aggf = -2.*De*beta_agg*(expf(2.*beta_agg*(r0-vdismin)) - expf(beta_agg*(r0-
vdismin)))*2.539877697e-014*1000.;//aggf = (2.*vdismin  - 26.)*2.539877697e-
014*1000.; 
 
if(aggf < -3.e-012) aggf = -3.e-012;//limit repulsion force for numerical 
stability 
 
F_AGG[0][caps1][node1] = aggf*en[0]; 
F_AGG[1][caps1][node1] = aggf*en[1]; 
F_AGG[2][caps1][node1] = aggf*en[2]; 
 
F_Total[0][caps1][node1] += F_AGG[0][caps1][node1]; 
F_Total[1][caps1][node1] += F_AGG[1][caps1][node1]; 
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F_AGG[0][caps1][node1] = 0.; 
F_AGG[1][caps1][node1] = 0.; 






F_AGG[0][caps1][node1] = 0.; 
F_AGG[1][caps1][node1] = 0.; 










///#pragma hmpp <LBM_IBM> CGSM_LOCAL_FORCES codelet 
void CGSM_LOCAL_FORCES(void){ 
//void CGSM_LOCAL_FORCES(int CMAX, int colour){ 
//#pragma acc kernels 
//  { 
int caps, edge, node1, node2, node3, node4, tri1, tri2, i, updateflag1, 
updateflag2; 
float node1coord[3], node2coord[3], node3coord[3], node4coord[3]; 
float wlc, comp, f_node1[3], f_node2[3], f_node3[3], f_node4[3]; 
float en1[3], en2[3];//edge-node vectors 
float tri1_n[3], tri2_n[3];//triangle normal vectors 
float theta, angle_check, costheta, sintheta, root, betabend, b11, b12, b22; 
float alpha1, alpha2; 
float cpdt1[3], cpdt2[3], cpdt3[3], cpdt4[3], cpdt5[3], cpdt6[3], cpdt7[3], 
cpdt8[3], cpdt9[3], cpdt10[3], cpdt11[3], cpdt12[3]; 
float cpdt1v[3], cpdt5v[3], cpdt9v[3], cpdt4v[3], cpdt8v[3], 
cpdt12v[3];///this is new 
float dp21[3], dp24[3], dp32[3], dp41[3], dp13[3]; 
//float dx12, dy12, dz12, dx21, dy21, dz21, e_length, e_ratio; 
float rhom12_length, rhom23_length, rhom31_length, 
rhom24_length,rhom41_length, semiperimeter1, semiperimeter2, e_ratio; 
float rhom_tri1_cen[3], rhom_tri2_cen[3], rhom_tri1_area, rhom_tri2_area; 
float sx12, sy12, sz12; 
 
//float Bending_f, edge_nx, edge_ny, edge_nz; 
 
float dx1_12, dy1_12, dz1_12, dx1_23, dy1_23, dz1_23, dx1_31, dy1_31, 
dz1_31; 
float sx1_23, sy1_23, sz1_23, sx1_31, sy1_31, sz1_31; 
float xy1_12, yz1_12, zx1_12, xy1_23, xy1_31, yz1_23, yz1_31, zx1_23, 
zx1_31; 
float dx2_12, dy2_12, dz2_12, dx2_23, dy2_23, dz2_23, dx2_31, dy2_31, 
dz2_31; 
float sx2_23, sy2_23, sz2_23, sx2_31, sy2_31, sz2_31; 
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float xy2_12, yz2_12, zx2_12, xy2_23, xy2_31, yz2_23, yz2_31, zx2_23, 
zx2_31; 
 
float area_diff[3], centroid_diff[3]; 
float edge_centroid[3]; 
 
float n12_length, n23_length, n31_length, n24_length, n41_length, 
nsemiperimeter1, nsemiperimeter2; 
float n_tri1_area, n_tri2_area; 
float nsx12, nsy12, nsz12; 
float ndx1_12, ndy1_12, ndz1_12, ndx1_23, ndy1_23, ndz1_23, ndx1_31, 
ndy1_31, ndz1_31; 
float ndx2_12, ndy2_12, ndz2_12, ndx2_23, ndy2_23, ndz2_23, ndx2_31, 
ndy2_31, ndz2_31; 
float areaforcemag, volforcemag, rhom_tri1_centroid[3], 
rhom_tri2_centroid[3], caps_cen[3], rhom_tri1_area_eq; 
int sum1, sum2; 
float lambda, viscf1_tot, viscf2_tot, viscf1[3], viscf2[3], edge_area, 





//#pragma acc loop independent 
///#pragma hmppcg gridify(edge) 
for(edge=1;edge<=EdgeM;edge++){ 
//sum1 = 0; 
//sum2 = 0; 
 
node1 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][1]; 
node2 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][2]; 
node3 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][3]; 
node4 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][4]; 
tri1 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][5]; 
tri2 = EDGENODE_LIST[edge][6]; 
 
for(i=0;i<=2;i++){ 
f_node1[i] = 0.; f_node2[i] = 0.; f_node3[i] = 0.; f_node4[i] = 0.; 




rhom_tri1_area_eq = TRI_AREA_eq[caps][tri1]; 
 
areaforcemag = F_AREA_SCALAR[caps]; 
volforcemag = 1.;//F_VOLUME_SCALAR[caps]; 
 
node1coord[0] = NODECOORD[0][caps][node1]; 
node1coord[1] = NODECOORD[1][caps][node1]; 
node1coord[2] = NODECOORD[2][caps][node1]; 
 
node2coord[0] = NODECOORD[0][caps][node2]; 
node2coord[1] = NODECOORD[1][caps][node2]; 
node2coord[2] = NODECOORD[2][caps][node2]; 
 
node3coord[0] = NODECOORD[0][caps][node3]; 
node3coord[1] = NODECOORD[1][caps][node3]; 




node4coord[0] = NODECOORD[0][caps][node4]; 
node4coord[1] = NODECOORD[1][caps][node4]; 




///WLC & POW 
 
dx1_12 = node1coord[0] - node2coord[0]; 
dy1_12 = node1coord[1] - node2coord[1]; 
dz1_12 = node1coord[2] - node2coord[2]; 
 
dx2_12 = node2coord[0] - node1coord[0]; 
dy2_12 = node2coord[1] - node1coord[1]; 
dz2_12 = node2coord[2] - node1coord[2]; 
 
rhom12_length = sqrtf(dx1_12*dx1_12+dy1_12*dy1_12+dz1_12*dz1_12); 
 
en1[0] = dx1_12/rhom12_length;//pointing outwards (tension) is positive 
direction 
en1[1] = dy1_12/rhom12_length; 
en1[2] = dz1_12/rhom12_length; 
 
en2[0] = dx2_12/rhom12_length; 
en2[1] = dy2_12/rhom12_length; 
en2[2] = dz2_12/rhom12_length; 
 
e_ratio = rhom12_length*1.e-06/LMAX[caps][edge]; 
 
wlc = -TEMPERATURE*BOLTZ/Plength[caps][edge]*(e_ratio - 0.25 + 1./(4.*(1.-
e_ratio)*(1.-e_ratio))); 
 
comp = kp[caps][edge]*(1./(rhom12_length*rhom12_length*1.e-012)); 
 
/** New, maybe redundant. check this part carefully **/ 
//if(RBC_Node_Type[caps][node1] == 1 && RBC_Node_Type[caps][node2] == 1){ 
//wlc = wlc*100.; 





f_node1[0] = en1[0]*wlc; 
f_node1[1] = en1[1]*wlc; 
f_node1[2] = en1[2]*wlc; 
f_node1[0] = f_node1[0] + en1[0]*comp; 
f_node1[1] = f_node1[1] + en1[1]*comp; 
f_node1[2] = f_node1[2] + en1[2]*comp; 
 
 
f_node2[0] = en2[0]*wlc; 
f_node2[1] = en2[1]*wlc; 
f_node2[2] = en2[2]*wlc; 
f_node2[0] = f_node2[0] + en2[0]*comp; 
f_node2[1] = f_node2[1] + en2[1]*comp; 






rhom_tri1_cen[i] = (node1coord[i]+node2coord[i]+node3coord[i])/3.; 
rhom_tri2_cen[i] = (node1coord[i]+node2coord[i]+node4coord[i])/3.; 
 
TRI_CENTROID[i][caps][tri1] = rhom_tri1_cen[i];//units are in um 
TRI_CENTROID[i][caps][tri2] = rhom_tri2_cen[i]; 
} 
 
sx12 = node1coord[0] + node2coord[0]; 
sy12 = node1coord[1] + node2coord[1]; 
sz12 = node1coord[2] + node2coord[2]; 
 
 
dx1_23 = node2coord[0] - node3coord[0]; 
sx1_23 = node2coord[0] + node3coord[0]; 
dy1_23 = node2coord[1] - node3coord[1]; 
sy1_23 = node2coord[1] + node3coord[1]; 
dz1_23 = node2coord[2] - node3coord[2]; 
sz1_23 = node2coord[2] + node3coord[2]; 
rhom23_length = sqrtf(dx1_23*dx1_23+dy1_23*dy1_23+dz1_23*dz1_23);//node 2 to 
centroid1 
 
dx1_31 = node3coord[0] - node1coord[0]; 
sx1_31 = node3coord[0] + node1coord[0]; 
dy1_31 = node3coord[1] - node1coord[1]; 
sy1_31 = node3coord[1] + node1coord[1]; 
dz1_31 = node3coord[2] - node1coord[2]; 
sz1_31 = node3coord[2] + node1coord[2]; 
rhom31_length = sqrtf(dx1_31*dx1_31+dy1_31*dy1_31+dz1_31*dz1_31);//centroid1 
to node 3 
 
semiperimeter1 = 0.5*(rhom12_length + rhom23_length + rhom31_length);//units 
are in um 
 
 
dx2_23 = node1coord[0] - node4coord[0]; 
sx2_23 = node1coord[0] + node4coord[0]; 
dy2_23 = node1coord[1] - node4coord[1]; 
sy2_23 = node1coord[1] + node4coord[1]; 
dz2_23 = node1coord[2] - node4coord[2]; 
sz2_23 = node1coord[2] + node4coord[2]; 
rhom24_length = sqrtf(dx2_23*dx2_23+dy2_23*dy2_23+dz2_23*dz2_23); 
 
dx2_31 = node4coord[0] - node2coord[0]; 
sx2_31 = node4coord[0] + node2coord[0]; 
dy2_31 = node4coord[1] - node2coord[1]; 
sy2_31 = node4coord[1] + node2coord[1]; 
dz2_31 = node4coord[2] - node2coord[2]; 
sz2_31 = node4coord[2] + node2coord[2]; 
rhom41_length = sqrtf(dx2_31*dx2_31+dy2_31*dy2_31+dz2_31*dz2_31); 
 
semiperimeter2 = 0.5*(rhom12_length + rhom24_length + rhom41_length);//units 











xy1_12 = dx1_12*sy12;   xy1_23 = dx1_23*sy1_23;   xy1_31 = dx1_31*sy1_31; 
yz1_12 = dy1_12*sz12;   yz1_23 = dy1_23*sz1_23;   yz1_31 = dy1_31*sz1_31; 
zx1_12 = dz1_12*sx12;   zx1_23 = dz1_23*sx1_23;   zx1_31 = dz1_31*sx1_31; 
 
xy2_12 = dx2_12*sy12;   xy2_23 = dx2_23*sy2_23;   xy2_31 = dx2_31*sy2_31; 
yz2_12 = dy2_12*sz12;   yz2_23 = dy2_23*sz2_23;   yz2_31 = dy2_31*sz2_31; 
zx2_12 = dz2_12*sx12;   zx2_23 = dz2_23*sx2_23;   zx2_31 = dz2_31*sx2_31; 
 
tri1_n[0] = 0.5*(yz1_12 + yz1_23 + yz1_31)*1.e-12/rhom_tri1_area; 
tri1_n[1] = 0.5*(zx1_12 + zx1_23 + zx1_31)*1.e-12/rhom_tri1_area; 
tri1_n[2] = 0.5*(xy1_12 + xy1_23 + xy1_31)*1.e-12/rhom_tri1_area; 
 
tri2_n[0] = 0.5*(yz2_12 + yz2_23 + yz2_31)*1.e-12/rhom_tri2_area; 
tri2_n[1] = 0.5*(zx2_12 + zx2_23 + zx2_31)*1.e-12/rhom_tri2_area; 
tri2_n[2] = 0.5*(xy2_12 + xy2_23 + xy2_31)*1.e-12/rhom_tri2_area; 
 
for(i=0;i<=2;i++){ 
area_diff[i] = tri1_n[i]*rhom_tri1_area - tri2_n[i]*rhom_tri2_area; 
centroid_diff[i] = (rhom_tri1_cen[i] -rhom_tri2_cen[i])*1.e-006; 
} 
angle_check = 0; 
for(i=0;i<=2;i++){ 
angle_check += area_diff[i]*centroid_diff[i]; 
} 
 
costheta = tri1_n[0]*tri2_n[0] + tri1_n[1]*tri2_n[1] + tri1_n[2]*tri2_n[2]; 
 
//make sure costheta does not exceed 1.0 in absolute value 
if(costheta > 1) costheta = 1.; 
else if(costheta < -1) costheta = -1.; 
 
theta = acosf(costheta);//by default, assume the surface is convex 
 




bend_coeff = kBend; 
 
if(costheta == 1) betabend = 4.*bend_coeff;/// limit maximum bending energy 
to be 4*bend_coeff 




if(/*isnan(betabend) || */fabsf(betabend) > 4.*bend_coeff) betabend = 
4.*bend_coeff*betabend/(fabsf(betabend)); 
 
b11 = -betabend*costheta/(rhom_tri1_area*rhom_tri1_area); 
b12 = betabend/(rhom_tri1_area*rhom_tri2_area); 
b22 = -betabend*costheta/(rhom_tri2_area*rhom_tri2_area); 
 
for(i=0;i<=2;i++){ 
dp21[i] = 1.e-6*(node2coord[i] - node1coord[i]); 
dp24[i] = 1.e-6*(node2coord[i] - node4coord[i]); 
dp32[i] = 1.e-6*(node3coord[i] - node2coord[i]); 
dp41[i] = 1.e-6*(node4coord[i] - node1coord[i]); 






//define vector cross products 
cpdt1[0] = rhom_tri1_area*(tri1_n[1]*dp21[2] - tri1_n[2]*dp21[1]); 
cpdt1[1] = rhom_tri1_area*(tri1_n[2]*dp21[0] - tri1_n[0]*dp21[2]); 
cpdt1[2] = rhom_tri1_area*(tri1_n[0]*dp21[1] - tri1_n[1]*dp21[0]); 
 
cpdt2[0] = rhom_tri2_area*(tri2_n[1]*dp21[2] - tri2_n[2]*dp21[1]); 
cpdt2[1] = rhom_tri2_area*(tri2_n[2]*dp21[0] - tri2_n[0]*dp21[2]); 
cpdt2[2] = rhom_tri2_area*(tri2_n[0]*dp21[1] - tri2_n[1]*dp21[0]); 
 
cpdt3[0] = rhom_tri1_area*(tri1_n[1]*dp24[2] - tri1_n[2]*dp24[1]); 
cpdt3[1] = rhom_tri1_area*(tri1_n[2]*dp24[0] - tri1_n[0]*dp24[2]); 
cpdt3[2] = rhom_tri1_area*(tri1_n[0]*dp24[1] - tri1_n[1]*dp24[0]); 
 
cpdt4[0] = rhom_tri2_area*(tri2_n[1]*dp24[2] - tri2_n[2]*dp24[1]); 
cpdt4[1] = rhom_tri2_area*(tri2_n[2]*dp24[0] - tri2_n[0]*dp24[2]); 
cpdt4[2] = rhom_tri2_area*(tri2_n[0]*dp24[1] - tri2_n[1]*dp24[0]); 
 
cpdt5[0] = rhom_tri1_area*(tri1_n[1]*dp32[2] - tri1_n[2]*dp32[1]); 
cpdt5[1] = rhom_tri1_area*(tri1_n[2]*dp32[0] - tri1_n[0]*dp32[2]); 
cpdt5[2] = rhom_tri1_area*(tri1_n[0]*dp32[1] - tri1_n[1]*dp32[0]); 
 
cpdt6[0] = rhom_tri2_area*(tri2_n[1]*dp32[2] - tri2_n[2]*dp32[1]); 
cpdt6[1] = rhom_tri2_area*(tri2_n[2]*dp32[0] - tri2_n[0]*dp32[2]); 
cpdt6[2] = rhom_tri2_area*(tri2_n[0]*dp32[1] - tri2_n[1]*dp32[0]); 
 
cpdt7[0] = rhom_tri1_area*(tri1_n[1]*dp41[2] - tri1_n[2]*dp41[1]); 
cpdt7[1] = rhom_tri1_area*(tri1_n[2]*dp41[0] - tri1_n[0]*dp41[2]); 
cpdt7[2] = rhom_tri1_area*(tri1_n[0]*dp41[1] - tri1_n[1]*dp41[0]); 
 
cpdt8[0] = rhom_tri2_area*(tri2_n[1]*dp41[2] - tri2_n[2]*dp41[1]); 
cpdt8[1] = rhom_tri2_area*(tri2_n[2]*dp41[0] - tri2_n[0]*dp41[2]); 
cpdt8[2] = rhom_tri2_area*(tri2_n[0]*dp41[1] - tri2_n[1]*dp41[0]); 
 
cpdt9[0] = rhom_tri1_area*(tri1_n[1]*dp13[2] - tri1_n[2]*dp13[1]); 
cpdt9[1] = rhom_tri1_area*(tri1_n[2]*dp13[0] - tri1_n[0]*dp13[2]); 
cpdt9[2] = rhom_tri1_area*(tri1_n[0]*dp13[1] - tri1_n[1]*dp13[0]); 
 
cpdt10[0] = rhom_tri2_area*(tri2_n[1]*dp13[2] - tri2_n[2]*dp13[1]); 
cpdt10[1] = rhom_tri2_area*(tri2_n[2]*dp13[0] - tri2_n[0]*dp13[2]); 
cpdt10[2] = rhom_tri2_area*(tri2_n[0]*dp13[1] - tri2_n[1]*dp13[0]); 
 
for(i=0;i<=2;i++){ 
rhom_tri1_centroid[i] = (rhom_tri1_cen[i] - caps_cen[i])*1.e-006; 
rhom_tri2_centroid[i] = (rhom_tri2_cen[i] - caps_cen[i])*1.e-006; 
} 
 
cpdt1v[0] = (rhom_tri1_centroid[1]*dp21[2] - rhom_tri1_centroid[2]*dp21[1]); 
cpdt1v[1] = (rhom_tri1_centroid[2]*dp21[0] - rhom_tri1_centroid[0]*dp21[2]); 
cpdt1v[2] = (rhom_tri1_centroid[0]*dp21[1] - rhom_tri1_centroid[1]*dp21[0]); 
 
cpdt5v[0] = (rhom_tri1_centroid[1]*dp32[2] - rhom_tri1_centroid[2]*dp32[1]); 
cpdt5v[1] = (rhom_tri1_centroid[2]*dp32[0] - rhom_tri1_centroid[0]*dp32[2]); 
cpdt5v[2] = (rhom_tri1_centroid[0]*dp32[1] - rhom_tri1_centroid[1]*dp32[0]); 
 
cpdt9v[0] = (rhom_tri1_centroid[1]*dp13[2] - rhom_tri1_centroid[2]*dp13[1]); 
cpdt9v[1] = (rhom_tri1_centroid[2]*dp13[0] - rhom_tri1_centroid[0]*dp13[2]); 
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cpdt9v[2] = (rhom_tri1_centroid[0]*dp13[1] - rhom_tri1_centroid[1]*dp13[0]); 
 
 
cpdt4v[0] = (rhom_tri2_centroid[1]*dp24[2] - rhom_tri2_centroid[2]*dp24[1]); 
cpdt4v[1] = (rhom_tri2_centroid[2]*dp24[0] - rhom_tri2_centroid[0]*dp24[2]); 
cpdt4v[2] = (rhom_tri2_centroid[0]*dp24[1] - rhom_tri2_centroid[1]*dp24[0]); 
 
cpdt8v[0] = (rhom_tri2_centroid[1]*dp41[2] - rhom_tri2_centroid[2]*dp41[1]); 
cpdt8v[1] = (rhom_tri2_centroid[2]*dp41[0] - rhom_tri2_centroid[0]*dp41[2]); 
cpdt8v[2] = (rhom_tri2_centroid[0]*dp41[1] - rhom_tri2_centroid[1]*dp41[0]); 
 
cpdt12v[0] = -(rhom_tri2_centroid[1]*dp21[2] - 
rhom_tri2_centroid[2]*dp21[1]); 
cpdt12v[1] = -(rhom_tri2_centroid[2]*dp21[0] - 
rhom_tri2_centroid[0]*dp21[2]); 




cpdt11[i] = -cpdt1[i]; 




f_node1[i] = f_node1[i] + b11*cpdt5[i] + b12*(cpdt3[i]+cpdt6[i]) + 
b22*cpdt4[i]; 
f_node2[i] = f_node2[i] + b11*cpdt9[i] + b12*(cpdt7[i]+cpdt10[i]) + 
b22*cpdt8[i]; 
f_node3[i] = b11*cpdt1[i] + b12*cpdt2[i]; 




///area compression & volume compression 
if(AREA_UPDATE[caps][tri1] == 0){ 
AREA_UPDATE[caps][tri1] = 1; 
/// 





alpha1 = -kd*(rhom_tri1_area - 
rhom_tri1_area_eq)/(4.*rhom_tri1_area_eq*rhom_tri1_area); 
for(i=0;i<=2;i++){ 
f_node1[i] = f_node1[i] + alpha1*cpdt5[i]; 
f_node2[i] = f_node2[i] + alpha1*cpdt9[i]; 
f_node3[i] = f_node3[i] + alpha1*cpdt1[i]; 
/// 
TRI_NORMAL[i][caps][tri1] = tri1_n[i]; 
/// 
///this is new, the global constraint using values updated at previous time 
level (iter-1) instead of current time level (iter). This is done for a 
compact code so that both global and local constraints are applied by one 
kernal function 
f_node1[i] = f_node1[i] + 0.25*areaforcemag/rhom_tri1_area*cpdt5[i]; 
f_node2[i] = f_node2[i] + 0.25*areaforcemag/rhom_tri1_area*cpdt9[i]; 




F_VOLUME[i][caps][node1] = F_VOLUME[i][caps][node1] + 
volforcemag/6.*(rhom_tri1_area*tri1_n[i]/3. + cpdt5v[i]); 
F_VOLUME[i][caps][node2] = F_VOLUME[i][caps][node2] + 
volforcemag/6.*(rhom_tri1_area*tri1_n[i]/3. + cpdt9v[i]); 
F_VOLUME[i][caps][node3] = F_VOLUME[i][caps][node3] + 




if(AREA_UPDATE[caps][tri2] == 0){ 
AREA_UPDATE[caps][tri2] = 1; 
/// 
TRI_AREA[caps][tri2] = rhom_tri2_area; 
/// 
 
alpha2 = -kd*(rhom_tri2_area - 
TRI_AREA_eq[caps][tri2])/(4.*TRI_AREA_eq[caps][tri2]*rhom_tri2_area); 
for(i=0;i<=2;i++){ 
f_node1[i] = f_node1[i] + alpha2*cpdt4[i]; 
f_node2[i] = f_node2[i] + alpha2*cpdt8[i]; 
f_node4[i] = f_node4[i] + alpha2*cpdt12[i]; 
/// 
TRI_NORMAL[i][caps][tri2] = tri2_n[i]; 
/// 
///this is new, the global constraint using values updated at previous time 
level (iter-1) instead of current time level (iter). This is done for a 
compact code so that both global and local constraints are applied by one 
kernal function 
f_node1[i] = f_node1[i] + 0.25*areaforcemag/rhom_tri2_area*cpdt4[i]; 
f_node2[i] = f_node2[i] + 0.25*areaforcemag/rhom_tri2_area*cpdt8[i]; 
f_node4[i] = f_node4[i] + 0.25*areaforcemag/rhom_tri2_area*cpdt12[i]; 
 
F_VOLUME[i][caps][node1] = F_VOLUME[i][caps][node1] + 
volforcemag/6.*(rhom_tri1_area*tri2_n[i]/3. + cpdt4v[i]); 
F_VOLUME[i][caps][node2] = F_VOLUME[i][caps][node2] + 
volforcemag/6.*(rhom_tri1_area*tri2_n[i]/3. + cpdt8v[i]); 
F_VOLUME[i][caps][node4] = F_VOLUME[i][caps][node4] + 






///membrane viscous force 
edge_area = (rhom_tri1_area + rhom_tri2_area)/3.;//don't really need this 
 
lambda = e_ratio/e_ratio_eq;//don't really need this 
/// 
/// /// /// /// 
for(i=0;i<3;i++){ 
vel_12[i] = NODE_VEL[i][caps][node1]-NODE_VEL[i][caps][node2]; 
vel_21[i] = -vel_12[i]; 
} 
 










viscf1[i] = (-gamma_t*vel_12[i] - gamma_c*((vel_12[0]*en1[0]) + 
(vel_12[1]*en1[1]) + (vel_12[2]*en1[2]))*en1[i]); 
viscf2[i] = (-gamma_t*vel_21[i] - gamma_c*((vel_21[0]*en2[0]) + 





F_Visc[i][caps][node1] = F_Visc[i][caps][node1] + viscf1[i]; 







F_Total[i][caps][node1] += f_node1[i]; 
F_Total[i][caps][node2] += f_node2[i]; 
F_Total[i][caps][node3] += f_node3[i]; 





//  } 
} 
//Forces from local conservation constraints (end) 
 
void CGSM_VOLUME_CALC(void){/// calculate the interior volumetric foce 
(pressure) 




CAPS_VOL_OLD[caps] = CAPS_VOL[caps]; 
CAPS_VOL[caps] = 0.; 
for(tri=1;tri<=TriM;tri++){ 





CAPS_VOL[caps] = CAPS_VOL[caps]/3.; 
 







F_VOLUME[v][caps][node] = F_VOLUME_SCALAR[caps]*F_VOLUME[v][caps][node]; 











int caps, tri, tri1, tri2, tri3, i; 
float tri_edge1_length, tri_edge2_length, tri_edge3_length, semiperimeter; 
float dx12, dy12, dz12, dx23, dy23, dz23, dx31, dy31, dz31; 
float sx12, sy12, sz12, sx23, sy23, sz23, sx31, sy31, sz31; 
float xy12, xy23, xy31, yz12, yz23, yz31, zx12, zx23, zx31; 
float node1coord[3], node2coord[3], node3coord[3]; 
 
/** populate triangle coordinate array **/ 
for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 
for(tri=1;tri<=TriM;tri++){ 
tri1 = TRINODE1[tri]; 
tri2 = TRINODE2[tri]; 















///** initialize total area to zero **/ 
 
 
/** calculate individual triangle face area and face normal**/ 
for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 
for(tri=1;tri<=TriM;tri++){ 
dx12 = TRINODE1_COORD[0][caps][tri] - TRINODE2_COORD[0][caps][tri]; 
sx12 = TRINODE1_COORD[0][caps][tri] + TRINODE2_COORD[0][caps][tri]; 
dy12 = TRINODE1_COORD[1][caps][tri] - TRINODE2_COORD[1][caps][tri]; 
sy12 = TRINODE1_COORD[1][caps][tri] + TRINODE2_COORD[1][caps][tri]; 
dz12 = TRINODE1_COORD[2][caps][tri] - TRINODE2_COORD[2][caps][tri]; 
sz12 = TRINODE1_COORD[2][caps][tri] + TRINODE2_COORD[2][caps][tri]; 
tri_edge1_length = sqrtf(dx12*dx12+dy12*dy12+dz12*dz12); 
 
dx23 = TRINODE2_COORD[0][caps][tri] - TRINODE3_COORD[0][caps][tri]; 
sx23 = TRINODE2_COORD[0][caps][tri] + TRINODE3_COORD[0][caps][tri]; 
dy23 = TRINODE2_COORD[1][caps][tri] - TRINODE3_COORD[1][caps][tri]; 
sy23 = TRINODE2_COORD[1][caps][tri] + TRINODE3_COORD[1][caps][tri]; 
dz23 = TRINODE2_COORD[2][caps][tri] - TRINODE3_COORD[2][caps][tri]; 
sz23 = TRINODE2_COORD[2][caps][tri] + TRINODE3_COORD[2][caps][tri]; 
tri_edge2_length = sqrtf(dx23*dx23+dy23*dy23+dz23*dz23); 
 
dx31 = TRINODE3_COORD[0][caps][tri] - TRINODE1_COORD[0][caps][tri]; 
sx31 = TRINODE3_COORD[0][caps][tri] + TRINODE1_COORD[0][caps][tri]; 
dy31 = TRINODE3_COORD[1][caps][tri] - TRINODE1_COORD[1][caps][tri]; 
sy31 = TRINODE3_COORD[1][caps][tri] + TRINODE1_COORD[1][caps][tri]; 
dz31 = TRINODE3_COORD[2][caps][tri] - TRINODE1_COORD[2][caps][tri]; 
212 
 
sz31 = TRINODE3_COORD[2][caps][tri] + TRINODE1_COORD[2][caps][tri]; 
tri_edge3_length = sqrtf(dx31*dx31+dy31*dy31+dz31*dz31); 
 

















//#pragma acc kernels 
//  { 
int caps, node, v, i, j, k, ic, jc, kc, imax, jmax, kmax, imin, jmin, kmin, 
countercheck; 
float vel_old, FSI_Force[3][CapsM+1][NodeM+1], dis_x, dis_y, dis_z; 
float fict_dt, membrane_particle_mass, grid_ratio; 
float unit_vol, dirac_x, dirac_y, dirac_z; 
 
fict_dt = DT*T_SCALE; 
membrane_particle_mass = 1.459816133e-012*2.*4.;//because the Reynolds 
number is low, mass doesnt affect the simulation. but keep this mass high, 







vel_old = NODE_VEL[v][caps][node]; 
F_Total[v][caps][node] = F_Total[v][caps][node] + 
F_Visc_Filtered[v][caps][node]; 
if(RBC_Node_Type[caps][node] < 1) NODE_VEL[v][caps][node] = 
F_Total[v][caps][node]*fict_dt/(membrane_particle_mass) + vel_old;//units of 








///#pragma hmpp <LBM_IBM> CGSM_NODAL_DISPLACEMENT codelet 
void CGSM_NODAL_DISPLACEMENT(void){ 
//#pragma acc kernels 
//  { 
int caps, node, i, ic, jc, kc, l, maxl; 
float rbc_dis[3]; 




//#pragma acc loop independent 
///#pragma hmppcg gridify(node) 
for(node=1;node<=NodeM;node++){ 
//#pragma acc loop independent 
for(i=0;i<=2;i++){ 
if(RBC_Node_Type[caps][node] == 1){ 
if(i == 0){ 
NODE_VEL[i][caps][node] = TWEEZVEL; 
NODE_DISPLACEMENT[i][caps][node] = TWEEZVEL*DT; 
} 
else{ 
NODE_DISPLACEMENT[i][caps][node] = 0.; 
NODE_VEL[i][caps][node] = 0.; 
} 
} 
else if(RBC_Node_Type[caps][node] == 2){ 
if(i == 0){ 
NODE_DISPLACEMENT[i][caps][node] = -TWEEZVEL*DT; 
NODE_VEL[i][caps][node] = -TWEEZVEL; 
} 
else{ 
NODE_DISPLACEMENT[i][caps][node] = 0.; 




NODE_DISPLACEMENT[i][caps][node] =  










ic = (IM+1)/2 + roundf((NODECOORD[0][caps][node]/DX)); 
jc = (JM+1)/2 + roundf((NODECOORD[1][caps][node]/DX)); 
kc = (KM+1)/2 + roundf((NODECOORD[2][caps][node]/DX)); 
 
if(NODECOORD[0][caps][node] > -0.5*LX && NODECOORD[0][caps][node] < 0.5*LX) 
CENTRAL_RNDOFF[caps][node][0] = ic; 
else{ 
CENTRAL_RNDOFF[caps][node][0] = -1; 
ic = -1; 
} 
 
if(NODECOORD[1][caps][node] > -0.5*LY && NODECOORD[1][caps][node] < 0.5*LY) 
CENTRAL_RNDOFF[caps][node][1] = jc; 
else{ 
CENTRAL_RNDOFF[caps][node][1] = -1; 
jc = -1; 
} 
 
if(NODECOORD[2][caps][node] > -0.5*LX && NODECOORD[2][caps][node] < 0.5*LX) 
CENTRAL_RNDOFF[caps][node][2] = kc; 
else{ 
CENTRAL_RNDOFF[caps][node][2] = -1; 
214 
 
kc = -1; 
} 
 
if(ic != -1 && jc != -1 && kc != -1){ 
for(l=0;l<15;l++){ 
if(CELL_LIST[kc][ic][jc][l] == 0){ 






if(l == 15) printf("\nLIST size for grid roundoff is too small, increase the 
array size\n"); 




if(iter%outputfreq == 0) printf("maximum number of nodes in grid roundoff 
list is %d.\n", maxl); 
//  } 
} 




//#pragma acc kernels 
{ 
int caps, node, i, ic, jc, kc, l, maxl, triloop, tri; 
float dis, disnorm; 
int imax, jmax, kmax, imin, jmin, kmin; 
 
maxl = 0; 
for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 
//#pragma acc loop independent 
///#pragma hmppcg gridify(node) 
for(node=1;node<=NodeM;node++){ 
triloop = NEIGHTRI_LIST[node][0]; 
 
NODE_NORMAL[0][caps][node] = 0.; 
NODE_NORMAL[1][caps][node] = 0.; 
NODE_NORMAL[2][caps][node] = 0.; 
 
for(tri=1;tri<=triloop;tri++){ 
NODE_NORMAL[0][caps][node] += TRI_NORMAL[0][caps][NEIGHTRI_LIST[node][tri]]; 
NODE_NORMAL[1][caps][node] += TRI_NORMAL[1][caps][NEIGHTRI_LIST[node][tri]]; 
NODE_NORMAL[2][caps][node] += TRI_NORMAL[2][caps][NEIGHTRI_LIST[node][tri]]; 
} 
 
NODE_NORMAL[0][caps][node] = NODE_NORMAL[0][caps][node]/((float)triloop); 
NODE_NORMAL[1][caps][node] = NODE_NORMAL[1][caps][node]/((float)triloop); 
NODE_NORMAL[2][caps][node] = NODE_NORMAL[2][caps][node]/((float)triloop); 
 
 
//#pragma acc loop independent 
 
ic = (IM+1)/2 + roundf((NODECOORD[0][caps][node]/DX)); 
jc = (JM+1)/2 + roundf((NODECOORD[1][caps][node]/DX)); 




imax = (IM+1)/2 + ceil((NODECOORD[0][caps][node]/DX) ); 
jmax = (JM+1)/2 + ceil((NODECOORD[1][caps][node]/DX) ); 
kmax = (KM+1)/2 + ceil((NODECOORD[2][caps][node]/DX) ); 
 
imin = (IM+1)/2 + floor((NODECOORD[0][caps][node]/DX) ); 
jmin = (JM+1)/2 + floor((NODECOORD[1][caps][node]/DX) ); 
kmin = (KM+1)/2 + floor((NODECOORD[2][caps][node]/DX) ); 
 
if(NODECOORD[0][caps][node] > -0.5*LX && NODECOORD[0][caps][node] < 0.5*LX) 
CENTRAL_RNDOFF[caps][node][0] = ic; 
else{ 
CENTRAL_RNDOFF[caps][node][0] = -1; 
ic = -1; 
} 
 
if(NODECOORD[1][caps][node] > -0.5*LY && NODECOORD[1][caps][node] < 0.5*LY) 
CENTRAL_RNDOFF[caps][node][1] = jc; 
else{ 
CENTRAL_RNDOFF[caps][node][1] = -1; 
jc = -1; 
} 
 
if(NODECOORD[2][caps][node] > -0.5*LX && NODECOORD[2][caps][node] < 0.5*LX) 
CENTRAL_RNDOFF[caps][node][2] = kc; 
else{ 
CENTRAL_RNDOFF[caps][node][2] = -1; 
kc = -1; 
} 
 
if(ic != -1 && jc != -1 && kc != -1){ 
for(l=0;l<15;l++){ 
if(CELL_LIST[kc][ic][jc][l] == 0){ 






if(l == 15) printf("\nLIST size for grid roundoff is too small, increase the 
array size\n"); 
if(l > maxl) maxl = l; 
 
disnorm = (X[kc][ic][jc] - 
NODECOORD[0][caps][node])*NODE_NORMAL[0][caps][node] + (Y[kc][ic][jc] - 
NODECOORD[1][caps][node])*NODE_NORMAL[1][caps][node] +(Z[kc][ic][jc] - 
NODECOORD[2][caps][node])*NODE_NORMAL[2][caps][node]; 
dis = sqrtf((X[kc][ic][jc] - NODECOORD[0][caps][node])*(X[kc][ic][jc] - 
NODECOORD[0][caps][node]) + (Y[kc][ic][jc] - 
NODECOORD[1][caps][node])*(Y[kc][ic][jc] - NODECOORD[1][caps][node]) + 
(Z[kc][ic][jc] - NODECOORD[2][caps][node])*(Z[kc][ic][jc] - 
NODECOORD[2][caps][node])); 
 
if(CELL_EU_LAG_DIS[kc][ic][jc] > dis){ 
CELL_EU_LAG_DIS[kc][ic][jc] = dis; 
if(disnorm >= 0){ 













if(CELLSPACE[kc][ic][jc] == 0.) CELLSPACE[kc][ic][jc] = caps; 
else if(CELLSPACE[kc][ic][jc] != caps){ 
//first overlap entry 
if(CELLOVERLAP[kc][ic][jc] == 0){ 
CELLSPACE[kc][ic][jc] = CapsM + CELLSPACE[kc][ic][jc] + caps; 
CELLOVERLAP[kc][ic][jc] = 1; 
} 
//else already overlapped before 
} 
B_index[kmin][imin][jmin] = 10; 




if(iter%outputfreq == 0) printf("maximum number of nodes in grid roundoff 






//#pragma acc kernels 





CELL_EU_LAG_DIS[k][i][j] = 100.; 
for(l=0;l<15;l++){ 













CAPS_VOL_OLD[caps] = CAPS_VOL[caps]; 




///#pragma hmpp <LBM_IBM> CGSM_DIVERGENCE codelet 
void CGSM_DIVERGENCE(void){ 








//#pragma acc loop independent 
///#pragma hmppcg gridify(tri) 
for(tri=1;tri<=TriM;tri++){ 
tri_node1 = TRINODE1[tri]; 
tri_node2 = TRINODE2[tri]; 
tri_node3 = TRINODE3[tri]; 
 
for(i=0;i<=2;i++){ 
centroid_displacement[i] = (NODE_DISPLACEMENT[i][caps][tri_node1] + 
NODE_DISPLACEMENT[i][caps][tri_node2] + 
NODE_DISPLACEMENT[i][caps][tri_node3])/3.*1.e-006;//displacement of triangle 













void CGSM_VOLUME_SWEEP_SERIALPROC(void){//summation operation; serial - 
cannot be parallelized 









void CGSM_VOLUME_NEW_SERIALPROC(void){//summation operation; serial - cannot 
be parallelized 
int caps, tri; 
 
for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 








//if(iter == iterrelax+1) F_VOLUME_SCALAR[caps] = 0.; 
/*else */F_VOLUME_SCALAR[caps] = -kv*(CAPS_VOL[caps] - MCV)/MCV; 
} 
} 










CAPS_AREA_OLD[caps] = CAPS_AREA[caps]; 
CAPS_NODEAREA_OLD[caps] = CAPS_NODEAREA[caps]; 
CAPS_AREA[caps] = 0.; 




void CGSM_SURFAREA_NEW_SERIALPROC(void){//summation operation; serial - 
cannot be parallelized 













//if(iter == iterrelax+1) F_AREA_SCALAR[caps] = 0.; 
/*else*/ F_AREA_SCALAR[caps] = -ka*(CAPS_AREA[caps] - RBC_SURF)/RBC_SURF; 
} 
} 







































int caps, i; 
 
caps = 1; 
//for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 
for(i=0;i<=2;i++){ 






int caps, node, i; 
 











int caps, i; 
 
caps = 1; 
//for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 
for(i=0;i<=2;i++){ 




//Centroid update (end) 
 
void RELAXATION_CGSM_AREA(void){ 
int caps, tri, tri1, tri2, tri3, i; 
float tri_edge1_length, tri_edge2_length, tri_edge3_length, semiperimeter; 
float dx12, dy12, dz12, dx23, dy23, dz23, dx31, dy31, dz31; 
float sx12, sy12, sz12, sx23, sy23, sz23, sx31, sy31, sz31; 
float xy12, xy23, xy31, yz12, yz23, yz31, zx12, zx23, zx31; 
float node1coord[3], node2coord[3], node3coord[3]; 
 
/** populate triangle coordinate array **/ 
for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 
for(tri=1;tri<=TriM;tri++){ 
tri1 = TRINODE1[tri]; 
tri2 = TRINODE2[tri]; 

















///** initialize total area to zero **/ 
//for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 
//CAPS_AREA_using_tri_ele[caps] = 0.; 
//} 
 
/** calculate individual triangle face area and face normal**/ 
for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 
for(tri=1;tri<=TriM;tri++){ 
dx12 = TRINODE1_COORD[0][caps][tri] - TRINODE2_COORD[0][caps][tri]; 
sx12 = TRINODE1_COORD[0][caps][tri] + TRINODE2_COORD[0][caps][tri]; 
dy12 = TRINODE1_COORD[1][caps][tri] - TRINODE2_COORD[1][caps][tri]; 
sy12 = TRINODE1_COORD[1][caps][tri] + TRINODE2_COORD[1][caps][tri]; 
dz12 = TRINODE1_COORD[2][caps][tri] - TRINODE2_COORD[2][caps][tri]; 
sz12 = TRINODE1_COORD[2][caps][tri] + TRINODE2_COORD[2][caps][tri]; 
tri_edge1_length = sqrtf(dx12*dx12+dy12*dy12+dz12*dz12); 
 
dx23 = TRINODE2_COORD[0][caps][tri] - TRINODE3_COORD[0][caps][tri]; 
sx23 = TRINODE2_COORD[0][caps][tri] + TRINODE3_COORD[0][caps][tri]; 
dy23 = TRINODE2_COORD[1][caps][tri] - TRINODE3_COORD[1][caps][tri]; 
sy23 = TRINODE2_COORD[1][caps][tri] + TRINODE3_COORD[1][caps][tri]; 
dz23 = TRINODE2_COORD[2][caps][tri] - TRINODE3_COORD[2][caps][tri]; 
sz23 = TRINODE2_COORD[2][caps][tri] + TRINODE3_COORD[2][caps][tri]; 
tri_edge2_length = sqrtf(dx23*dx23+dy23*dy23+dz23*dz23); 
 
dx31 = TRINODE3_COORD[0][caps][tri] - TRINODE1_COORD[0][caps][tri]; 
sx31 = TRINODE3_COORD[0][caps][tri] + TRINODE1_COORD[0][caps][tri]; 
dy31 = TRINODE3_COORD[1][caps][tri] - TRINODE1_COORD[1][caps][tri]; 
sy31 = TRINODE3_COORD[1][caps][tri] + TRINODE1_COORD[1][caps][tri]; 
dz31 = TRINODE3_COORD[2][caps][tri] - TRINODE1_COORD[2][caps][tri]; 
sz31 = TRINODE3_COORD[2][caps][tri] + TRINODE1_COORD[2][caps][tri]; 
tri_edge3_length = sqrtf(dx31*dx31+dy31*dy31+dz31*dz31); 
 

















TRI_NORMAL[0][caps][tri] = 0.5*(yz12 + yz23 + yz31)*1.e-
012/TRI_AREA[caps][tri]; 
TRI_NORMAL[1][caps][tri] = 0.5*(zx12 + zx23 + zx31)*1.e-
012/TRI_AREA[caps][tri]; 


















//#pragma acc kernels, copy(DEL) 






if(DEL[k][i][j] != 0){ 
DEL[k][i][j] = 1.; 
VISCOSITY[k][i][j] = MU; 
} 














float bdcell, temp; 
 
//k = (KM+1)/2; 
for(k=1;k<KM;k++){ 
for(i=1;i<=IM;i++){ 
borderflag = 0; 
Fillcount = 0; 
//Fillstart[0] = 0; 
//Fillstart[0] = 0; 
for(c=1;c<=10;c++){ 





if(borderflag == 0){ 
if(CELLSPACE[k][i][j] == 0) continue; 
if(CELLSPACE[k][i][j] > 0.5){//reached the fringe of 1st border region 
borderflag = 1; 
bdcell = CELLSPACE[k][i][j]; 
} 
} 
else if(borderflag == 1){ 
if(CELLSPACE[k][i][j] > 0.5) continue; 
if(CELLSPACE[k][i][j] == 0){ 
Fillcount += 1; 
//if(j == 20) printf("helloooooo!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1"); 
Fillstart[Fillcount] = j; 
borderflag = 2; 
} 
} 
else if(borderflag == 2){ 
if(j == JM){ 
Fillcount -= 1;//cell appears open ==> this could mean 1) error on cell mesh 
or 2) 1st point caught was a tangential border point with no closing border 
point in j direction 
break; 
} 
if(CELLSPACE[k][i][j] == 0) continue; 
if(CELLSPACE[k][i][j] > 0.5){//reached the 2nd border cell point 
Fillend[Fillcount] = j - 1; 
//evaluate whether this border cell point belongs to 1) the same cell, 2) 
different cell or 3) shared by same cell and another cell 
//if(i == 20 && Fillcount == 2) printf("bdcell is %e!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!", 
bdcell); 
if(fabsf(CELLSPACE[k][i][j] - bdcell) < 0.1){ 
borderflag = 3; 
//if(i == 20 && Fillcount == 2) printf("helloooooo!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1"); 
Realfillcount[Fillcount] = 1;//case 1 
} 
else if(CELLSPACE[k][i][j] <= CapsM){ 
bdcell = CELLSPACE[k][i][j]; 
Realfillcount[Fillcount] = 0;//case 2 
borderflag = 1;//possible start of another cell interior zone ==> 
} 
else if(CELLSPACE[k][i][j] > CapsM){ 
temp = bdcell; 
bdcell = CELLSPACE[k][i][j] - temp - CapsM; 
//if(i == 20 && j > 34){ 
//printf("#######At iteration #%d, New border cell along i=%d is 
%e;#######\n",iter, i, bdcell); 
////if(i == IM) printf("\n"); 
//} 
borderflag = 1;//case 3 




else if(borderflag == 3){//we've reached a legitimate interior border point 




if(fabsf(CELLSPACE[k][i][j] - bdcell) < 0.1 && CELLSPACE[k][i][j] < CapsM) 
continue; 
if(CELLSPACE[k][i][j] > CapsM){ 
temp = bdcell; 
bdcell = CELLSPACE[k][i][j] - temp - CapsM; 
//if(i == 20 && j > 34){ 
//printf("#######At iteration #%d, New border cell along i=%d is 
%e;#######\n",iter, i, bdcell); 
////if(i == IM) printf("\n"); 
//} 
borderflag = 1;//case 3 
//Realfillcount[Fillcount] = 1; 
}  
else if(CELLSPACE[k][i][j] == 0) borderflag = 0; 
else{ 
borderflag = 1; 




//if(iter%50 == 0){ 
//printf(";;;;;;At iteration #%d, Fillcount for i=%d is %d... The 
realfillflag for fillcount1 is %d and count2 is %d;;;;;\n",iter, i, 
Fillcount, Realfillcount[1], Realfillcount[2]); 
////if(i == IM) printf("/n"); 
//} 
scan = Fillcount; 
if(scan > 0){ 
for(c=1;c<=scan;c++){ 
if(Realfillcount[c] == 0) continue; 
scanstart = Fillstart[c]; 
scanend = Fillend[c]; 
for(j=scanstart;j<=scanend;j++){ 



















/************************** I/O Functions *****************************/ 
void INIT_OUTPUT(void){ 







fOUT = fopen("Sphere_TriMesh.vtk", "w"); 




fprintf(fOUT, "POINTS %d float\n",NodeM); 
 
for(node=0;node<NodeM;node++){ 






fprintf(fOUT, "CELLS %d %d\n",TriM, 4*TriM); 
 
for(tri=0;tri<TriM;tri++){ 





//cell type definition 















fprintf(fOUT, "FIELD FieldData 1\nfaceAttributes 1 %d float\n",TriM); 
for(tri=0;tri<TriM;tri++){ 







fOUT = fopen("Sphere_NODE_Forces.csv", "w"); 
fprintf(fOUT, "X, Y, Z, WLC_x, WLC_y, WLC_z, Bend_x, Bend_y, Bend_z, 
Compression_x, Compression_y, Compression_z\n"); 
 
for(node=1;node<=NodeM;node++){ 
fprintf(fOUT, "%.7f, %.7f, %.7f, %.7e, %.7e, %.7e, %.7e, %.7e, %.7e, %.7e, 
%.7e, %.7e\n",NODECOORD[0][1][node], NODECOORD[1][1][node], 
NODECOORD[2][1][node], F_WLC[0][1][node], F_WLC[1][1][node], 
F_WLC[2][1][node], F_BEND[0][1][node], F_BEND[1][1][node], 



















fOUT = fopen("Biconcave_YPROJECT_TriMesh.vtk", "w"); 




fprintf(fOUT, "POINTS %d float\n",NodeM); 
 
for(node=0;node<NodeM;node++){ 






fprintf(fOUT, "CELLS %d %d\n",TriM, 4*TriM); 
 
for(tri=0;tri<TriM;tri++){ 





//cell type definition 














fprintf(fOUT, "NORMALS cell_normals float\n"); 
for(tri=0;tri<TriM;tri++){ 









fprintf(fOUT, "FIELD FieldData 1\nfaceAttributes 1 %d float\n",TriM); 
for(tri=0;tri<TriM;tri++){ 






fOUT = fopen("Biconcave_NODE_Forces_BeforeRelaxation.csv", "w"); 
fprintf(fOUT, "X, Y, Z, WLC_x, WLC_y, WLC_z, Bend_x, Bend_y, Bend_z, 




fprintf(fOUT, "%.7f, %.7f, %.7f, %.7e, %.7e, %.7e, %.7e, %.7e, %.7e, %.7e, 
%.7e, %.7e, %.7e, %.7e, %.7e\n",NODECOORD[0][1][node], 
NODECOORD[1][1][node], NODECOORD[2][1][node], F_WLC[0][1][node], 
F_WLC[1][1][node], F_WLC[2][1][node], F_BEND[0][1][node], 
F_BEND[1][1][node], F_BEND[2][1][node], F_POW[0][1][node], 











int caps,tri,edge, node, i,j,k; 
int node1, node2, node3; 




char head1[]="Biconcave_TriMesh", head2[] = "Biconcave_NODE_Forces", 
head3[]="Bend", head4[]="Tri_Normal", head5[]="TotalZ0_XYPlane", 
head6[]="TotalZmin_XYPlane", head7[]="TotalY0_XZPlane", 
head8[]="TotalX0_YZPlane", head9[]="T1ResultantForces", 
head10[]="T2ResultantForces", And[]="-", zero5[]="00000", zero4[]="0000", 
zero3[]="000", zero2[]="00", zero1[]="0"; 
char number[10], capsulenum[3]; 
char name[25], num[13], d1[]=".csv", d2[]=".vtk"; 
 
sprintf(number, "%d", iter); 
 
if(iter < 10){ 
strcpy(num, zero5); 
strcat(num, number);           
} 
if(iter >= 10 && iter < 100){ 
strcpy(num, zero4); 
strcat(num, number);           
} 
if(iter >= 100 && iter < 1000){ 
strcpy(num, zero3); 




if(iter >= 1000 && iter < 10000){ 
strcpy(num, zero2);  
strcat(num, number); 
} 
if(iter >= 10000 && iter < 100000){ 
strcpy(num, zero1);  
strcat(num, number); 
} 














fOUT = fopen(name, "w"); 
fprintf(fOUT, "X, Y, Z, HydElasF_x, HydElasF_y, HydElasF_z, AGGx, AGGy, 
AGGz, Velx, Vely, Velz, FAGGx, FAGGy, FAGGz\n"); 
 
for(node=1;node<=NodeM;node++){ 
fprintf(fOUT, "%.7f, %.7f, %.7f, %.7e, %.7e, %.7e, %.7e, %.7e, %.7e, %.7e, 
%.7e, %.7e, %.7e, %.7e, %.7e\n",NODECOORD[0][caps][node], 
NODECOORD[1][caps][node], NODECOORD[2][caps][node], F_Total[0][caps][node], 
F_Total[1][caps][node], F_Total[2][caps][node], AGG_DIS[0][caps][node], 
AGG_DIS[1][caps][node], AGG_DIS[2][caps][node], NODE_VEL[0][caps][node], 

















fOUT = fopen(name, "w"); 















fprintf(fOUT, "CELLS %d %d\n",TriM, 4*TriM); 
 
for(tri=0;tri<TriM;tri++){ 





//cell type definition 















fprintf(fOUT, "FIELD FieldData 1\nfaceAttributes 1 %d float\n",TriM); 
for(tri=0;tri<TriM;tri++){ 






















char name[25], num_colour[13], d3[]=".dat"; 
 
//for(colour=0;colour<=23;colour++){ 








printf("writing spontaneous LMAX, Plength, kp and Theta0 into %s file\n", 
name); 
fOUT = fopen(name, "w"); 
for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 
//caps = 1; 
for(edge=1;edge<=EdgeM;edge++){ 


















char name[25], num_colour[13], d3[]=".dat"; 
 
//for(colour=0;colour<=23;colour++){ 






printf("writing spontaneous LMAX, Plength, kp and Theta0 into %s file\n", 
name); 
fOUT = fopen(name, "w"); 
for(caps=1;caps<=CapsM;caps++){ 
//caps = 1; 
for(edge=1;edge<=EdgeM;edge++){ 









printf("writing TRI_AREA_eq into %s file\n", name); 










printf("Outputted spontaneous membrane data successfully... \n"); 
 





















char head1[]="Biconcave_TriMesh", head2[] = "Biconcave_NODE_Forces", 
And[]="-", zero5[]="00000", zero4[]="0000", zero3[]="000", zero2[]="00", 
zero1[]="0"; 
char number[10]; 




fOUT = fopen("Kp_Plength_iteration_3.csv", "a+"); 
if(iter == 1) fprintf(fOUT, "iteration number, kp, Plength\n"); 
 
//for(node=1;node<=NodeM;node++){ 









int col, i, j, k, c, caps, node, tri, edge, list_count,m,n,q; 
//int sim_new; 
time_t t; 
struct tm *t_time; 
int sec_current, sec_diff,sec_previous,sec_total; 
int junk; 
FILE *fOUT, *fIN; 
char head1[]="Biconcave_TriMesh", /*head2[] = "Biconcave_NODE_Forces", 
head3[]="Bend", head4[]="Tri_Normal", head5[]="TotalZ0_XYPlane", 
head6[]="TotalZmin_XYPlane", head7[]="TotalY0_XZPlane", 
head8[]="TotalX0_YZPlane", head9[]="T1ResultantForces", 
head10[]="T2ResultantForces", */And[]="-", zero5[]="00000", zero4[]="0000", 




char name[25], num[13], num_col[13], d1[]=".csv", d2[]=".vtk", d3[]=".dat"; 
char bulk[100]; 
 
printf("Please press \"1\" to continue simulation from a previously saved 
simulation timestep,\n press \"2\" for a new simulation using pre-set 
spectrin-force-relaxation conditions, \n or press \"3\" for new simulation 
with re-calculated spectrin-force-relaxation conditions\n"); 
scanf("%d", &sim_new); 
 
//sim_new = 3; 
/*********************************************************************** 1. 
INITIALIZATION ROUTINES FOR LBM SOLVER (START) 
****************************************************************************
**/ 
/// There are 2 STAGES in the LBM initialization: 
/// STAGE 1A - Setting default values to key LBM arrays and calculating LBM 
system properties 
/// STAGE 1B - Defining fluid domain geometry and boundary conditions 
 








X[k][i][j] = -LX/2. + LX*(i-1)/(float)(IM-1);  
Y[k][i][j] = -LY/2. + LY*(j-1)/(float)(JM-1);  
Z[k][i][j] = -LZ/2. + LZ*(k-1)/(float)(KM-1); 
FX[k][i][j] = 0.0; 
FY[k][i][j] = 0.0; 
FZ[k][i][j] = 0.0; 
DEL[k][i][j] = -1.0; 
DEL_OLD[k][i][j] = 1.0; 
CELLSPACE[k][i][j] = 0.; 
CELLOVERLAP[k][i][j] = 0; 
CELL_EU_LAG_DIS[k][i][j] = 100.; 
B_index[k][i][j] = 1.0;//B_index[i][j] = -1(for ghost cell); 0.5(for 
pressure boundary); 0(for velocity boundary); 1.0(for fluid domain); 0.1(for 
periodic boundary); 0.3(for open boundaries) 
VISCOSITY[k][i][j] = MU; 
iNEIGHB[k][i][j] = 0; 
jNEIGHB[k][i][j] = 0; 
kNEIGHB[k][i][j] = 0; 
 
LAGRANGIAN_LIST[k][i][j][0] = 0; 









X[k][i][j] = -LX/2. + LX*(i-1)/(float)(IM-1);    
Y[k][i][j] = -LY/2. + LY*(j-1)/(float)(JM-1); 
232 
 





printf("The simulation domain is X: (%f um to %f um); Y: (%f um to %f um); 
Z: (%f um to %f um);\n",X[(KM-1)/2][1][(JM-1)/2], X[(KM-1)/2][IM][(JM-1)/2], 
Y[(KM-1)/2][(IM-1)/2][1], Y[(KM-1)/2][(IM-1)/2][JM], Z[1][(IM-1)/2][(JM-










printf("NEW SIMULATION INITIALIZATION IS COMPLETE!!... Starting TSTEP 
1..\n"); 
} 
else if(sim_new == 1){ 
printf("\n You have chosen to restart from a previous simulation: \n Please 











//pass values to GPU 
#pragma hmpp <LBM_IBM> allocate 
#pragma hmpp <LBM_IBM> advancedload, args[::iNEIGHB; ::jNEIGHB; ::kNEIGHB; 
::CELLSPACE; ::X; ::Y; ::Z; ::UC; ::VC; ::WC; ::LBM_BFORCE_SCALE; ::DX; 
::D_In; ::D_Out; ::EQ_A; ::EQ_B; ::EQ_C; ::CS; ::TA0; ::MU_LBM_scale; ::F; 
::F_OLD; ::FEQ; ::B_index; ::U; ::V; ::W; ::D; ::tao2; ::DEL; ::FX; ::FY; 
::FZ; ::DEL_OLD; ::VISCOSITY]//; ::COL_F_TOTAL; ::F_Total; ::NODE_VEL; 
::TRI_CENTROID; ::TRI_AREA; ::TRI_NORMAL; ::F_AREA_SCALAR; 
::F_VOLUME_SCALAR; ::NODECOORD; ::TRI_AREA_eq; ::SWEPT_VOL; 
::Bead1VelChange; ::Bead2VelChange; ::LMAX; ::Plength; ::kp; ::Theta0; 
::NODE_DISPLACEMENT; ::CAPS_CENTROID; ::AREA_UPDATE; ::GLOBAL_UPDATE; 
::TWEEZERMAXNODE1; ::TWEEZERMAXNODE2; ::TWEEZERNODELIST1; 
::TWEEZERNODELIST2; ::COLOUR_NODELIST; ::TRINODE1; ::TRINODE2; ::TRINODE3] 
} 
 
printf("iteration %d, RBC1's centroid position is (%.7e, %.7e, %.7e), RBC1's 
cell volume is %.7e\n Surface area calculated using tri-data-structure is is 
%.7e.\n", iter, CAPS_CENTROID[0][1], CAPS_CENTROID[1][1], 


















iter = iter + 1; 
 
 
if(iter%granularity == 0 || iter == 1){ 
 
//if(iter%granularity == 0){ 
 
/// 4B.1 internal forces from local deformations and constraints 

















//if(iter%granularity == 0)  
IBM_RBC_NODAL_VELOCITY_SERIALPROC();//presently the force spreading 
algorithm in the IBM function is serial due to its cummulative summation 
operation 
 
//#pragma hmpp <LBM_IBM> advancedload, args[::FX; ::FY; ::FZ]// 
 
/// 4B.4 tweezer bead velocity calculation 
 





/// 4B.6 update RBC mesh geometrics 
 
 
// for LBM-IBM 
//if(iter%outputfreq == 0 || iter == 1) IND_SCANFILL(); 









printf("\n iteration %d, RBC1's centroid position is (%.7e, %.7e, %.7e), 
RBC1's cell volume is %.7e\n Surface area calculated using tri-data-
structure is is %.7e.\n", iter, CAPS_CENTROID[0][1], CAPS_CENTROID[1][1], 
CAPS_CENTROID[2][1], CAPS_VOL[1], CAPS_AREA[1]); 













fOUT = fopen("time.dat", "a+"); 










printf("~~~~~~~~~~~~ Simulation is complete! ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"); 
//scanf("%c", &junk); 
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